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Discrete random variables

An	archery	competition	is	held	each	month.	In	the	first	round	of	the	competition,	
each	competitor	has	five	tries	at	hitting	a	small	target.	Those	who	hit	the	
target	at	least	three	times	get	through	to	the	next	round.	In	April,	there	are	
250	competitors	in	the	first	round.	The	frequencies	of	the	different	numbers	of	
possible	successes	are	as	follows.

Table	2.1

Number of successes 0 1 2 3 4 5

Frequency 65 89 48 21 11 16

Probability theory is 
nothing but common 
sense reduced to 
calculation.

Pierre	Simon	Laplace

2

20

The numbers of successes are necessarily discrete. A discrete frequency distribution 
is best illustrated by a vertical line chart, as in Figure 2.1. This shows you that the 
distribution has positive skew, with the bulk of the data at the lower end of the 
distribution.
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Figure	2.1

The survey involved 250 competitors. This is a reasonably large sample and so 
it is reasonable to use the results to estimate the probabilities of the various 
possible outcomes: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 successes. You divide each frequency by 250 
to obtain the relative frequency, or probability, of each outcome (number of 
successes).

Table	2.2

Outcome (Number of successes) 0 1 2 3 4 5

Probability 0.260 0.356 0.192 0.084 0.044 0.064

You now have a mathematical model to describe a particular situation. In 
statistics, you are often looking for models to describe and explain the data 
you find in the real world. In this chapter, you are introduced to some of the 
techniques for working with models for discrete data. Such models are called 
discrete probability distributions.

The number of successes is a random variable since the actual value of the 
outcome is variable and can only be predicted with a given probability, i.e. the 
outcomes occur at random. The random variable is discrete since the number 
of successes is an integer (between 0 and 5).

In the archery competition, the maximum number of successes is five so 
the variable is finite. For example, if each competitor had ten tries, then the 
maximum would be ten. In this case, there would be eleven possible outcomes 
(including zero). Two well-known examples of finite discrete random variables 
are the binomial distribution and the negative binomial distribution.

By contrast, if you considered the number of times you need to roll a pair of 
dice to get a double six, there is no theoretical maximum, and so the distribution 
is infinite. Two well-known examples of infinite discrete random variables are 
the geometric distribution and the Poisson distribution.You will study 
these discrete distributions in Chapter 3 and Chapter 9.

Note	
You	can	draw	a	diagram	
to	show	this	probability 
distribution.	It	is	
identical	in	shape	to	
Figure	2.1	but	with	
probability	rather	
than	frequency	on	the	
vertical	axis.

For	example:	the	number	
of	rolls	to	get	a	six	on	
a	dice.
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1		Conditions	for	discrete	random	
variables

●● A random variable is denoted by an upper case letter, such as X, Y, or Z.
●● The particular values that the random variable takes are denoted by lower 

case letters, such as x, y, z and r.
●● In the case of a discrete variable these are sometimes given suffixes such as  

r
1
, r

2
, r

3
, …

●● Thus P 1( )=X r  means the probability that the random variable X takes a 
particular value r

1
.

●● If a finite discrete random variable can take n distinct values r
1
, r

2
,..., r

n
, with 

associated probabilities p
1
, p

2
, …, p

n
, then the sum of the probabilities must 

equal 1.
●● In that case, p

1
 + p

2
 +... + p

n
 = 1.

●● This can be written more formally as

p P 1.
1 1

( )Σ = Σ = =
= =

X r
n

k
k

n

k
k

●● If there is no ambiguity, then

P
1

( )Σ =
=

X r
n

k
k

is often abbreviated to

P .( )Σ =X r

The probability distribution of a random variable X is given by

kP 2( )= =X r r  for r = 3, 4, 5

P 0( )= =X r  otherwise.

(i) Find the value of the constant k.

(ii) Illustrate the distribution and describe the shape of the distribution.

(iii) Two successive values of X are generated independently of each other.

 Find the probability that

(a) both values of X are the same

(b) the total of the two values of X is greater than 8.

The	various	outcomes	
cover	all	possibilities;	
they	are	exhaustive.

Example 2.1

Note	
You	will	often	see	the	
expression	P( )= rX 	in	a	
table	heading.
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Solution
(i) Tabulating the probability distribution for X gives:

Table	2.3

r 3 4 5

P(X = r) 9k 16k 25k

Since X is a random variable,

k k k

k

k

P 1

9 16 25 1

50 1

0.02

( )( )Σ = =
+ + =

=
=

X r

Hence P 0.02 2( )= =X r r   for r = 3, 4, 5 which gives the following 
probability distribution.

Table	2.4

r 3 4 5

P(X = r) 0.18 0.32 0.50

(ii)  The vertical line chart in Figure 2.2 illustrates this distribution. It has 
negative skew.

3
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

4 5

P(
X

=
r) 

r
Figure	2.2

(iii) (a) P(both values of X are the same)

0.18 0.32 0.5

0.0324 0.1024 0.25

0.3848

2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )= + +
= + +
=

 (b) P(total of the two values is greater than 8)

0.32 0.5 0.5 0.32 0.5 0.5

0.16 0.16 0.25

0.57

= × + × + ×
= + +
=

The	ways	of	getting	a	
total	greater	than	8	are:	
4	and	5,	5	and	4,	5	and	5.
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①	 A fair five-sided spinner has faces labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The random variable 
X represents the score when the spinner is spun.

(i)		 Copy and complete the table below to show the probability 
distribution of X.
Table	2.5

r 1 2 3    

P(X = r) 0.2        

(ii)		 Illustrate the distribution.

(iii)		 Find the values of

(a)	 P( 2)>X

(b)	 P( iseven)X
(c)	 ( 5)>P X .

②	 The probability distribution of a discrete random variable X is given by

	 P( )= =X r kr   for r = 1, 2, 3, 4

	 0( )= =P X r    otherwise.

(i)	 Copy and complete the table below to show the probability 
distribution of X in terms of k.
Table	2.6

r 1 2 3  

P(X = r)     4k 

(ii)		 Use the fact that the sum of the probabilities is equal to 1 to find the 
value of k.

(iii)		 Find the values of

(a)	 P 4( )=X

(b)	 P( 4)<X .

③	 A fair three-sided spinner has faces labelled 1, 2 and 3. The random variable 
X is given by the sum of the scores when the spinner is spun three times. 

(i)		 Find the probability distribution of X.

(ii)		 Illustrate the distribution and describe the shape of the distribution.

(iii)		 Find the values of

(a)	 P( 6)>X
(b)	 P( is odd)X

(c)	 P( 4 2)− <X .

④	 The random variable Y is given by the absolute difference when the spinner 
in Question 1 is spun twice.

(i)		 Find the probability distribution of Y.

(ii)		 Illustrate the distribution and describe the shape of the distribution.

(iii)		 Find the values of

(a)	 P( 2)<Y

(b)	 P( is even)Y .

Exercise 2.1
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⑤	 Two ordinary dice are thrown. The random variable X is the product of the 
numbers shown on the dice.

(i)	 Find the probability distribution of X.

(ii)	 What is the probability that any throw of the two dice results in a value 
of X which is an even number?

⑥	 The probability distribution of a discrete random variable X is given by

	 P 4( )= =X r kr  for r = 2, 3, 4, 5

	 0( )= =P X r  otherwise.

(i)	 Find the value of k and tabulate the probability distribution.

(ii)	 If two successive values of X are generated independently find the 
probability that

(a)	 the two values are equal

(b)	 the first value is less than the second value.

⑦	 A curiously shaped four-faced spinner produces scores, X, for which the 
probability distribution is given by

	  P 2 102( )( )= = + +X r k r r  for r = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

	  P 0( )= =X r  otherwise.

(i)	 Find the value of k and illustrate the distribution.

(ii)	 Show that, when this spinner is spun twice, the probability of obtaining 
one non-zero score which is exactly twice the other is very nearly 0.18.

⑧	 Four fair coins are tossed.

(i)	 By considering the set of possible outcomes, HHHH, HHHT, etc., 
tabulate the probability distribution of X, the number of heads occurring.

(ii)	 Illustrate the distribution and describe the shape of the distribution.

(iii)	 Find the probability that there are more heads than tails.

(iv)	 Without further calculation, state whether your answer to part (iii) 
would be the same if five fair coins were tossed. Give a reason for 
your answer.

⑨	 A doctor is investigating the numbers of children, X, which women have in 
a country. She notes that the probability that a woman has more than five 
children is negligible. She suggests the following model for X

	 P 0 0.3( )= =X

	 P 12 3 – 2( )( )= = +X r k r r   for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

	 0( )= =P X r         otherwise.

(i)	 Find the value of k and write the probability distribution as a table.

(ii)	 Find the probability that two women chosen at random both have 
more than three children.

⑩	 A motoring magazine correspondent conducts a survey of the numbers 
of people per car travelling along a stretch of motorway. He denotes the 
number by the random variable X which he finds to have the following 
probability distribution.
Table	2.7

r 1 2 3 4 5 6+

P(X = r) 0.57 0.28 a 0.04 0.01 negligible

(i)	 Find the value of a.
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He wants to find an algebraic model for the distribution and suggests the 
following model.

2( )= = −P X r k r   for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

0( )= =P X r     otherwise.

(ii)	 Find the value of k for this model.

(iii)	 Compare the algebraic model with the probabilities he found, 
illustrating both distributions on one diagram. Do you think it is a 
good model?

⑪	 In a game, each player throws four ordinary six-sided dice. The random 
variable X is the smallest number showing on the dice, so, for example, for 
scores of 2, 5, 3 and 4, x = 2.

(i)	 Find the probability that 6=X , i.e. 6( )=P X .

(ii)	 Find P X( ) 5  and deduce that ( )= =P 5 15
1296

X .

(iii)	 Find P X r( )  and so deduce ( )=P X r , for r = 4, 3, 2, 1.

(iv)	 Illustrate and describe the probability distribution of X.

⑫	 A box contains six black pens and four red pens. Three pens are taken at 
random from the box.

(i)	 Illustrate the various outcomes on a probability tree diagram.

(ii)	 The random variable X represents the number of black pens obtained. 
Find the probability distribution of X.

2	Expectation	and	variance
The next round of the archery competition is held in May. In this round there 
are 200 competitors altogether. The organisers of the competition would like 
to increase the number of people getting through to the next round, without 
changing the rules. They decide to give each of the competitors a relaxation 
session before their attempt. The number of successes for each competitor this 
time is as follows.

Table	2.8

Number of successes 0 1 2 3 4 5

Frequency 36 54 60 19 15 16

The competition involves 200 people. This is again a reasonably large sample and 
so, once again, it is reasonable to use the results to estimate the probabilities of 
the various possible outcomes: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 successes, as before.

Table	2.9

Outcome (Number of successes) 0 1 2 3 4 5

Probability (Relative frequency) 0.18 0.27 0.30 0.095 0.075 0.08

One way to compare the two probability distributions, in April and in May, is to 
calculate a measure of central tendency and a measure of spread.

Just as you can calculate the mean and variance of a frequency distribution, you 
can also do something very similar for a probability distribution.

Discussion	point
●How	would	you	compare	
the	results	in	the	
competitions?
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●● The most useful measure of central tendency for a probability distribution is 
the mean or expectation of the random variable. This is denoted by µ.

●● The most useful measure of spread for a probability distribution is the 
 variance, σ 2, or its square root the standard deviation, σ .

The expectation is given by E P( ) ( )= = Σ =µX r X r . Its calculation is shown 
below using the probability distribution for the archers in May (after the 
relaxation session) as an example.

Table	2.10

r P(X = r) rP(X = r)
0 0.18 0

1 0.27 0.27

2 0.30 0.60

3 0.095 0.285

4 0.075 0.30

5 0.08 0.4

Totals 1 1.855

In this case:

  

E P

0 0.18 1 0.27 2 0.30 3 0.095 4 0.075 5 0.08

( ) ( )= = Σ =
= × + × + × + × + × + ×

µX r X r

      = 1.855

There are two common ways of giving the variance.

Either E EVar 2 2 2( ) [ ]( ) ( )= = −σX X X

or PE 2 2( ) ( ) ( )− = Σ − =µ µX r X r

To see how variance is calculated the  
same probability distribution is used  
as an example.

The table below shows the working for the variance in May after the relaxation 
session, using both of the methods above.

Table	2.11

r P(X = r) r2P(X = r) r P(X = r) 2
r X r−− ==( ) ( )µµ P  

0 0.18 0 0 0.18 0.6194

1 0.27 0.27 1 0.27 0.1974

2 0.30 1.2 2 0.30 0.0063

3 0.095 0.855 3 0.095 0.1245

4 0.075 1.2 4 0.075 0.3451

5 0.08 2 5 0.08 0.7913

Totals 1 5.525 Totals 1 2.0840

Note	
You	will	find	it	helpful	
to	set	your	work	out	
systematically	in	a	table	
like	this.

This	version	can	be	remembered	
as	‘The	expectation	of	the	
squares	minus	the	square	of	the	
expectation’.	It	can	also	be	written	
as	E( )2 2µ−X .

Note	
You	will	use	these	
statistics	later	
to	compare	the	
distribution	of	numbers	
of	successes	with	and	
without	the	relaxation	
session.

The	mean,	µ,	was	
found	above.	It	is	
1.855.
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The standard deviation of X is therefore 2.084    1.44=

In practice, the computation is usually easier in Method (a), especially when the 
expectation is not a whole number.

ACTIVITY 2.1
Show	that	the	expectation	and	variance	of	the	probability	distribution	in	April	
(without	the	relaxation	session)	are	1.49	and	1.97,	respectively.

Discussion	point
Using	these	two	
statistics,	judge	the	
success	or	otherwise	of	
the	relaxation	session.

(b) Var 2( )( ) ( )= Σ − =µX r P X r

 = 2.084

(a) Var P P2 2( ) ( ) ( )= Σ = − Σ = X r X r r X r

 = 5.525 − 1.8552

 = 2.084

Example 2.2 The discrete random variable X has the following probability distribution:

Table	2.12

r 0 1 2 3

P(X = r) 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1

Find

(i) E( )X

(ii) Var ( )X  using  (a) E 2 2( ) − µX   (b) E 2( )[ ]− µX .

Solution
(i) Table	2.13

r P(X = r) rP(X = r)
0 0.2 0

1 0.3 0.3

2 0.4 0.8

3 0.1 0.3

Totals 1 1.4

E P

0 0.2 1 0.3 2 0.4 3 0.1

( ) ( )= = Σ =
= × + × + × + ×

µX r X r

= 1.4

To	find	E(X)	you	simply	
multiply	each	value	of	
r	by	its	probability	and	
then	add.
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(ii) 
Table	2.14

r P(X = r) r2P(X = r) r P(X = r)
2

r X r−− ==( ) ( )µµ P  
0 0.2 0 0 0.2 0.392

1 0.3 0.3 1 0.3 0.048

2 0.4 1.6 2 0.4 0.144

3 0.1 0.9 3 0.1 0.256

Totals 1 2.8 Totals 1 0.84

(b) Var E

( ) P

2 2

2

( )[ ]( )

( )

= = −

= Σ − =

σ µ

µ

X X

r X r

 = 0.84

(a) Var E2 2 2( )( ) = = −σ µX X

    = 2.8 − 1.42

    = 0.84

Notice that the two methods of calculating the variance in part (ii) give the 
same result, since one formula is just an algebraic rearrangement of the other. 
In practice, you would not need to use both methods and so only either the 
left-hand or the right-hand table would be needed to calculate the variance, 
according to which method you are using.

Discussion	point
Look	carefully	at	both	
methods	for	calculating	
the	variance.	Are	there	
any	situations	where	
one	method	might	be	
preferred	to	the	other?

As well as being able to carry out calculations for the expectation and variance, 
you often need to solve problems in context. The following example illustrates 
this idea.

Example 2.3 Laura has one pint of milk on three days out of every four and none on the 
fourth day. A pint of milk costs 40 p. Let X represent her weekly milk bill.

(i) Find the probability distribution of her weekly milk bill.

(ii) Find the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of her weekly milk bill.

(iii) Find

(a) ( )> +µ σP X

(b) ( )< −µ σP X .

ACTIVITY 2.2
Use	a	spreadsheet	to	find	the	variance	of	X	for	the	following	probability	
distribution.	

r 1 2 3 4

P(X = r) 0.25 0.22 0.08 0.45

You	should	use	both	methods	of	calculating	the	variance	and	check	that	they	give	
the	same	result.
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Solution
(i) The delivery pattern repeats every four weeks.

Table	2.15

M Tu W T F Sa Su Number of pints Milk bill

√ √ √ × √ √ √ 6 £ 2.40

× √ √ √ × √ √ 5 £ 2.00

√ × √ √ √ × √ 5 £ 2.00

√ √ × √ √ √ × 5 £ 2.00

Tabulating the probability distribution for X gives the following.

Table	2.16

r (£) 2.00 2.40

P(X = r) 0.75 0.25

(ii)      E P

2 0.75 2.4 0.25

2.1

( ) ( )= = Σ =
= × + ×
=

µX r X r

 Var E

4 0.75 5.76 0.25 2.1

0.03

2 2 2

2

( )( ) = = −

= × + × −
=

σ µX X

⇒  = =σ    0.03 0.173 (correct to 3 s.f.)

Hence her mean weekly milk bill is £ 2.10, with a standard deviation of 
about 17 p.

(iii) (a)  P( ) P( 2.27) 0.25> + = > =µ σX X

 (b)  P( ) P( 1.93) 0< − = < =µ σX X

①	 Find by calculation the expectation of the outcome with the following 
probability distribution.

Table	2.17

Outcome 1 2 3 4 5

Probability 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1

	 How otherwise might you have arrived at your answer?

②	 The spreadsheet shows part of a discrete probability distribution, together 
with some calculations of r × P(X = r) and r2 × P(X = r). Using only 
spreadsheet commands, and without entering any more numbers, obtain the 
remaining values in columns B, C and D. Hence find the mean and variance 
of this distribution.

Exercise 2.2
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Figure	2.3

③	 The probability distribution of the discrete random variable X is given by

	 ( )= = −P 2 1
16

X r r  for r = 1, 2, 3, 4 

	 P 0( )= =X r  otherwise.

(i)	 Find E( ) =X µ.

(ii)	 Denote E(X ) by µ. Find P(X < µ).

④	 (i)    A discrete random variable X can take only the values 4 and 5, and has 
expectation 4.2.

	 By letting P 4( )= =X p and P 5 1( )= = −X p, solve an equation  
in p and so find the probability distribution of X.

(ii)	 A discrete random variable Y can take only the values 50 and 100. 
Given that E 80( ) =Y , write out the probability distribution of Y.

⑤	 The random variable Y is given by the absolute difference between the 
scores when two ordinary dice are thrown.

(i)	 Find E(Y ) and Var(Y ).

(ii)	 Find the values of the following.

(a)	 	 P( )> µY 	 	 	 	 	 	 (b)	 	 P( 2 )> +µ σY

⑥	 Three fair coins are tossed. Let X represent the number of tails.

(i)	 Find E(X ).

(ii)	 Show that this is equivalent to 3 × 1
2
.

(iii)	 Find Var(X ).

(iv)	 Show that this is equivalent to 3 × 14.

	 If instead ten fair coins are tossed, let Y represent the number of tails.

(v)	 Write down the values of E(Y ) and Var(Y ).

⑦	 An unbiased tetrahedral dice has faces labelled 2, 4, 6 and 8. If the dice 
lands on the face marked 2, the player has to pay £5. If it lands on the face 
marked with a 4 or a 6, the player wins £2. If it lands on the face labelled 8, 
then no money changes hands.

	 Let X represent the amount ‘won’ each time the player throws the dice. 
(A loss is represented by a negative X value.)

(i)	 Copy and complete the following probability distribution for X.

Table	2.18

r −5 0 2

P(X = r)
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(ii)	 Find E(X ) and Var(X ).

	 What does the sign of E(X ) indicate?

(iii)	 How much less would the player have to pay, when the dice lands on 
the face marked 2, so that he would break even in the long run?

⑧	 85% of first-class mail arrives the day after being posted, the rest takes one 
day longer.

	 For second class mail the corresponding figures are 10% and 40%, while a 
further 35% take three days and the remainder four days.

	 Two out of every five letters go by first class mail.

	 Let X represent the delivery time for letters.

(i)	 Explain why 1 0.4( )= =P X .

(ii)	 Copy and complete the following probability distribution for X.

Table	2.19

r 1 2 3 4

P(X = r) 0.4

(iii)	 Calculate E(X ) and Var(X ).

⑨	 (i)      A discrete random variable X can take only the values 3, 4 and 5, has 
expectation 4 and variance 0.6.

	 By letting P 3 , P 4( ) ( )= = = =X p X q and P 5 1( )= = − −X p q , solve 
a pair of simultaneous equations in p and q and so find the probability 
distribution of X.

(ii)	 A discrete random variable Y can take only the values 20, 50 and 100. 
Given that E 34( ) =Y  and Var 624( ) =Y , write out the probability 
distribution of Y.

⑩	 A random number generator in a computer game produces values which 
can be modelled by the discrete random variable X with probability 
distribution given by

	 P(X = r) = kr! for r = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

	 P(X = r) = 0 otherwise

	 where k is a constant and r! = r × (r − 1)× ... × 2 × 1 with 0! = 1.

(i)	 Show that k = 
1
34 , and illustrate the probability distribution with a sketch.

(ii)	 Find the expectation and variance of X.

Two independent values of X are generated. Let these values be X
1
 and X

2
.

(iii)	 Show that P(X
1
 = X

2
) is a little greater than 0.5.

(iv)	 Given that X
1
 = X

2
, find the probability that X

1
 and X

2
 are each equal 

to 4.

⑪	 A traffic surveyor is investigating the lengths of queues at a particular set 
of traffic lights during the daytime, but outside rush hours. He counts the 
number of cars, X, stopped and waiting when the lights turn green on 100 
occasions, with the following results.

Table	2.20

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9+

f 3 10 13 16 18 17 12 9 2 0
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(i)	 Use these figures to estimate the probability distribution of the number 
of cars waiting when the lights turn green.

(ii)	 Use your probability distribution to estimate the expectation and 
variance of X.

A colleague of the surveyor suggests that the probability distribution might 
be modelled by the expression

P 8( ) ( )= = −X r kr r   for r = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

P 0( )= =X r  otherwise.

(iii)	 Find the value of k.

(iv)	 Find the expectation and variance of X given by this model.

(v)	 State, with reasons, whether it is a good model.

3	Linear	functions	of	random	
variables
Sometimes you need to find the expectation and variance of a linear function of 
a random variable E( )+aX b  and Var ( )+aX b .

Kiara is an employee at an estate agency. The number of properties that she 
sells during a month is denoted by the random variable X. The probability 
distribution of X is as follows.

Table	2.21

Number of houses 0 1 2 3 4 5+

Probability 0.07 0.33 0.4 0.12 0.08 0

(i) Calculate E(X ).
 Kiara earns £750 per month plus £400 for each house that she sells. The 
random variable Y is the amount (in £) that Kiara earns each month.

(ii) Show that 400 750= +Y X . Draw up a probability table for Y.

(iii) Calculate E(Y ).

(iv) Calculate 400E 750( ) +X  and comment on your result.

Figure	2.4

Example 2.4

Solution
(i) E 0 0.07 1 0.33 2 0.4 3 0.12 4 0.08 1.81( ) = × + × + × + × + × =X

(ii) Table	2.22

Earnings Y 750 1150 1550 1950 2350

Probability 0.07 0.33 0.4 0.12 0.08

(iii) 

(iv) 400E 750 400 1.81 750 1474( ) + = × + =X

 Clearly E 400E 750( ) ( )= +Y X , both having the value 1474.

E 750 0.07 1150 0.33 1550 0.4

1950 0.12 2350 0.08

1474

( ) = × + × + ×
+ × + ×

=

Y
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Expectation:	general	results
In Example 2.4 you found that E E 400 750 400E 750( ) ( ) ( )= + = +Y X X .

The working was numerical, showing that both expressions came out to be 
1474. In fact, the following rules for expectation apply to any random variable X 
where a, b, c and d are constants.

●● E E( ) ( )+ = +aX b a X b
●● E E( ) ( )=cX c X
●● E( ) =d d

Note
These	are	very	similar	
to	the	rules	for	the	
mean	of	a	frequency	
distribution.

The random variable X has the following probability distribution.

Table	2.23

r 1 2 3 4

P(X = r) 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1

(i) Find Var(X ) and the standard deviation of X.

(ii)  Find Var(3X ) and the standard deviation of 3X. Comment on the 
relationship between Var(3X ) and Var(X ) and likewise for the standard 
deviations.

(iii) Find Var 3 7( )+X  and compare this with your answer to part (ii).

Example 2.5

Solution

(i) E 1 0.6 2 0.2 3 0.1 4 0.1

1.7

( ) = × + × + × + ×
=

X

 
E 1 0.6 4 0.2 9 0.1 16 0.1

3.9

Var E [E ]

3.9 1.7

1.01

2

2 2

2

( )

( )( ) ( )

= × + × + × + ×
=

= −

= −
=

X

X X X

 

E 1 0.6 4 0.2 9 0.1 16 0.1

3.9

Var E [E ]

3.9 1.7

1.01

2

2 2

2

( )

( )( ) ( )

= × + × + × + ×
=

= −

= −
=

X

X X X

 The standard deviation of 1.01 1.005= =X

(ii) Var 3 E 3

E 9 E 3

9E 3E

9 3.9 3 1.7

35.1 26.01

9.09

2 2

2 2

2 2

2

( )
( )

[ ]
[ ]

( ) ( )

( )

( )
( )

=   −

= −

= −

= × − ×
= −
=

µX X

X X

X X

 This shows that Var 3 9 Var( ) ( )= ×X X

 The standard deviation of = = = ×X X3 9.09 3.015 3 s.d. of

Note	that	 =9 32.

You	can	use	the	formula	
for	E( )+a bX 	above	

to	rewrite	E 9 2( )X 	as	

E9 2( )X 	and	likewise	

for	E 3( )X .
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This has the same value as X( )Var 3  so is also equal to X( )×9   Var

Variance:	general	results
In Example 2.5 you found that X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = = ×Var 3 7 Var 3 9 Var .

As with expectation, the working was numerical, showing that both expressions 
came out to be 9.09. In fact, the following rules for variance apply to any 
random variable X where a, b, and c are constants.

●●  Var Var2X X( ) ( )=a a
●●  Var Var2X X( ) ( )+ =a b a
●●  Var 0( ) =c

It may seem surprising that Var Var2X X( ) ( )=a a  rather than simply a Var X( ) , 
but the former relationship then gives the result that the standard deviation of 
a X( ) is equal to    the standard deviation of  X×a , as you would expect from 
common sense.

Notice also that adding a constant does not make any difference to the variance, 
which is again as you would expect.

Finally, the variance of a constant is zero. This result is obvious – a constant does 
not have any variation.

Sums	and	differences	of	random	variables
Sometimes you may need to add or subtract a number of independent random 
variables. This process is illustrated in the next example.

Notice	that	the	variance	of	a	constant	
is	zero.	It	can	only	take	one	value	so	
there	is	no	spread.

(iii) Var 3 7  E 3 7 E 3 7

E 9 42 49 3E 7

E 9 E 42 E 49 3 1.7 7

9E 42E 49 12.1

9 3.9 42 1.7 49 146.41

9.09

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

( )
( )
( )

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]

( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( )

( )

+ = +  − +

= + + − +

= + + − × +

= + + −
= × + × + −
=

X X X

X X X

X X

X X

Note
Notice	that	
E 9 42 492( )+ +X X 	
is	written	as	

( ) ( ) ( )+ +X X9 42 492E E E 	.	
This	illustrates	the	
general	rule	that	
E

E E

1 2

1 2

( )
( ) ( )

+ + …

= + + …

X X

X X
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A cricket bat manufacturer makes the blades and the handles separately.  The 
blades are made in five lengths (in cm), with a uniform discrete distribution:

38, 40, 42, 44, 46.

The lengths (in cm) of the handles of the bats also form a discrete uniform 
distribution:

22, 24, 26.

038

0.2 0.3

40 42 44 46 22 24 26

Length of blade (cm)Length of blade (cm)

Figure	2.5

The blades and handles can be joined together to make bats of various 
lengths, and it may be assumed that the lengths of the two sections are 
independent. The different combinations occur with equal probabilities.

(i) How many different (total) bat lengths are possible?

(ii)  Work out the mean and variance of random variable X
1
, the length 

(in cm) of the blades.

(iii)  Work out the mean and variance of random variable X
2
, the length 

(in cm) of the handles.

(iv)  Work out the mean and variance of random variable X
1
 + X

2
, the 

total length of the bats.

(v) Verify that
E E E1 2 1 2X X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = +

and Var Var Var1 2 1 2X X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = + .

Example 2.6

Solution
(i)  The number of different bat lengths is 7. This can be seen from the 

sample space diagram below.

26 64 66 68 70 72

24 62 64 66 68 70

22 60 62 64 66 68

38 40 42 44 46

Length of blade (cm)

Le
n

g
th

 o
f 

h
an

d
le

 (
cm

)

Figure	2.6

total	length	of	bats
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(ii) Table	2.24

Length of blade (cm) 38 40 42 44 46

Probability 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

( )

( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

= = Σ = × + × + ×
+ × + ×

=

= −

µ

µ

X xp

X X

E 38 0.2 40 0.2 42 0.2

44 0.2 46 0.2

42cm

Var  E    

1 1

1 2
2

2
2

              

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

= × + × + ×

+ × + ×
=

= − =

E 38 0.2 40 0.2 42 0.2

44 0.2 46 0.2

1772

Var 1772 42 8

1
2 2 2 2

2 2

1
2

X

X

(iii) 
Table	2.25

Length of handle (cm) 2 24 26

Probability
1
3

1
3

1
3

( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )

( )
( )

( )

= = × + × + × =

=

= × + × + × =

= − =

µ

µ

X

X X

X

X

E 22 24 26 24cm

Var E –

E 22 24 26 578.667 to 3 d.p.

Var 578.667 24 2.667 to 3 d.p.

1
3

1
3

1
3

1
3

1
3

1
3

2 2

2 2
2

2
2

2
2 2 2 2

2
2

(iv)  The probability distribution of X
1
 + X

2
 can be obtained from 

Figure 2.5.

Table	2.26

Total length of 
cricket bat (cm) 60 62 64 66 68 70 72

Probability
1
15

2
15

3
15

3
15

3
15

2
15

1
15

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( )

+ = × + × + × + ×

+ × + × + ×

=

+ = +  −

E 60 62 64 66

68 70 72

66cm

Var E 66

1
15

2
15

3
15

3
15

3
15

2
15

1
15

1 2

1 2 1 2

2 2

X X

X X X X
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General	results
Example 2.6 has illustrated the following general results for the sums and 
differences of random variables.

For any two random variables X
1
 and X

2

●● ● X X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = +E E E1 2 1 2

●● ● X X X X( ) ( ) ( )− = −E E E1 2 1 2

If the variables X
1
 and X

2
 are independent

●●  Var Var Var1 2 1 2X X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = +

●●  Var Var Var1 2 1 2X X X X( ) ( ) ( )− = +
Note that if X

1
 and X

2
 are not independent, then the relationship between 

X X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = +Var Var Var1 2 1 2  does not hold. In this case, the 
relationship between X X( )+Var 1 2  and the individual variances of X

1
 and X

2 
 

 is beyond the scope of this book.

Linear	combinations	of	two	or	more	independent	
random	variables
These results can also be generalised to include linear combinations of random 
variables.

For any random variables X and Y

 E E EX Y X Y( ) ( ) ( )+ = +a b a b

where a and b are constants.

If X and Y are independent

 Var Var Var2 2X Y X Y( ) ( ) ( )+ = +a b a b

These results may be extended to any number of random variables.

A	‘linear	combination’	of	
random	variables	is	an	
expression	of	the	form	

a a aX X Xn n1 1 2 2+ + … + .

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( )

+  = × + × + × + ×

+ × + × + ×

= =

+ = − =

E 60 62 64 66

68 70 72

4366.667 to 3 d.p.

Var 4366.667 66 10.667 to 3 d.p.

1
15

2
15

3
15

3
15

3
15

2
15

1
15

65500
15

1 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2

1 2
2

X X

X X

(v) X X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = = + = +E 66 42 24 E E1 2 1 2 , as required.

  X X X X( ) ( ) ( )+ = = + = +Var 10.667 8 2.667 Var Var1 2 1 2 , as required.

Note
Notice	that	the	
standard	deviations	of	
X1	and	X2	do	not	add	
up	to	the	standard	
deviation	of	X1	+	X2.

i.e.	 8 2.667 10.667+ ≠ 		
or	 + ≠2.828 1.633 3.266

Replacing	X2	by	−X2	
in	this	result	gives	
E

E E

1 2

1 2

( )( )
( ) ( )

+ −

= + −

X X

X X

Replacing	X2	by	−X2	in	
this	result	gives

Var

Var Var

1 2

1 2

( )( )
( ) ( )

+ −

= + −

X X

X X

Var 1 Var

Var Var
1

2
2

1 2

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )= + −

= +

X X

X X
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①	 The probability distribution of random variable X is as follows.

Table	2.27

x 1 2 3 4 5

P(X = x) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1

(i)	 Find (a) E(X)  (b) Var(X).

(ii)	 Verify that X X( ) ( )=Var 2 4Var .

②	 The probability distribution of a random variable X is as follows.

Table	2.28

x 0 1 2

P(X = x) 0.5 0.3 0.2

(i)	 Find (a) E(X)  (b) Var(X).

(ii)	 Verify that X X( ) ( )+ =Var 5 2 25Var .

③	 The expectations and variances of independent random variables A, B 
and C are 35 and 9, 30 and 8 and 25 and 6, respectively. Write down the 
expectations and variances of

(i)	 A + B + C

(ii)	 5A + 4B

(iii)	 A + 2B + 3C

(iv)	 4A − B − 5C.

④	 Prove that Var Var2X X( ) ( )− =a b a , where a and b are constants.

⑤	 A coin is biased so that the probability of obtaining a tail is 0.75. The coin is 
tossed four times and the random variable X is the number of tails obtained.

	 Find

(i)	 E(2X )

(ii)	 Var(3X ).

⑥	 A discrete random variable W has the following distribution.

Table	2.29

x 1 2 3 4 5 6

P(W = w) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3

	 Find the mean and variance of

(i)	 W + 7

(ii)	 6W − 5.

⑦	 The random variable X is the number of heads obtained when four 
unbiased coins are tossed. Construct the probability distribution for X 
and find

(i)	 E(X )

(ii)	 Var(X )

(iii)	 Var(3X + 4).

Exercise 2.3
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⑧	 A mining company is prospecting for new deposits of a particular metal ore. 
There are five sites for which it has acquired a licence to prospect. At each 
site there is a probability of 0.3 of finding an amount of ore which makes it 
worth opening a new mine. It explores the sites, one at a time, until it finds 
one which has a suitable amount of ore, after which it stops exploring. The 
random variable X represents the number of sites explored. The probability 
distribution for X is as follows.

Table	2.30

r 1 2 3 4 5

P(X = r) 0.3 0.21 0.147 0.1029 0.2401

(i)	 Explain why P X( )= =2 0.21.

(ii)	 Find E(X) and  Var(X).

It costs £600 000 to begin prospecting, however many sites are investigated. 
It then costs £275 000 per site to carry out the prospecting.

(iii)	 Find the expectation and variance of the total cost of the exploration.

⑨	 A game at a charity fair costs £1 to play. The player rolls two fair dice and 
receives in return 10 p plus 25 times the lower of the scores on the dice.

(i)	 Find the probability distribution of X, the lower of the scores.

(ii)	 Find the expectation and the variance of the players winnings in one 
go at the game.

(iii)	 In the long run, will the game make or lose money for the charity?

⑩	 The probability distributions of two independent random variables X and Y 
are as follows.

Table	2.31

x 1 2 3 4

P(X = x) 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1

Table	2.32

y 0 1 2

P(Y = y) 0.2 0.3 0.5

(i)	 Find (a) E(X ) (b) E(Y ) (c) Var(X ) (d) Var(Y ).

(ii)	 Show the probability distribution of Z X Y= +  in a table.

(iii)	 Using your table, verify that (a) Z X Y( ) ( ) ( )= +E E E

	     (b) Z X Y( ) ( ) ( )= +Var Var Var .

(iv)	 Show the probability distribution of W X Y= −  in a table.

(v)	 Using your table, verify that (a) W X Y( ) ( ) ( )= −E E E

	     (b) W X Y( ) ( ) ( )= +Var Var Var .

⑪	 An unbiased six-sided dice is thrown.

(i)	 Find the expectation and variance of the score on the dice.

(ii)	 The dice is thrown twice. Find the expectation and variance of the 
total score.

(iii)	 The dice is thrown twice. Find the expectation and variance of the 
differences in the two scores.

(iv)	 The dice is thrown ten times. Find the expectation and variance of the 
total score.
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⑫	 In a game at a charity fair, three coins are spun and a dice is thrown. The 
game costs one pound to play. The amount in pence that the player wins 
is ten times the score on the dice plus 20 times the number of heads that 
occur. Find the expectation and variance of the amount won by the player.

⑬	 The random variable X represents the number of tails which occur when 
two fair coins are spun.

(i)	 Find E(X) and Var(X).

(ii)	 Find X( )−E 10 5  and X( )−Var 10 5 .

(iii)	 Find the expectation and variance of the total of 50 observations of X.

(iv)	 Explain the similarities and differences between your answers to 
part (iii) and X( )E 50  and X( )Var 50 .

⑭	 At a garden centre, railway sleepers for edging a border come in three 
similar lengths 120 cm, 125 cm and 130 cm. If a sleeper is selected at random, 
the probabilities that its length is 120 cm, 125 cm and 130 cm are 0.5, 0.3 
and 0.2, respectively. You can assume that there are sufficient sleepers that 
these probabilities do not change when a few are selected.

(i)	 Find the expectation and variance of the length of a randomly 
selected sleeper.

In a hurry to edge a border in her garden, Jane selects four sleepers 
at random.

(ii)	 Her border is 5.1 m long. Find the probability that she has enough 
length of sleepers to edge the border.

(iii)	 Find the expectation and variance of the total length of the four 
sleepers.

⑮	 A fair five-sided spinner has faces labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Martin plays a game 
in which he gains or loses money according to the number that the spinner 
comes to rest on when it is spun. He wins £ 5 if it lands on a 1, loses £ 2 
if it lands on a 2, 3 or 4 and neither gains nor loses if it lands on a 5. Let X 
represent the amount ‘won’ each time the spinner is spun.

(i)	 Copy and complete the following probability distribution for X.

Table	2.33

r −2 0

P(X = r)

(ii)	 Find E(X) and Var(X).

(iii)	 How much less would the player have to pay, when the spinner lands 
on the face marked 2, so that he would break even in the long run?

⑯	 A family eats a lot of bread. Most days, at least one loaf of bread is bought 
by the family. The random variable X represents the number of loaves 
bought by the family on a day. The probability distribution of X is shown in 
the table.

Table	2.34

r 0 1 2

P(X = r) 0.3 0.35 0.35
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(i)	 Find E(X ) and Var(X ).

	 The number of loaves bought on any day depends on the number 
of loaves bought on the previous day. The table below shows the 
joint distribution of the numbers of loaves X

1
 and X

2
 bought on two 

successive days.

Table	2.35

Second day X
2

0 1 2 Total

First day X
1

0 0 0.05 0.25 0.3

1 0.05 0.2 0.1 0.35

2 0.25 0.1 0 0.35

Total 0.3 0.35 0.35 1

(ii)	 Copy and complete the following probability distribution for 
Y X X= +1 2, the total number bought on the two days.
Table	2.36

R 0 1 2 3 4

P(Y = r) 0 0.1 0.7    

(iii)	 Find E(Y ), and show that Var(Y ) = 0.29.

(iv)	 Explain why Var(Y ) is not equal to ( ) ( )+X XVar Var1 2 .

KEY	POINTS
1	 For	a	discrete random variable,	X,	which	can	take	only	the	values	r1,	r2,	…,	r

n
,	

with	probabilities	p1,	p2,	...,	pn
, respectively:

●● p p p p r pP X 1  0n
n

n k n

k k1 2
1

k
1

( )+ +…+ = Σ = Σ = = ≥
=

=

2	 A	discrete	probability	distribution	is	best	illustrated	by	a	vertical line chart.

●● The	expectation r x rXE P( ) ( )= = = Σ =µ .

●● The	variance Var 2( )= = σX

																										 E P
2 2( ) ( ) ( )= − = Σ − =µ µr rX X

or r r r rX X X XE E P P2 2 2 2( ) [ ]( ) ( ) ( )− = Σ = − Σ =  .

3	 For	a	discrete	random	variable,	X,	which	can	assume	only	the	values
 x1,	x2,	...,	xn

 with	probabilities	p1,	p2,	...,	pn
, respectively:

●● 1Σ =pi

	
pi 0

●● 	 x p x xX XE Pi i i i( )( ) = Σ = Σ × =

●● X X XE E .Var 2 2( ) [ ]( ) ( )= −
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4	 For	any	random	variables	X and	Y and	constants	a,	b	and	c:
●● 	 c cE( ) =

●● 	 a aX XE E( ) ( )=

●● 	 a c a cX XE E( ) ( )= ++

●● 	 X Y X YE E E( ) ( ) ( )± = ±

●● a b a bX Y X YE E E( ) ( ) ( )+ = + .

5	 For	two	random	variables	X and	Y,	and	constants	a,	b	and	c
●● 	Var 0( ) =c

●● 	Var Var2( ) ( )=a aX X

●● Var Var2( ) ( )+ =a c aX X .

	 and,	if	X	and	Y	are	independent,

●● 	Var Var Var( ) ( ) ( )± = +X Y X Y

●● XVar Var Var2 2( ) ( ) ( )+ = +a b a bX Y Y .

LEARNING	OUTCOMES
When	you	have	completed	this	chapter	you	should	be	able	to:
➤● use	probability	functions,	given	algebraically	or	in	tables
➤● calculate	the	numerical	probabilities	for	a	simple	distribution
➤● draw	and	interpret	graphs	representing	probability	distributions
➤● calculate	the	expectation	(mean),	E(X ),	and	understand	its	meaning
➤● calculate	the	variance,	Var(X ),	and	understand	its	meaning
➤● use	the	result	 a b a bX XE( ) E( )+ = + 	and	understand	its	meaning
➤● use	the	result	 bVar( ) Var( )2+ =a aX X 	and	understand	its	meaning
➤● find	the	mean	of	any	linear	combination	of	random	variables	and	the	variance	

of	any	linear	combination	of	independent	random	variables.
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It is now proved beyond 
doubt that smoking is 
one of the leading causes 
of statistics.

John	Peers

5

Discussion	point
1	 Across	the	world,	countries	with	high	life	expectancy	tend	to	have	low	birth	rates	

and	vice-versa.	How	would	you	describe	this	in	mathematical	language?	Why	do	
you	think	this	happens?	

2	 Suggest	some	factors	that	affect	the	proportion	of	new-born	babies,	in	one	
country,	who	have	all	four	of	their	grandparents	still	alive.
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1	Product	moment	correlation
The data in this table refer to the 22 American mainland countries. They cover 
their population in millions, birth rate per 1000 people, life expectancy in years 
and mean GDP per capita in thousands of US$.

Table	5.1

Country Population Life expectancy Birth rate GDP per capita
Argentina 43.0 77.51 16.88 18.6
Belize 0.3 68.49 25.14 8.8
Bolivia 10.6 68.55 23.28 5.5
Brazil 202.7 73.28 14.72 12.1 
Canada 34.8 81.67 10.29 43.1
Chile 17.4 78.44 13.97 19.1
Colombia 46.2 75.25 16.73 11.1
Costa Rica 4.8 78.23 16.08 12.9
Ecuador 15.7 76.36 18.87 10.6
El Salvador 6.1 74.18 16.79 7.5
Guatemala 14.6 71.74 25.46 5.3
Guyana 0.7 67.81 15.90 8.5
Honduras 8.6 70.91 23.66 4.8
Mexico 120.3 75.43 19.02 15.6
Nicaragua 5.8 72.72 18.41 4.5
Panama 3.6 78.3 18.61 16.5
Paraguay 6.7 76.8 16.66 6.8
Peru 3.0 73.23 18.57 11.1
Suriname 0.6 71.69 16.73 12.9
United States 318.9 79.56 13.42 52.8
Uruguay 3.3 76.81 13.18 16.6
Venezuela 28.9 74.39 19.42 13.6

This is an example of a multivariate data set. For each country, the values of four 
variables are given.

Multivariate analysis is an important part of statistics but is beyond the scope of this 
book apart for the special case of bivariate data, where just two variables are considered.

Bivariate data are usually displayed on a scatter diagram like Figure 5.1. In this, 
life expectancy is plotted on the horizontal axis and birth rate on the vertical axis.
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Figure	5.1

Product moment correlation
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This diagram suggests that there is a relationship between birth rate and life 
expectancy. In general, such a relationship is called an association.

Sometimes, two special conditions apply.

●● Both the variables are random.
●● The relationship is linear.

Under these conditions the association is described as correlation. So 
correlation is a special case of association.

●● If high values of both variables tend to occur together, and the same for low 
values, the correlation is positive.

●● If, as in this example, high values of one variable are associated with low 
values of the other, the correlation is negative.

If the points on the scatter diagram lie exactly on a straight line, the correlation 
is described as perfect. However, it is much more common for the data to lie 
close to a straight line but not exactly on it, as in this case. The better the fit, the 
higher the level of correlation.

Dependent	and	independent	variables
The scatter diagram in Figure 5.1 was drawn with the life expectancy on the 
horizontal axis and birth rate on the vertical axis. It could have been drawn the 
other way around. It is not obvious that either of the variables is dependent on 
the other.

By contrast, the weight of the passengers in an aeroplane is dependent 
on how many of them there are, but the reverse is not true; the number 
getting on is not determined by their weight. So, in this case, the number 
of passengers is described as the independent variable and their weight 
as the dependent variable. It is normal practice to plot the dependent 
variable on the vertical (y) axis and the independent variable on the 
horizontal (x) axis.

Here are some more examples of dependent and independent variables.

Independent variable Dependent variable

The number of goals scored by a premier The number of points the team 
league football team in a season has in the league table

The amount of rain falling on a field The weight of a crop yielded while the 
crop is growing

The number of people visiting a bar The volume of beer sold in an evening

Controlled	variables
Sometimes, one or both of the variables is controlled, so that the variable only 
assumes a set of predetermined values; for example, the times at which temperature 
measurements are taken at a meteorological station. Controlled variables are 
non-random. Situations in which the independent variable is controlled and the 
dependent variable is random form the basis of regression analysis.

In	such	a	case,	the	
stronger	the	association,	
the	closer	the	points	on	
the	scatter	diagram	will	
lie	to	a	straight	line.
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Interpreting	scatter	diagrams
You can often judge if correlation is present just by looking at a scatter diagram.

In this case,
both the variables
increase together.

Figure	5.2	Positive correlation

Notice that in Figure 5.2 almost all of the observation points can be contained 
within an ellipse. This shape often arises when both variables are random. You 
should look for it before going on to do a calculation of Pearson’s product 
moment correlation coefficient (see page 111). The narrower the elliptical 
profile, the greater the correlation.

In this case, as one variable
increases the other variable
decreases.

Figure	5.3	Negative correlation

In Figure 5.3 the points again fall into an elliptical profile and this time there 
is negative correlation. The fatter ellipse in this diagram indicates weaker 
correlation than in the case shown in Figure 5.2.

As one variable increases there
is no clear pattern as to how
the other variable behaves’

Figure	5.4	No correlation

In the case illustrated in Figure 5.4, the points fall randomly in the (x, y) plane 
and there appears to be no association between the variables.
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Figure	5.5	Two islands

Figure	5.6	Outliers

Figure	5.7	A funnel-shaped distribution

Notice	that	this	
distribution	looks	
nothing	like	an	ellipse.

This	scatter	diagram	is	
probably	showing	two	
quite	different	groups,	
neither	of	them	having	
any	correlation.

This	is	a	small	data	set	
with	no	correlation.

However,	the	two	
outliers	give	the	
impression	that	there	
is	positive	linear	
association,	and	so	
correlation.

At	first	sight	you	might	
think	you	could	enclose	
these	points	with	an	
ellipse	but	the	more	you	
look	at	it	the	fatter	the	
ellipse	would	need	to	be.

The	point	is	that	if	you	
select	just	a	few	of	the	
points	on	the	scatter	
diagram	you	can	obtain	a	
false	impression.

  You should 
be aware of some 
distributions which 
at first sight appear 
to indicate linear 
association, and so 
correlation, but in fact 
do not.
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Figure	5.8

Discussion	points

➜●Here	are	the	scatter	
diagrams	for	some	
of	the	other	pairs	of	
variables	in	the	data	
for	the	American	
countries.

➜●Comment	on	
any	insights	the	
diagrams	give	you	
and	the	presence	
of	outliers.	Say	
whether	they	show	
any	correlation	or	
association.

Correlation
The scatter diagram in Figure 5.1 revealed that there may be a mutual 
association between life expectancy and birth rate. This section shows how such 
a relationship can be quantified.

Figure 5.9 shows this scatter diagram again. Life expectancy is denoted by x and 
birth rate by y.
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Figure	5.9

The mean life expectancy is

1641.35
22 74.6= Σ = = …x

x
n

i
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The mean birth rate is

391.79
22 17.8= Σ = = …y

y
n

i

(xi, yi ) are the various data points, for example (75.25, 16.73) for Colombia 
(marked in red); n is the number of such points, in this case 22. 

You will see that the point x y,( )
 
has also been plotted on the scatter diagram 

and lines drawn through this point parallel to the axes. These lines divide the 
scatter diagram into four regions.

You can think of the point (x, y ) as the middle of the scatter diagram and so 
treat it as a new origin. Relative to (x, y ), the co-ordinates of the various points are 
all of the form ,( )− −x x y yi i .

The table below gives the values of x xi( )− , y yi( )−  and x x y yi i, ( )( )− − .

Table	5.2

xx –– xxii( ) y – yi( ) x – x y – yi i( )( )
Argentina 77.51 16.88 2.903 –0.929 –2.696

Belize 68.49 25.14 –6.117 7.331 –44.845

Bolivia 68.55 23.28 –6.057 5.471 –33.139

Brazil 73.28 14.72 –1.327 –3.089 4.098

Canada 81.67 10.29 7.063 –7.519 –53.105

Chile 78.44 13.97 3.833 –3.839 –14.714

Colombia 75.25 16.73 0.643 –1.079 –0.694

Costa Rica 78.23 16.08 3.623 –1.729 –6.263

Ecuador 76.36 18.87 1.753 1.061 1.861

El Salvador 74.18 16.79 –0.427 –1.019 0.435

Guatemala 71.74 25.46 –2.867 7.651 –21.935

Guyana 67.81 15.9 –6.797 –1.909 12.973

Honduras 70.91 23.66 –3.697 5.851 –21.631

Mexico 75.43 19.02 0.823 1.211 0.997

Nicaragua 72.72 18.41 –1.887 0.601 –1.135

Panama 78.3 18.61 3.693 0.801 2.960

Paraguay 76.8 16.66 2.193 –1.149 –2.519

Peru 73.23 18.57 –1.377 0.761 –1.048

Suriname 71.69 16.73 –2.917 –1.079 3.146

United States 79.56 13.42 4.953 –4.389 –21.738

Uruguay 76.81 13.18 2.203 –4.629 –10.198

Venezuela 74.39 19.42 –0.217 1.611 –0.349

Total 1641.35 391.79 0 0 –209.54
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If you look at the data point for Colombia (shown in red in Figure 5.9), you can 
see that x x y yi i( )( )− −  is negative. This point is in Region 4. In fact, this will be 
true for all of the points in Region 4 and also Region 2. In both Region 1 and 

Region 3, x x y yi i( )( )− −  will be positive.

When there is positive correlation most or all of the data points will fall in 
Regions 1 and 3 and so you would expect the sum of these products to be 
positive and large.

When there is negative correlation as in this case, most or all of the points will 
be in Regions 2 and 4 and so you would expect the sum of these products to be 
negative and large.

When there is little or no correlation, the points will be scattered round all four 
regions. Those in Regions 1 and 3 will result in positive values of x x y yi i( )( )− −  
but when you add these to the negative values from the points in Regions 2 and 
4 you would expect most of them to cancel each other out. Consequently, the 
total value of all the terms should be small.

In general, the sum of all these terms is denoted by Sxy.

( )( )= Σ − −S x x y yxy i i

By itself the actual value of Sxy does not tell you very much because:

●● no allowance has been made for the number of items of data
●● no allowance has been made for the spread within the data
●● no allowance has been made for the units of x and y.

Pearson’s	product	moment	correlation	
coefficient
To allow for both the number of items and the spread within the data, together 
with the units of x and y, the value of Sxy is divided by the square root of the 
product of Sxx and Syy.

The sample product moment correlation coefficient is denoted by r and is  
given by

   

2 2

2 2 2 2( )( )

( )( )
( ) ( )

( )( )

= =
Σ − −

Σ − × Σ −

=
Σ −

Σ − Σ −

r
S

S S

x x y y

x x y y

x y n x y

x nx y ny

xy

xx yy

i i

i i

i i

i i

where 2( )= Σ −S x xxx i , ( )2 2 2= Σ − = Σ −S y y y yyy i .

The quantity, r, provides a standardised measure of correlation. Its value always 
lies within the range −1 to +1. (If you calculate a value outside this range, you 
have made a mistake.) A value of +1 means perfect positive correlation; in that 
case, all the points on a scatter diagram would lie exactly on a straight line with 
positive gradient. Similarly, a value of −1 means perfect negative correlation.

Note
The	point	(x,	y)	has	a	
moment	of	(x	−	74.6)	
about	the	vertical	axis	
and	of	(y	−	17.8)	about	
the	horizontal	axis.	
So	(x	−74.6)(y	−	17.8)	
is	called	its	product	
moment.

Note
In	Table	5.2,	Sxy	is	the	
total	of	the	last	column,		
so	Sxy	=	−	209.54.

Note
You	may	use	either	
formulation,	since	
they	are	algebraically	
equivalent.	Example	
5.1,	overleaf,	gives	both	
methods,	so	you	may	
judge	for	yourself.
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These two cases are illustrated in Figure 5.10.

r = +1 r = −1

Figure	5.10	(i) Perfect positive correlation	 (ii) Perfect negative correlation

In cases of little or no correlation, r takes values close to zero. The nearer the 
value of r is to +1 or −1, the stronger the correlation.

A gardener wishes to know if plants which produce only a few potatoes produce 
larger ones. He selects five plants at random, counts how many eating sized 
potatoes they have produced, and weighs the largest one.

Table	5.3

Number of potatoes, x 5 5 7 8 10

Weight of largest, y 
(grams)

240 232 227 222 215

Calculate the sample product moment correlation coefficient, r, and comment 
on the result.

  Sxx and Syy are the 
sums of the squares 
and are not divided 
by n. Similarly, Sxy is 
the sum of the terms

i ix x y y−− −−( )( ) and is  
not divided by n.

Example 5.1

Solution
Method 1

 Table	5.4

x y x x−− y y−− x x 2( )− y y 2( )− x x y y( )( )− −

 5  240 −2 12.8  4 163.84 −25.6

 5  232 −2 4.8  4 23.04 −9.6

 7  227  0 −0.2  0 0.04 0

 8  222  1 −5.2  1 27.04 −5.2

10  215  3 −12.2  9 148.84 −36.6

Totals 35 1136  0 0 18 362.80 −77.0

35
5 7= Σ = =x x

n

= Σ = =1136
5 227.2y

y
n

18
2( )= Σ − =x xSxx i

y ySyy i 362.80
2( )= Σ − =

77.0
1 1( )( )= Σ − −

= −
x x y ySxy

  Weight and mass

In mechanics and physics 
the word ‘weight’ is used 
exclusively to mean the force 
of gravity on a body and the 
units of weight are those of 
force, such as newton. The 
word ‘mass’ is used to denote 
the amount of material in 
a body, with units such as 
kilogram, tonne and pound.

In everyday use, the term 
weight is often used where 
mass would be used in 
mechanics.

In statistics, the data used 
often come from everyday 
contexts or from other 
subjects.  Consequently, it 
is very often the case that 
the word ‘weight’ is used 
to describe what would be 
called ‘mass’ in mechanics.  
Since statistics is a practical 
subject, using data to solve 
problems from a wide variety 
of contexts, this practice is 
accepted in this book.  So 
the terms weight and mass 
are used interchangeably 
and should be interpreted 
according to the situation.
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= =

= 77
18 362.8

= 0.953 (to 3 s.f.)

2 2

( )( )
( ) ( )
Σ − −

Σ − × Σ −
−
×

−

r
S

S S

x x y y

x x y y

xy

xx yy

i i

i i

Method 2

n = 5

Table	5.5

x y x2 y2 xy

 5  240  25  57 600 1200

 5  232  25  53 824 1160

 7  227  49  51 529 1589

 8  222  64  49 284 1776

10  215 100  46 225 2150

Totals 35 1136 263 258 462 7875

77
18 362.8
0.953 (to 3 s.f.)

2 2 2 2( )( )
( )( )

= =
Σ −

Σ − Σ −

= −
×

= −

r
S

S S

x y n x y

x nx y ny

xy

xx yy

i i

i i

Conclusion: There is very strong negative linear correlation between 
the variables. Large potatoes seem to be associated with small crop sizes.

Carrying out the calculation
Two methods of carrying out the calculation are shown here.

●● Either method will give the correct value of the product moment 
correlation coefficient, r.

●● Method 2 is generally used when the values of the data give ‘awkward’ 
values for the sample means, making the calculations in Method 1 
 rather unwieldy.

●● Sometimes you are given summary data: x, y, x2, y2, xy. In 
these cases, Method 2 is the easier to use; it may be that your calculator 
has provided such summary data.

35
5 7= Σ = =x x

n

1136
5 227.2= Σ = =y

y
n

263 5 7 182 2 2= Σ − = − × =x nxSxx

2 2= Σ −y nySyy

258462 5 227.2

362.8

2= − ×
=

( )( )= Σ −xy n x ySxy

7875 5 7 227.2

77

= − × ×
= −
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However, if as in this case you are given the raw data, then the usual method 
of finding r is to use the statistical facilities on a calculator.

Sometimes you are simply given summary statistics (values of Σx, Σx2, Σxy, 
etc.) in which case you have to use the above formulae for Sxx etc.

USING	ICT

A	spreadsheet

You can use a spreadsheet to calculate the product moment correlation 
coefficient. The spreadsheet in Figure 5.11 shows the output for Example 5.1.

To set up the spreadsheet you need to:

 1  Enter the data – here in columns A and B.
 2  Use the formula provided by your spreadsheet to find the value of r,  

for example = PEARSON(A5:A9, B5:B9)
 3  If you also want to see a scatter diagram of your data you can do this by 

highlighting the two columns of data and then choosing the relevant 
 options, for example Insert followed by Scatter diagram.

Figure	5.11

Interpreting	the	product	moment	correlation	
coefficient
The product moment correlation coefficient provides a measure of the correlation 
between the two variables. There are two different ways in which it is commonly 
used and interpreted: as a test statistic and as a measure of effect size.

Using r as	a	test	statistic
When the data cover the whole of a population, the correlation coefficient 
tells you all that there is to be known about the level of correlation between 
the variables in the population. The population correlation coefficient is 
denoted by ρ.

The	symbol	ρ	is	the	
Greek	letter	rho,	
pronounced	‘row’	as	in	
‘row	a	boat’.
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However, it is often the case that you do not know the level of correlation in a 
population and take a reasonably small sample to find out.

You use your sample data to calculate a value of the correlation coefficient, r. 
You know that if the value of r turns out to be close to +1 or −1, you can be 
reasonably confident that there is correlation, and that if r is close to 0 there is 
probably little or no correlation. What happens in a case such as r = 0.6?

To answer this question you have to understand what r is actually measuring. The 
data which you use when calculating r are actually a sample taken from a parent 
bivariate distribution, rather than the whole of a population. You have only taken 
a few out of a very large number of points which could, in theory, be plotted on 
a scatter diagram such as Figure 5.12. Each point (xi, yi) represents a possible pair 
of values corresponding to one observation of the bivariate population.

0.00
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

30.00

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00

y

x
Figure	5.12	Scatter diagram showing a sample from a large bivariate population

There will be a level of correlation within the parent population and this is 
denoted by ρ.

The calculated value of r, which is based on the sample points, can be used as an 
estimate for ρ. It can also be used to carry out a hypothesis test on the value of ρ, 
the parent population correlation coefficient. Used in this way it is a test statistic.

The simplest hypothesis test which you can carry out is that there is no 
correlation within the parent population. This gives rise to a null hypothesis:

H0: ρ = 0. There is no correlation between the two variables.

There are three possible alternative hypotheses, according to the sense of the 
situation you are investigating. These are:

1 H1: ρ ≠ 0. There is correlation between the variables (two-tailed test).
2 H1: ρ > 0. There is positive correlation between the variables (one-tailed test).
3 H1: ρ < 0. There is negative correlation between the variables (one-tailed test).

The test is carried out by comparing the value for r with the appropriate entry 
in a table of critical values. This will depend on the size of the sample, the 
significance level at which you are testing and whether your test is one-tailed or 
two-tailed.

The	blue	crosses	
represent	the	whole	
population	and	the	
red	dots	represent	the	
sample.

Note
It	is	also	possible	to	test	
the	null	hypothesis	that	
ρ	has	some	other	value,	
like	0.4,	but	such	tests	
are	beyond	the	scope	of	
this	book.
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Critical	values
Under the null hypothesis, H0: ρ = 0, i.e. when there is a complete absence of 
linear correlation between the variables in the population, it is very likely that 
a bivariate data set, drawn at random from the population, will produce a value 
of r, the sample product moment correlation coefficient, which is non-zero. 
This will be the case even if the null hypothesis is true.

The role of the significance level is that, for any sample size n, it represents the 
probability that the value of r will be ‘further from zero’ than the critical value. 
Three examples, using the table of critical values in Figure 5.13 (see following 
page) should help you to understand this concept better.

Table	5.6

Alternative 
hypothesis

Sample size, n Significance 
level

Meaning

H1: ρ > 0 11  1% P(r > 0.6851) = 0.01

H1: ρ < 0  6  5% P(r < −0.7293) = 0.05

H1: ρ ≠ 0 15 10% P(|r| > 0.4409) = 0.1

A student believes that just because you are good at English, you are no 
more or less likely to be good at Mathematics. He obtains the results of an 
English examination and a Mathematics examination for eight students in his 
class. He then decides to carry out a hypothesis test to investigate whether he 
is correct.

Are	students	who	are	good	at	English	also	
good	at	Mathematics?

The results of the two examinations for eight students are as follows.

Table	5.7

English, x 74 83 61 79 41 55 42 71

Mathematics, y 73 65 67 67 58 73 25 56

Solution
The relevant hypothesis test for this situation would be

H0: ρ = 0. There is no correlation between English and Mathematics scores.

H1: ρ ≠ 0. There is correlation between English and Mathematics scores.

The student decides to use the 5% significance level.

The critical value for n = 8 at the 5% significance level for a two-tailed test 
is found from tables to be 0.7067.

Example 5.2
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Figure	5.13	Extract from table of values for the product moment  
correlation coefficient, r

The calculation of the product moment correlation coefficient, r, can be set 
out using Method 2 from Example 5.1.

n = 8

Table	5.8

x y x2 y2 xy

74 73 5476 5329 5402

83 65 6889 4225 5395

61 67 3721 4489 4087

79 67 6241 4489 5293

41 58 1681 3364 2378

55 73 3025 5329 4015

42 25 1764 625 1050

  71 56 5041 3136 3976

Totals 506 484 33838 30986 31596

 
= Σ = = = Σ = =506
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8 60.5x x

n y
y
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The critical value is 0.7067. The value of r of 0.5561 is less extreme.

So there is not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis in favour of the 
alternative hypothesis.

The evidence does not suggest that the student’s suggestion is wrong.

Note
This	example	is	designed	just	
to	show	you	how	to	do	the	
calculations,	and	no	more.	A	
sample	of	size	8	is	smaller	than	
you	would	usually	use.	Also	
there	is	no	indication	of	how	the	
student	chose	the	eight	people	
in	his	sample.	An	essential	
requirement	for	a	hypothesis	
test	is	that	the	sample	is	
representative	and	usually	a	
random	sample	is	taken.

USING	ICT

You can use ICT to find the correlation coefficient and also to find the 
p-value for the test.

Figure 5.14 shows the output from a statistical package for the data in 
Example 5.2.  You enter the correlation coefficient, the sample size and 
whether the test is one- or two-tailed (and the direction if one-tailed). The 
software then gives you the p-value as shown in Figure 5.14.

Figure	5.14

The p-value is 0.15 which is greater than 5% so there is not enough evidence 
to reject the null hypothesis.

You	can	use	a	t	test	to	
test	significance	of	a	
correlation	coefficient	
by	applying	an	
appropriate	
transformation.
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Degrees	of	freedom
Here is an example where you have just two data points.

Table	5.9

Sean Iain

Height of an adult man (m) 1.70 1.90

The mortgage on his house (£) 15 000 45 000

When you plot these two points on a scatter diagram it is possible to join them 
with a perfect straight line and you might be tempted to conclude that taller 
men have larger mortgages on their houses.

This conclusion would clearly be wrong. It is based on the data from only two 
men so you are bound to be able to join the points on the scatter diagram 
with a straight line and calculate r to be either +1 or −1 (providing their 
heights and/or mortgages are not the same). In order to start to carry out a 
test you need the data for a third man, say Dafyd (height 1.75 m and mortgage 
£37 000). When his data are plotted on the scatter diagram in Figure 5.15 you 
can see how close it lies to the line between Sean and Iain.
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Figure	5.15

So the first two data points do not count towards a test for linear correlation. 
The first one to count is point number three. Similarly, if you have n points, only 
n − 2 of them count towards any test. n − 2 is called the degrees of freedom 
and denoted by υ. It is the number of free variables in the system. In this case, it 
is the number of points, n, less the 2 that have effectively been used to define the 
line of best fit.

In the case of the three men with their mortgages you would actually draw 
a line of best fit through all three, rather than join any particular two. So you 
cannot say that any two particular points have been taken out to draw the line of 
best fit, merely that the system as a whole has lost two.

Tables of critical values of correlation coefficients can be used without 
understanding the idea of degrees of freedom, but the idea is an important one 
throughout statistics. In general,

degrees of freedom = sample size − number of restrictions.

●● Hypothesis tests using 
Pearson’s product moment 
correlation coefficient require 
modelling assumptions that 
both variables are random 
and that the data are drawn 
from a bivariate Normal 
distribution. For large data 
sets this is usually the case 
if the scatter diagram gives 
an approximately elliptical 
distribution. If one or both 
of the distributions is, for 
example, skewed or bimodal, 
the procedure is likely to be 
inaccurate.

●● The product moment correla-
tion coefficient is a measure 
of correlation and so is only 
appropriate if the relationship 
between the variables is linear. 
For cases of non-linear associ-
ation you should apply a test 
based on Spearman’s correla-
tion coefficient, which you 
will meet later in this chapter.

●● The extract from the tables 
gives the critical value of 
r for various values of the 
significance level and the 
sample size, n. You will, 
however, find some tables 
where n is replaced by υ, the 
degrees of freedom. Degrees 
of freedom are covered in the 
next section.
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Interpreting	correlation
You need to be on your guard against drawing spurious conclusions from 
significant correlation coefficients.

Correlation	does	not	imply	causation
Figures for the years 1995–2005 show a high correlation between the sales of 
laptop computers and sales of microwave ovens. There is, of course, no direct 
connection between the two variables. You would be quite wrong to conclude 
that buying a laptop computer predisposes the buyer to buying a microwave oven.

Although there may be a high level of correlation between variables A and B 
it does not mean that A causes B or that B causes A. It may well be that a third 
variable C causes both A and B, or it may be that there is a more complicated 
set of relationships. In the case of laptop computers and microwaves, both are 
clearly caused by the advance of modern technology.

Non-linear	association
A low value of r tells you that there is little or no correlation. There are, however, 
other forms of association, including non-linear as illustrated in Figure 5.16.

Figure	5.16	Scatter diagrams showing non-linear association

These diagrams show that there is an association between the variables, but not 
one that can be described as correlation.

Extrapolation
A linear relationship established over a particular domain should not be assumed 
to hold outside this range. For instance, there is strong correlation between the 
age in years and the 100 m times of female athletes between the ages of 10 and 
20 years. To extend the connection, as shown in Figure 5.17, would suggest that 
veteran athletes are quicker than athletes who are in their prime and, if they live 
long enough, can even run 100 m in no time at all!
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Figure	5.17

Effect	size
For very large sample sizes, a very small but non-zero value of r may still be 
statistically significant. The null hypothesis may be rejected and the alternative 
hypothesis accepted. Although the result is statistically significant, there may be 
no real significance in terms of the use to be made of this correlation.

This is a common situation with big data where the calculation is carried out 
by computer and might cover millions of data items. Such data sets are often 
not just bivariate but multivariate covering many fields. It is quite common to 
find unexpected correlations but at a low level, say less than 0.1, as well as those 
expected at a higher level, say 0.5.

For example, suppose that there is a small but statistically significant correlation 
between height and intelligence. This may be of academic interest, but 
little use can be made of this for any practical purpose such as in selecting 
candidates for a job.

Effect sizes can be calculated for any significance test, but are only considered 
in the context of correlation in this book. One common way of judging 
effect size was formulated by Jacob Cohen in 1988. Cohen gave suggestions 
for interpreting these effect sizes, suggesting that a correlation coefficient r of 
0.1 represents a small effect size, 0.3 represents a medium effect size and 0.5 
represents a large effect size.

The correlation matrix below shows the correlation between the four variables 
in the example at the start of the chapter, but for all countries in the world 
rather than just American countries. The four variables are population (P), life 
expectancy (L), birth rate (B) and GDP per capita (G).

Use Cohen’s interpretation to comment on the levels of correlation.

Table	5.10

  P L B G

P 1      

L −0.017 1    

B −0.025 −0.844 1  

G −0.071 0.633 −0.579 1

Example 5.3
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Solution
All of the effect sizes involving population are small.

All the other effect sizes are large.

The greatest correlation is between life expectancy and birth rate. This is 
negative, meaning that on the whole countries with a high life expectancy 
tend to have a low birth rate, and vice-versa.

①	
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Figure	5.18

Three sets of bivariate data have been plotted on scatter diagrams, as 
illustrated. In each diagram the product moment correlation coefficient 
takes one of the values −1, −0.8, 0, 0.8, 1. Without doing any calculations, 
state the appropriate value of the correlation coefficient corresponding to 
the scatter diagrams (i), (ii) and (iii) in Figure 5.18.

②	 For each of the sets of data (i), (ii) and (iii) in Tables 5.11–5.13

(a)	 draw a scatter diagram and comment on whether there appears to 
be any linear correlation.

(b)	 calculate the product moment correlation coefficient and compare 
this with your assertion based on the scatter diagram.

(i) The mathematics and physics test results of 14 students.

Table	5.11

Mathematics 45 23 78 91 46 27 41 62 34 17 77 49 55 71

Physics 62 36 92 70 67 39 61 40 55 33 65 59 35 40

(ii) The wine consumption in a country in millions of litres and the years 
1993 to 2000.

Table	5.12

Year 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Consumption  
(×106 litres)

35.5 37.7 41.5 46.4 44.8 45.8 53.9 62.0

Exercise 5.1
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(iii) The number of hours of sunshine and the monthly rainfall, in 
centimetres, in an eight-month period.

Table	5.13

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Sunshine (hours) 90 96 105 110 113 120 131 124

Rainfall (cm) 5.1 4.6 6.3 5.1 3.3 2.8 4.5 4.0

③	 For each of these sets of data use one or more of the following to find the 
product moment correlation coefficient, r (note that the data for part (iv) are 
given in the form of a scatter diagram).

●● a scientific calculator in two variable statistics mode
●● a graphics calculator in two variable statistics mode
●● a spreadsheet.

(i)

Table	5.14

x 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

y 19 16 28 20 31 19 32 35

(ii)

Table	5.15

x 12 14 14 15 16 17 17 19

y 86 90 78 71 77 69 80 73

(iii)

Table	5.16

x 56 78 14 80 34 78 23 61

y 45 34 67 70 42 18 25 50

(iv)

0
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Figure	5.19

④	 Find the value of r in each case below. The tables of values are not complete 
but, in each case, summary statistics are given for all of the data.

(i) The annual salary, in thousands of pounds, and the average number of 
hours worked per week by people chosen at random.
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Table	5.17

Salary (× £1000) 5 7 13

Hours worked per week 18 22 35

Σx = 105, Σy = 217, Σx2 = 3003, Σy2 = 7093, Σxy = 3415, n = 7.

(ii) The mean temperature in degrees Celsius and the amount of ice cream 
sold in a supermarket in hundreds of litres.

Table	5.18

Apr May Jun Jul

Mean temperature (°C) 9 13 14 17

Ice-cream sold (100 l) 11 15 17 20

Σx = 108, Σy = 117, Σx2 = 1506, Σy2 = 1921, Σxy = 1660, n = 8.

(iii) The reaction times of women of various ages.

Table	5.19

Reaction time (×10-3 s) 156 165 149 180 189

Age (years) 36 40 27 50 49

Σx = 1432, Σy = 337, Σx2 = 259 680, Σy2 = 15 089, Σxy = 61717, n = 8.

⑤	 A language teacher wishes to test whether students who are good at their 
own language are also likely to be good at a foreign language. Accordingly, 
she collects the marks of eight students, all native English speakers, in their 
end of year examinations in English and French.

Table	5.20

Candidate A B C D E F G H

English 65 34 48 72 58 63 26 80

French 74 49 45 80  63 72 12 75

(i)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient.

(ii)	 State the null and alternative hypotheses.

(iii)	 Using the correlation coefficient as a test statistic, carry out the test at 
the 5% significance level.

⑥	 ‘You can’t win without scoring goals.’ So says the coach of a netball team. 
Jamila, who believes in solid defensive play, disagrees and sets out to prove 
that there is no correlation between scoring goals and winning matches. She 
collects the following data for the goals scored and the points gained by  
12 teams in a netball league.

Table	5.21

Goals scored, x 41 50 54 47 47 49 52 61 50 29 47 35

Points gained, y 21 20 19 18 16 14 12 11 11 7 5 2
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(i)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient.

(ii)	 State suitable null and alternative hypotheses, indicating whose position 
each represents.

(iii)	 Carry out the hypothesis test at the 5% significance level and comment 
on the result.

⑦	 A medical student is trying to estimate the birth mass of babies using  
prenatal scan images. The actual mass, x kg, and the estimated mass, y kg, 
of ten randomly selected babies are given in the table below. The data are 
plotted in the scatter diagram.

Table	5.22

x 2.61 2.73 2 .87 2.96 3.05 3.14 3.17 3.24 3.76 4.10

y 3.2 2.6 3.5 3.1 2.8 2.7 3.4 3.3 4.4 4.1
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Figure	5.20

(i)	 The student decides to carry out a test based on the product moment 
correlation coefficient to investigate whether there is a positive 
relationship between the two variables. A friend suggests that there are 
two outliers so this test would not be appropriate. Explain why it may 
still be valid to carry out the test.

(ii)	 The value of the product moment correlation coefficient for these data 
is 0.7604. Carry out the test at the 1% significance level. [MEI]

⑧	 It is widely believed that those who are good at chess are good at bridge, 
and vice-versa. A commentator decides to test this theory using as data the 
grades of a random sample of eight people who play both games.

Table	5.23

Player A B C D E F G H

Chess grade 160 187 129 162 149 151 189 158

Bridge grade  75 100  75  85  80  70  95  80

(i)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient.

(ii)	 State suitable null and alternative hypotheses.

(iii)	 The output in Figure 5.21 comes from a statistical package. Using the 
p-value given at the bottom of the figure, complete the hypothesis test.
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Figure	5.21

⑨	 The scatter diagrams below were drawn by a student.

y

x

Diagram A
v

u

Diagram B
t

s

Diagram C

Figure	5.22

The student calculated the value of the product moment correlation 
coefficient for each of the sets of data.

The values were

 0.68     −0.79     0.08

  Write down, with a reason, which value corresponds to which scatter 
diagram. [Edexcel]

⑩	 A biologist believes that a particular type of fish develops black spots on its 
scales in water that is polluted by certain agricultural fertilisers. She catches 
a number of fish; for each one she counts the number of black spots on 
its scales and measures the concentration of the pollutant in the water it 
was swimming in. She uses these data to test for positive linear correlation 
between the number of spots and the level of pollution.

Table	5.24

Fish A B C D E F G H I J

Pollutant concentration 
(parts per million)

124 59 78 79 150 12 23 45 91 68

Number of black spots  15  8  7  8  14  0  4  5  8  8

(i)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient.

(ii)	 State suitable null and alternative hypotheses.

(iii)	 Carry out the hypothesis test at the 2% significance level. What can the 
biologist conclude?
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⑪	 The correlation matrix below shows the correlation between four variables in 
different districts of a large city. The four variables are life expectancy (L), infant 
mortality (M), average income (A) and a measure of income inequality (I).

Use Cohen’s interpretation to comment on the levels of correlation.

Table	5.25

  L M A I

L 1      

M 0.37 1    

A −0.23 0.17 1  

I 0.06 −0.19 0.46 1

⑫	 Andrew claims that the older you get, the slower is your reaction time. His 
mother disagrees, saying the two are unrelated. They decide that the only 
way to settle the discussion is to carry out a proper test. A few days later 
they are having a small party and so ask their 12 guests to take a test that 
measures their reaction times. The results are as follows.

Table	5.26

Age Reaction time (s) Age Reaction time (s)

78 0.8 35 0.5

72 0.6 30 0.3

60 0.7 28 0.4

56 0.5 20 0.4

41 0.5 19 0.3

39 0.4 10 0.3

Carry out the test at the 5% significance level, stating the null and 
alternative hypotheses. Who won the argument, Andrew or his mother?

⑬	 The teachers at a school have a discussion as to whether girls, in general, run 
faster or slower as they get older. They decide to collect data for a random 
sample of girls the next time the school cross country race is held (which 
everybody has to take part in). They collect the following data, with the 
times given in minutes and the ages in years (the conversion from months 
to decimal parts of a year has already been carried out).

Table	5.27

Age Time Age Time Age Time

11.6 23.1 18.2 45. 13.9 29.1

15.0 24.0 15.4 23.2 18.1 21.2

18.8 45.0 14.4 26.1 13.4 23.9

16.0 25.2 16.1 29.4 16.2 26.0

12.8 26.4 14.6 28.1 17.5 23.4

17.6 22.9 18.7 45.0 17.0 25.0

17.4 27.1 15.4 27.0 12.5 26.3

13.2 25.2 11.8 25.4 12.7 24.2

14.5 26.8
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(i)	 State suitable null and alternative hypotheses and decide on an 
appropriate significance level for the test.

(ii)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient and state the 
conclusion from the test.

(iii)	 Plot the data on a scatter diagram and identify any outliers. Explain 
how they could have arisen.

(iv)	 Comment on the validity of the test.

⑭	 Apprentices joining a large company are given several tests. Two of the 
tests are ‘Basic English’ and ‘Manual dexterity’. The results of these tests are 
labelled x and y respectively. A manager believes that there will be positive 
correlation between x and y. 

	 The spreadsheet shows the first 3 and 60th rows of data, together with the 
sums of each of the 5 columns. 

	 Figure	5.23

(i)	 Explain how you can tell that the value of n is 60.

(ii)	 State the formula in cell B62.

(iii)	 Find the values of Sxx, Syy and Sxy. 

(iv)	 Find the value of r.

(v)	 State suitable null and alternative hypotheses for a test to investigate the 
manager’s belief.

(vi)	 Carry out the hypothesis test at the 5% significance level.

(vii)	 Comment on the effect size.

(viii)	 Do you think that this information can be of any use to the company? 

⑮	 The values of x and y in the table are the marks obtained in an intelligence 
test and a university examination, respectively, by 20 medical students. 
The data are plotted in the scatter diagram.
Table	5.28

x 98 51 71 57 44 59 75 47 39 58

y 85 40 30 25 50 40 50 35 25 90

x 77 65 58 66 79 72 45 40 49 76

y 65 25 70 45 70 50 40 20 30 60
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Figure	5.24
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Given that Σx = 1226, Σy = 945, Σx 2 = 79 732, Σy 2 = 52 575 and Σxy = 
61 495, calculate the product moment correlation coefficient, r, to 2 decimal 
places.

Referring to the evidence provided by the diagram and the value of r, 
comment briefly on the correlation between the two sets of marks.

Now eliminate from consideration those ten students whose values of x are 
less than 50 or more than 75. Calculate the new value of r for the marks of 
the remaining students. What does the comparison with the earlier value of 
r seem to indicate? [MEI]

⑯	 A young family were looking for a new three-bedroom semi-detached 
house. A local survey recorded the price x, in £1000, and the distance y, 
in miles, from the station of such houses. The following summary statistics 
were provided.

 
S S Sxx yy xy113573, 8.657, 808.917= = = −

(i)	 Use these values to calculate the product moment correlation 
coefficient.

(ii) Give an interpretation of your answer to part (i).

Another family asked for the distances to be measured in km rather than 
miles.

(iii)	 State the value of the product moment correlation coefficient in this 
case. [Edexcel]

⑰	 An estate agent recorded the price per square metre, p £/m2, for 7  
two-bedroom houses. 

	 He then coded the data using the coding q = 
−p a
b , where a and b are 

positive constants.

	 His results are shown in the table below.

Table	5.29

p 1840 1848 1830 1824 1819 1834 1850

q 4.0 4.8 3.0 2.4 1.9 3.4 5.0
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(i)	 Find the value of a and the value of b.

	  The estate agent also recorded the distance, d km, of each house from the 
nearest train station. The results are summarised below.

	 Sdd = 1.02     Sqq = 8.22     Sdq = –2.17

(ii)		 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient between d and q.

(iii)		 Write down the value of the product moment correlation coefficient 
between d and p.

	 The estate agent records the price and size of 2 additional two-bedroom 
houses, H and J.
Table	5.30

House Price (£) Size (m2)

H 156 400 85

J 172 900 95

(iv)		 Suggest which house is most likely to be closer to a train station. Justify 
your answer. [Edexcel]

⑱	 The table below gives the heights, h, of six male Olympic 100m sprint 
winners together with the times, t, they took.

Table	5.31

h  1.80 1.83  1.87 1.88 1.85 1.76

t 10.00 9.95 10.06 9.99 9.84 9.87

(i)	 Draw a scatter diagram to illustrate the data.

(ii)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient.

(iii)	 Carry out a suitable hypothesis test, at a suitable level of significance, to 
determine whether or not it is reasonable to suppose that the heights 
and times are positively correlated.

(iv)	 Rewrite the table giving just the rank of each data value, using a rank 
of 1 for the lowest value and 6 for the highest value. For example 
the rank associated with a height of 1.88 m would be 6 since it is the 
height of the tallest person. The rank associated with a time of 9.87 s 
would be 2 since it is the second lowest time.

(v)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient of the ranked data.

(vi)	 Comment on the difference between the two correlation coefficients.

⑲	 (i) Prove algebraically that these two formulae for Sxx are equivalent

	  
2 2 2( )= Σ − = Σ −S x x S x nxxx i xx

(ii)	 Prove algebraically these two formulae for Sxy are equivalent

	
( )( )= Σ − −S x x y yxy i i   

= Σ −S xy nxyxy

(iii)	 Hence prove that these two formulae for r are equivalent

	

2 2

( )( )
( ) ( )

=
Σ − −

Σ − × Σ −
r

x x y y

x x y y

i i

i i   
2 2 2 2( )( )

( )( )=
Σ −

Σ − Σ −
r

x y n x y

x nx y ny
i i

i i
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2	Rank	correlation

Dance competition dispute
In the dance competition at the local fete last Saturday, the two judges 
differed so much in their rankings of the ten competitors that initially nobody 
could be declared the winner. In the end, competitor C was declared the 
winner as the total of her ranks was the lowest (and so the best) but several of 
the other entrants felt that it was totally unfair.

The judgements that caused all the trouble were as follows.

Table	5.32

Competitor A B C D E F G H I J

Judge 1 1 9 7 2 3 10 6 5 4 8

Judge 2 8 3 1 10 9 4 7 6 5 2

Total 9 12 8 12 12 14 13 11 9 10

    Winner

You will see that both judges ranked the ten entrants, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, … , 10th. The 
winner, C, was placed 7th by one judge and 1st by the other. Their rankings look 
different so perhaps they were using different criteria on which to assess them. 
How can you use these data to decide whether that was or was not the case?

One way would be to calculate a correlation coefficient and use it to carry out 
a hypothesis test. However, the data you have are of a different type from any 
that you have used before for calculating correlation coefficients. In the point 
(1, 8), corresponding to competitor A, the numbers 1 and 8 are ranks and not 
scores (like marks in an examination or measurements). It is, however, possible 
to calculate a rank correlation coefficient in the same way as before. Rank 
correlation may be used in circumstances where ordinary correlation would not 
be appropriate and so is described as testing association rather than correlation.

The hypotheses are stated as follows:

H0: there is no association.

H1: there is positive association.

The null hypothesis, H0, represents the idea that the judges are using completely 
different unrelated criteria to judge the competitors. The alternative hypothesis 
represents the idea that the judges are using similar criteria to judge the competitors.

ACTIVITY 5.1
Show	that	the	product	moment	correlation	coefficient	of	the	ranks	in	the	table	
above	is	−0.794.

Although	you	can	carry	out	the	calculation	as	in	Example	5.1,	it	is	usually	done	a	
different	way.
Denoting	the	two	sets	of	ranks	by	x x x, , ... , n1 2 	and	y y y, ,..., n1 2 ,	the	coefficient	of	
association	is	given	by

r
d

n ns
i1

6

1

2

2( )= −
Σ

−
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Hypothesis	tests	using	Spearman’s	rank	
correlation	coefficient
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is often used as a test statistic for a 
hypothesis test of

H0:  there is no association between the variables

against one of three possible alternative hypotheses:

either H1:  there is association between the variables (2-tailed test)

or H1:  there is positive association between the variables (1-tailed test)

or H1:  there is negative association between the variables (1-tailed test).

The test is carried out by comparing the value of rs with the appropriate 
critical value. This depends on the sample size, the significance level of the test 
and whether it is one-tailed or two-tailed. Critical values can be found from 
statistical software or tables.

Once you have found the value of rs, this test follows the same procedure as that 
for correlation. However, the tables of critical values are not the same and so you 
need to be careful that you are using the right one.

The calculation is often carried out with the data across the page rather than in 
columns and this is shown in the next example.

Note
If	several	items	are	
ranked	equally	you	give	
them	the	mean	of	the	
ranks	they	would	have	
had	if	they	had	been	
slightly	different	from	
each	other.

where

n● rs	is	called	Spearman’s	rank	correlation	coefficient
n● di	is	the	difference	in	the	ranks	for	a	general	data	item	 x y,i i( );	d x yi i i= −
n● n	is	the	number	of	items	of	data.

The	calculation	of	 2Σdi 	can	then	be	set	out	in	a	table	like	this.

Table 5.33

Competitor Judge 1, xi Judge 2, yi di = xi – yi di
2

A 1 8 −7 49

B 9 3 6 36

C 7 1 6 36

D 2 10 −8 64

E 3 9 −6 36

F 10 4 6 36

G 6 7 −1 1

H 5 6 −1 1

I 4 5 −1 1

J 8 2 6 36

i
2Σd 296

The	value	of	n	is	10,	so	 1 0.7946 296
10 10 12( )= − = −×

−
rs

You	will	see	that	this	is	the	same	answer	as	before,	but	the	working	is	much	
shorter.	It	is	not	difficult	to	prove	that	the	two	methods	are	equivalent.
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During their course two trainee tennis coaches, Rachael and Leroy, were 
shown videos of seven people, A, B, C, … , G, doing a top-spin service and 
were asked to rank them in order according to the quality of their style. They 
placed them as follows.

Table	5.34

Rank order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Rachael B G F D A C E

Leroy F B D E G A C

(i) Find Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation.

(ii)  Use it to test whether there is evidence, at the 5% level, of positive 
association between their judgements.

Example 5.4

Solution
(i) The rankings are as follows.
Table	5.35

Person A B C D E F G

Rachael  5  1  6 4 7 3  2

Leroy  6  2  7  3 4 1  5

di −1 −1 −1 1 3 2 −3

di
2  1  1  1 1 9 4  9

n = 7   Σdi
2 = 26

1
6

1
1 6 26

7 7 1

= 0.54 (2 d.p.)

2

2 2( ) ( )= − Σ
−

= − ×
−

r
d

n ns
i

(ii) H0:  there is no association between their rankings.

  H1:  there is positive association between their rankings.  
Significance level 5%.  
One-tailed test.

  From tables, the critical value of rs for a one-tailed test at this 
significance level for n = 7 is 0.7143.

 0.54 < 0.7143 so H0 is accepted.

 

5% ½%2½% 1%

10% 5% 2% 1%

n
1 - - - -

-
-
-
-

-
-
--

-
-

-
-

2
3
4 1.0000

1.0000 1.0000

1.0000

0.9000

0.8286
0.7857 0.8929 0.9286

0.8810
0.8333

0.7455 0.7939
0.7833
0.8333

0.6485
0.7000
0.7381

0.5636

0.6429
0.6000

0.8857 0.9429

5

6
7
8
9
10

0.7143

1-tail test

2-tail test

Figure	5.25	 Extract	from	table	of	critical	values	for	Spearman’s	rank	correlation	
coefficient,	rs
There is insufficient evidence to claim positive association between Rachael’s 
and Leroy’s rankings.
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USING	ICT

You can use ICT to find the correlation coefficient and also to find the 
p-value for the test.

Figure 5.26 shows the output from a statistical package for the data in 
Example 5.4.  You enter the data and the software produces the output shown.  

Figure	5.26

This	
is	the	
p-value.

This	is	
Spearman’s	
rank	
correlation	
coefficient.

The p-value is 0.23571. However, because the test is one-tailed you have 
to divide this by 2 before comparing with the significance level. This gives 
approximately 0.118 which is greater than 0.05 or 5% so there is not enough 
evidence to reject the null hypothesis.

When	to	use	rank	correlation

Sometimes your data will be available in two forms, as values of variables or in 
rank order. If you have the choice you will usually work out the correlation 
coefficient from the variable values rather than the ranks.

It may well be the case, however, that only ranked data are available to you and, 
in that case, you have no choice but to use them. It may also be that, while you 
could collect variable values as well, it would not be worth the time, trouble or 
expense to do so.

Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient is a measure of correlation 
and so is not appropriate for non-linear data like those illustrated in the scatter 
diagram in Figure 5.27. You may, however, use rank correlation to investigate 
whether one variable generally increases (or decreases) as the other increases. The 
term association describes such a relationship.

Figure 5.27 Non-linear data with a high degree of rank correlation

Note
Spearman’s	rank	
correlation	coefficient	
provides	one	among	
many	statistical	tests	
that	can	be	carried	out	
on	ranks	rather	than	
variable	values.	Such	
tests	are	examples	of	
non-parametric tests.	
A	non-parametric	test	
is	a	test	on	some	aspect	
of	a	distribution	which	
is	not	specified	by	its	
defining	parameters.
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①	 The order of merit of ten individuals at the start and finish of a training 
course were as follows.

Table	5.36

Individual A B C D E F G H I J

Order at start 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Order at finish 5 3 1 9 2 6 4 7 10 8

Find Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation between the two orders.

②	 A sports coach obtained scores by nine athletes in two competitions (A and 
B). The maximum score in each competition was 12. The scores were as 
follows.

Table	5.37

Entrant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A score 9 2 12 5 3 7 10 6 8

B score 8 7 6 4 9 10 11 3 5

The spreadsheet shows this data together with partially completed working 
to calculate Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation.

Figure	5.28

Exercise 5.2

You should, however, always look at the sense of your data before deciding 
which is the more appropriate form of correlation to use.

Historical note

Karl	Pearson	was	one	of	the	founders	of	modern	statistics.	Born	in	1857,	he	
was	a	man	of	varied	interests	and	practised	law	for	three	years	before	being	
appointed	Professor	of	Applied	Mathematics	and	Mechanics	at	University	
College,	London	in	1884.	Pearson	made	contributions	to	various	branches	of	
Mathematics	but	is	particularly	remembered	for	his	work	on	the	application	of	
statistics	to	biological	problems	in	heredity	and	evolution.	He	died	in	1936.

Charles	Spearman	was	born	in	London	in	1863.	After	serving	14	years	in	the	army	
as	a	cavalry	officer,	he	went	to	Leipzig	to	study	psychology.	On	completing	his	
doctorate	there	he	became	a	lecturer,	and	soon	afterwards	became	a	professor,	
also	at	University	College,	London.	He	pioneered	the	application	of	statistical	
techniques	within	psychology	and	developed	the	technique	known	as	factor	
analysis	in	order	to	analyse	different	aspects	of	human	ability.	He	died	in	1945.
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Complete the spreadsheet and hence find Spearman’s coefficient of rank 
correlation between the two orders. You can use the spreadsheet to find the 
ranks. First you highlight rows 2 to 10. You then sort on column B. You 
then put the numbers 1 to 9 in column D. You again highlight rows 2 to 10 
and now sort on column C. You then put the numbers 1 to 9 in column E. 
Finally again highlight rows 2 to 10 and sort on column A.

③	 Find Spearman’s coefficient of rank correlation between the two variables x 
and y shown in the scatter diagram.

0
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3.5

4

4.5

10 20 30 40
x

y

Figure	5.29

④	 In a driving competition, there were eight contestants and two judges who 
placed them in rank order, as shown in the table below.

Table	5.38

Competitor A B C D E F G H

Judge X 2 5 6 1 8 4 7 3
Judge Y 1 6 8 3 7 2 4 5

Stating suitable null and alternative hypotheses, carry out a hypothesis test 
on the level of agreement of these two judges.

⑤	 A coach wanted to test his theory that, although athletes have specialisms, it 
is still true that those who run fast at one distance are also likely to run fast 
at another distance. He selected six athletes at random to take part in a test 
and invited them to compete over 100 m and over 1500 m.

The times and places of the six athletes were as follows.

Table	5.39

Athlete 100 m time 100 m rank 1500 m time 1500 m rank

Allotey 9.8 s 1 3 m 42 s 1
Chell 10.9 s 6 4 m 11 s 2
Giles 10.4 s 2 4 m 19 s 6
Mason 10.5 s 3 4 m 18 s 5
O’Hara 10.7 s 5 4 m 12 s 3
Stuart 10.6 s 4 4 m 16 s 4

(i)	 Calculate the Pearson product moment and Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficients for these data.

(ii)	 State suitable null and alternative hypotheses and carry out hypothesis 
tests on these data.

(iii)	 State which you consider to be the more appropriate correlation 
coefficient in this situation, giving your reasons.
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⑥	 During a village show, two judges, P and Q, had to award a mark out of 30 
to some flower displays. The marks they awarded to a random sample of 8 
displays were as follows.

Table	5.40

Display A B C D E F G H

Judge P 25 19 21 23 28 17 16 20

Judge Q 20 9 21 13 17 14 11 15

(i)	 Calculate Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the marks 
awarded by the two judges.

After the show, one competitor complained about the judges. She claimed 
that there was no positive correlation between their marks.

(ii)	 Stating your hypotheses clearly, test at the 5% level whether or not this 
sample provides support for the competitor’s claim. [Edexcel]

⑦	 A school holds an election for parent governors. Candidates are invited to 
write brief autobiographies and these are sent out at the same time as the 
voting papers.

After the election, one of the candidates, Mr Smith, says that the more 
words you wrote about yourself the more votes you got. He sets out to 
‘prove this statistically’ by calculating the product moment correlation 
between the number of words and the number of votes.

Table	5.41

Candidate A B C D E F G

Number of words 70 101 106 232 150 102 98

Number of votes 99 108 97 144 94 54 87

(i)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient.

Mr Smith claims that this proves his point at the 5% significance level.

(ii)	 State his null and alternative hypotheses and show how he came to his 
conclusion.

(iii)	 Calculate Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for these data.

(iv)	 Explain the difference in the two correlation coefficients and criticise 
the procedure Mr Smith used in coming to his conclusion.

⑧	 To test the belief that milder winters are followed by warmer summers, 
meteorological records are obtained for a random sample of ten years. For 
each year, the mean temperatures are found for January and July. The data, 
in °C, are given below.

Table	5.42

January  8.3  7.1  9.0  1.8  3.5  4.7  5.8  6.0  2.7  2.1

July 16.2 13.1 16.7 11.2 14.9 15.1 17.7 17.3 12.3 13.4

(i)	 Rank the data and calculate Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

(ii)	 Test, at the 2.5% level of significance, the belief that milder winters 
are followed by warmer summers. State clearly the null and alternative 
hypotheses under test.

(iii)	 Would it be more appropriate, less appropriate or equally appropriate 
to use the product moment correlation coefficient to analyse these 
data? Briefly explain why. [MEI]
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⑨	  A doctor is interested in the relationship between a person’s Body Mass 
Index (BMI) and their level of fitness. She believes that a lower BMI leads 
to a greater level of fitness. She randomly selects 10 female 18 year-olds and 
calculates each individual’s BMI. The females then run a race and the doctor 
records their finishing positions. The results are shown in the table.

Table	5.43

Individual A B C D E F G H I J

BMI 17.4 21.4 18.9 24.4 19.4 20.1 22.6 18.4 25.8 28.1

Finishing 
position

3 5 1 9 6 4 10 2 7 8

(i)		 Calculate Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for these data.

(ii)		 Stating your hypotheses clearly and using a one-tailed test with a 5% 
level of significance, interpret your rank correlation coefficient.

(iii)		 Give a reason to support the use of the rank correlation coefficient 
rather than the product moment correlation coefficient with  
these data. [Edexcel]

⑩	 A county councillor is investigating the level of hardship, h, of a town and 
the number of calls per 100 people to the emergency services, c. He collects 
data for 7 randomly selected towns in the county. The results are shown in 
the table below.

Table	5.44

Town A B C D E F G

h 14 20 16 18 37 19 24

c 52 45 43 42 61 82 55

(i)		 Calculate the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between h and c.

After collecting the data, the councillor thinks there is no correlation 
between hardship and the number of calls to the emergency services.

(ii)	 Test, at the 5% level of significance, the councillor’s claim. State your 
hypotheses clearly. [Edexcel]

⑪	 In order to assess whether increased expenditure in schools produces better 
examination results, a survey of all the secondary schools in England was 
conducted. Data on a random sample of 12 of these schools are shown 
below. The score shown is a measure of academic performance, a higher 
score indicating a higher success rate in examinations; expenditure is 
measured in thousands of pounds per student per year.
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Table	5.45

Score 1.54 1.50 1.49 1.22 1.19 1.11 1.09 1.06 1.05 0.97 0.88 0.68

Expen-
diture

1.70 3.95 2.75 1.95 2.35 1.45 2.40 2.05 2.15 2.30 1.75 2.10

(i)	 Calculate the value of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the data.

(ii)	 Perform an appropriate test at the 5% level, making clear what your 
hypotheses are. State clearly the conclusions to be drawn from the test.

Now suppose that the value of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, 
calculated for all the secondary schools in England, is 0.15.

(iii)	 What conclusion would you now reach about any association between 
expenditure per student and examination success, and why? [MEI]

⑫	 In a national survey into whether low death rates are associated with greater 
prosperity, a random sample of 14 areas was taken. The areas, arranged in order 
of their prosperity, are shown in the table below together with their death 
rates. (The death rates are on a scale for which 100 is the national average.)

Table	5.46

 most prosperous least prosperous

Area A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

Death 
rate

66 76 84 83 102 78 100 110 105 112 122 131 165 138

(i)	 Calculate an appropriate correlation coefficient and use it to test, at the 
5% level of significance, whether or not there is such an association. 
State your hypotheses and your conclusion carefully.

(ii)	 A newspaper carried this story under the headline ‘Poverty causes 
increased deaths’. Explain carefully whether or not the data justify this 
headline.

(iii)	 The data include no information on the age distributions in the 
different areas. Explain why such additional information would be 
relevant. [MEI]

⑬	 The following data, referring to the ordering of perceived risk of 25 
activities and technologies and actual fatality estimates, were obtained in a 
study in the United States. Use these data to test at the 5% significance level 
for positive correlation between

(i)	 the League of Women Voters and college students

(ii)	 experts and actual fatality estimates

(iii)	 college students and experts.

Comment on your results and identify any outliers in the three sets of 
bivariate data you have just used.
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Table	5.47

League of 
Women 
Voters

College 
students

Experts Actual 
fatalities 

(estimates)

Nuclear power 1  1 18 16

Motor vehicles 2  4  1  3

Handguns 3  2  4  4

Smoking 4  3  2  1

Motorcycles 5  5  6  6

Alcoholic beverages 6  6  3  2

General (private) aviation 7 12 11 11

Police work 8  7 15 18

Surgery 9 10  5  8

Fire fighting 10  9 16 17

Large construction 11 11 12 12

Hunting 12 15 20 14

Mountain climbing 13 17 24 21

Bicycles 14 19 13 13

Commercial aviation 15 13 14 20

Electric power (non-nuclear) 16 16 8  5

Swimming 17 25  9  7

Contraceptives 18  8 10 19

Skiing 19 20 25 24

X-rays 20 14  7  9

High school & college 
football

21 21 22 23

Railroads 22 18 17 10

Power mowers 23 23 23 22

Home appliances 24 22 19 15

Vaccinations 25 24 21 25

Source: Shwing and Albers, Societal Risk Assessment, Plenum

⑭	 A population analyst wishes to test how death rates and birth rates are 
correlated in European countries.

(i)	 State appropriate null and alternative hypotheses for the test. Justify the 
alternative hypothesis you have given.

A random sample of ten countries from Europe was taken and their death 
rates (x) and birth rates (y), each per 1000 population for 1997, were noted.

Table	5.48

x 9 9 7 12 11 10 7 13 8 7

y 14 9 13 13 10 11 16 9 16 12

(ii)	 Represent the data graphically.

(iii)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient.

(iv)	 Carry out the hypothesis test at the 5% level of significance. State 
clearly the conclusion reached.
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In fact, the value of the product moment correlation coefficient for all the 
countries in Europe in 1997 was −0.555.

(v)	 What does this tell you about the relationship between death rates and 
birth rates in European countries?

(vi)	 State, giving a reason, whether your conclusion in part (iv) is still valid. [MEI]

KEY	POINTS
1	 A	scatter	diagram	is	a	graph	to	illustrate	bivariate	data.

2	 Notation	for	n	pairs	of	observations	(x,	y)
	 x x xSxx i= Σ − = Σ −nx( )2 2 2

y y y nySyy = Σ − = Σ −( )2 2 2
i

( )( )= Σ − − = Σ −S x x y y xy nxyxy i i

3	 Pearson’s	product	moment	correlation	coefficient

	

x x y y

x x y y

x y n x y

x nx y ny

S

S S
xy

xx yy

i i

i i

i i

i i

= =
Σ − −

Σ − × Σ −
=

Σ −

Σ − Σ −
r

( )( )

( ) ( )

( )( )

( )( )2 2 2 2 2 2

4	 Spearman’s	coefficient	of	rank	correlation

	
r

d
n ns

i= −
Σ

−
1

6
( 1)

2

2

5	 Hypothesis	testing	based	on	Pearson’s	product	moment	correlation	
coefficient

	 H0:	ρ	=	0

	 H1:	ρ	>	0	or	ρ	<	0	(one-tailed	test)	or	ρ	≠	0	(two-tailed	test).

	 	Test	the	sample	value,	r,	against	the	critical	value,	which	depends	on	the	
number	of	pairs	in	the	bivariate	sample,	n,	and	the	significance	level.

6	 Hypothesis	testing	based	on	Spearman’s	coefficient	of	rank	correlation
	 H0:	no	association

	 	H1:	positive	association	or	negative	association	(one-tailed	test)	or	some	
association	(two-tailed	test).

	 	Test	the	sample	value,	rs,	against	the	critical	value,	which	depends	on	the	
number	of	pairs	in	the	bivariate	sample,	n,	and	the	significance	level.
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LEARNING	OUTCOMES
When	you	have	completed	this	chapter	you	should:
➤● understand	what	bivariate	data	are	and	know	the	conventions	for	choice	of	

axis	for	variables	in	a	scatter	diagram
➤● be	able	to	use	and	interpret	a	scatter	diagram
➤● interpret	a	scatter	diagram	produced	by	software
➤● be	able	to	calculate	Pearson’s	product	moment	correlation	coefficient	from	

raw	data	or	summary	statistics
➤● know	when	it	is	appropriate	to	carry	out	a	hypothesis	test	using	Pearson’s	

product	moment	correlation	coefficient
➤● be	able	to	carry	out	hypothesis	tests	using	the	Pearson’s	product	moment	

correlation	coefficient	and	tables	of	critical	values	or	the	p-value	from	software
➤● use	the	Pearson’s	product	moment	correlation	coefficient	as	an	effect	size
➤● be	able	to	calculate	Spearman’s	rank	correlation	coefficient	from	raw	data	or	

summary	statistics
➤● be	able	to	carry	out	hypothesis	tests	using	Spearman’s	rank	correlation	

coefficient	and	tables	of	critical	values	or	the	output	from	software
➤● decide	whether	a	test	based	on	r	or	rs	may	be	more	appropriate,	or	whether	

neither	is	appropriate.
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It is utterly implausible 
that a mathematical 
formula should make 
the future known to us, 
and those who think it 
can would once have 
believed in witchcraft.

Betrand	de	Jouvenel

Linear regression6

Janice	grows	tomatoes	in	her	greenhouse.	Every	year,	she	uses	a	liquid	feed	to		
try	to	get	a	bigger	yield.	One	year,	she	wonders	if	there	is	a	relationship	
between	the	amount	of	fertiliser	she	uses	and	the	yield	of	the	tomatoes.	She	
does	an	experiment	where	she	takes	seven	tomato	plants	and	gives	each	of	
them	a	different	amount	of	feed.	The	following	table	shows	the	amount	of	
fertiliser,	x	ml,	and	the	yield,	y	kg,	for	each	of	the	plants.
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Table	6.1

x 40 80 120 160 200 240 280

y 3.1 3.8 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.4 4.3

Figure 6.1 shows a scatter diagram for the data that Janice collected.

40
2

3

4

5

80 120 160 200 240 280
x

y

Figure	6.1

Looking at her scatter diagram, Janice thinks that there is probably a relationship 
between the amount of fertiliser and the yield. She considers drawing a line of 
best fit by eye but then a friend suggests that she should use a calculation to find 
the equation of a suitable line.

1	The	least	squares	regression	line
A correlation coefficient provides you with a measure of the level of linear 
association between the two variables in a bivariate distribution.

If this indicates that there is a relationship, your question will be ‘What is it?’ In 
the case of linear correlation, it can be expressed algebraically as a linear equation 
or geometrically as a straight line on the scatter diagram.

Before you do any calculations, you first need to look carefully at the two 
variables that give rise to your data. It is normal practice to plot the dependent 
variable on the vertical axis and the independent variable on the horizontal 
axis. In the example above, the independent variable was the dose the tomatoes 
were given. In many situations, the independent variable is the time at which 
measurements are made. Notice that these are non-random variables. The 
procedure that follows leads to the equation of the regression line, the line of 
best fit in these circumstances.

Look at the scatter diagram (Figure 6.2) showing the n points A(x
1
, y

1
), B(x

2
, y

2
), ..., 

N(x
n
, y

n
). On it is marked a possible line of best fit l. If the line l passed through 

all the points there would be no problem since there would be perfect linear 
correlation. It does not, of course, pass through all the points and you would be 
very surprised if such a line did in any real situation.

Notice	that	the	
amount	of	liquid	
feed	is	not	a	random	
variable;	it	is	a	
controlled	variable.

You	can	see	this	from	
the	way	that	the	
values	of	x	go	up	in	
steps	of	40.	These	are	
the	doses	given	in	ml.
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ε2    y2 – (a + bx2)
is positive. 

ε1 is negative

Line l has equation

y = a + bx

(xn , yn)
(x2 , y2)

(x1 , y1)

(x3 , y3)

N
εn

A

B
ε3

A‘(x1, a + bx1)

x

y

ε2

y1 – (a + bx1)ε1=

=

Figure	6.2	Bivariate data plotted on a scatter diagram with the regression line, l, 	
y = a + bx, and the residuals	 …ε ε ε, , ,1 2 n

By how much is it missing the points? The answer to that question is shown by 
the vertical lines from the points to the line. Their lengths …ε ε ε, , ,1 2 n are called 
the residuals and represent the variation which is not explained by the line l. 
The least squares regression line is the line which produces the least possible 
value of the sum of the squares of the residuals, + +…+ε ε ε1

2
2
2 2

n .

If the equation of the line l is y = a + bx, then it is easy to see that the point 
A´ on the diagram, directly above A, has co-ordinates (x

1
, a + bx

1
) and so 

the corresponding residual, ε1 , is given by ε1  = y
1
 − (a + bx

1
). Similarly, for 

…ε ε ε, , ,1 2 n
.

The problem is to find the values of the constants a and b in the equation of the 
line l which make + +…+ε ε ε1

2
2
2 2

n  a minimum for any particular set of data, that 
is, to minimise

( )( ) ( )− +  + − +  + + − + ...
1 1

2

2 2

2 2
y a bx y a bx y a bxn n

The mathematics involved in doing this is not particularly difficult. 
The resulting equation of the regression line is given below.

( )− = −

=where

y y b x x

b
S
S

xy

xx

For Janice’s data on the yield from tomato plants you can find the equation of 
the regression line as follows.

Note
You	have	already	met	
S

xx
 and	S

xy
 in	Chapter	5.	

They	are	defined	as:

= Σ − = Σ −2 2 2( )S x x x nxxx

= Σ − = Σ −2 2 2( )S x x x nxxx

= Σ − −
= Σ −

( )( )S x x y y

xy n xy
xy
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Table	6.2

x y x2 xy

  40  3.1   1600  124

  80  3.8   6400  304

 120  3.6  14 400  432

 160  4.0  25 600  640

 200  4.4  40 000  880

 240  4.4  57 600 1056

 280  4.3  78 400 1204

Total 1120 27.6 224 000 4640

= Σ = = = Σ = = …160 3.94
1120

7
27.6

7
x x

n y
y

n

= Σ − = − × =S x nxxx 224000 7 160 448002 2 2

S xy nx y b
S
Sxy

xy

xx
  4640 7 160 3.94 224  0.005224

44800
= Σ − = − × × … = = = =

Hence the least squares regression line is given by

− = −( )y y b x x

( )− … = −3.94  0.005 160y x

= +3.14 0.005y x

Notes
1 In	the	preceding	work	you	will	see	that	only	variation	in	the	y values	has	been	

considered.	The	reason	for	this	is	that	the	x values	represent	a	non-random	
variable.	That	is	why	the	residuals	are	vertical	and	not	in	any	other	direction.	
Thus	y1,	y2,...	are	values	of	a	random	variable	y given	by	y =	a +	bx +	ε,	where	
ε	is	the	residual	variation,	the	variation	that	is	not	explained	by	the	regression	
line.

2	 This	form	of	the	regression	line	is	often	called	the	regression line of y on x.

A patient is given a drip feed containing a particular chemical and its 
concentration in his blood is measured, in suitable units, at one hour intervals 
for the next five hours. The doctors believe the figures to be subject to 
random errors, arising both from the sampling procedure and the subsequent 
chemical analysis, but that a linear model is appropriate.

Table	6.3

Time, x (hours) 0 1 2 3 4 5

Concentration, y 2.4 4.3 5.2 6.8 9.1 11.8

(i) Find the equation of the regression line of y on x.
(ii) Illustrate the data and your regression line on a scatter diagram.
(iii) Estimate the concentration of the chemical in the patient’s blood at

(a) 3½ hours,
(b) 10 hours after treatment started.

Comment on the likely accuracy of your predictions.
(iv) Calculate the residuals for each data pair. Check that the sum of the 

residuals is zero and find the sum of the squares of the residuals.

As	when	calculating	the	
correlation	coefficient,	
the	first	step	in	
calculating	the	equation	
of	the	reg	ression	line	is	
to	find	the	mean	values	of	
x	and	y.

Example 6.1

You	can	see	from	the	
intervals	that	x	is	a	
controlled	variable.
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Solution
(i) n = 6

Table	6.4

x y x2 xy

 0  2.4  0   0.0

 1  4.3  1   4.3

 2  5.2  4  10.4

 3  6.8  9  20.4

 4  9.1 16  36.4

 5 11.8 25  59.0

15 39.6 55 130.5

= Σ = = = Σ = =2.5  6.6
15

6

39.6

6
x x

n y
y

n

= Σ − = − × =55 6 2.5 17.52 2 2S x nxxx

= Σ − = − × × =  130.5 6 2.5 6.6 31.5S xy nxyxy

= = = 1.831.5
17.5

b
S
S

xy

xx

Hence the least squares regression line is given by

( )− = −y y b x x

y − 6.6 = 1.8(x − 2.5)

= +2.1 1.8y x

(ii) 

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

1 2 3 4 5 x

y

Time (hours)

C
o

n
ce

n
tr

at
io

n

Figure	6.3
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(iii) When x = 3.5,
 y = 2.1 + 1.8 × 3.5
     = 8.4.

 When x = 10,
 y = 2.1 + 1.8 × 10
     = 20.1.

 The concentration of 8.4 lies between the measured values of the 
concentration at a time between 3 hours and 4 hours, so the prediction 
seems quite reasonable.

 The time ten hours is a long way outside the set of data times; there is 
no indication that the linear relationship can be extrapolated to such 
a time, even though there seems to be a good fit, so the prediction is 
 probably unreliable.

(iv) For each pair of data, (x, y), the corresponding point on the regression 
line is denoted by ( ), ˆx y . So the predicted value is ŷ = 2.1 + 1.8x.

 Corresponding values of y and ŷ  are tabulated below, together with the 
 residuals and their squares.

Table	6.5

x y ŷ y – ŷ ( y – ŷ)2

 0  2.4  2.1 0.3 0.09

 1  4.3  3.9 0.4 0.16

 2  5.2  5.7 −0.5 0.25

 3  6.8  7.5 −0.7 0.49

 4  9.1  9.3 −0.2 0.04

 5 11.8 11.1  0.7 0.49

15 39.6 39.6  0.0 1.52

You can see that the sum of the residuals, ( )Σ − ˆy y  is zero, and that the 

sum of the squares of the residuals, ( )Σ − ˆ 2
y y , is 1.52.

Note
So	the	actual	data	point	
(x,	y)	is	in	the	same	
vertical	line	as	(x,	 ŷ)	on	
scatter	diagram.

In	this	case,	the	value	of	
x	from	which	you	want	to	
predict	the	value	of	y	lies	
within	the	range	of	data	
values.

This	is	an	example	of	
interpolation	(meaning	
literally	within	the	
points).

In	this	second	case,	the	
value	of	x	from	which	
you	want	to	predict	the	
value	of	y	lies	outside	the	
range	of	data	values.

This	is	an	example	of	
extrapolation	(meaning	
literally	outside	the	
points).

Note
If	the	same	procedure	
were	carried	out	using	
the	same	data	with	
any	other	line	the	
sum	of	the	squares	of	
the	residuals	would	
work	out	to	be	greater	
than	1.52.

USING	ICT

A	spreadsheet
Setting	up	a	spreadsheet	to	work	out	the	coefficients	a and	b of	the	least	squares	
regression	line,	y =	a +	bx,	is	fairly	straightforward;	it	will	also	display	a	scatter	
diagram.	This	is	illustrated	in	Figure	6.4	using	the	data	from	the	previous	
example.	It	is	obtained	by	carrying	out	these	steps.

1 Enter the data in two columns.

2 Use the formulae provided by your spreadsheet, for example SLOPE and 
INTERCEPT. In Figure 6.4 they are in cells B12 and B13.

They	are	columns	A	and	B	in	Figure	6.4.
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3 To obtain a scatter diagram of your data, highlight the two columns of data 
and then choose the relevant options, for example Insert followed by scatter 
diagram. Customise it as necessary.

4 You can display the least squares regression line on the scatter diagram by 
highlighting the data points on the diagram, right-clicking and choosing the 
relevant option such as ‘add trendline’. You can also display the equation by 
choosing the relevant option when you add the ‘trendline’.

Figure	6.4

Exercise 6.1 ①	 For the following bivariate data

(i) Find the mean values of x and y.

(ii)	 Find the values of S
xx

 and S
xy
.

(iii)	 Find the equation of the least squares regression line of y on x.
Table	6.6

x 5 10 15 20 25

y 30 28 27 27 21

②	 Calculate the equation of the regression line of y on x for the following 
distribution and use it to estimate the value of y when x = 42.

Table	6.7

x 25 30 35 40 45 50

y 78 70 65 58 48 42

③	 A garage kept records of the volume, X litres, of unleaded petrol that 
customers bought when filling their cars.

	 The data were analysed and it was suggested that a Normal distribution 
with a mean of 25 and a standard deviation of 10 gives a suitable model.

(i)	 Determine:

(a)	 P(X < 33)

(b)	 P(X > 18)

(c)	 P(18 < X < 33)

 In October 2017, the garage was charging £1.20 per litre for unleaded 
petrol. Adam visited the garage once during this month and filled his car 
with unleaded petrol.

(ii)	 Calculate the probability that the cost of Adam’s petrol was more than 
£50.

(iii) Give two reasons, in context, why the model N(25, 102) is unlikely to 
be valid for a visit by any customer making a purchase at this garage in 
October 2017.
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④	 The speed of a car, v m s, at time t s after it starts to accelerate is shown in the 
table below, for 0  t  10.

Table	6.8

t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

v 0 3.0 6.8 10.2 12.9 16.4 20.0 21.4 23.0 24.6 26.1

	 (Σt = 55, Σv = 164.4, Σt2 = 385, Σv 2 = 3267.98, Σtv = 1117.0.)

	 The relationship between t and v is initially modelled by using all the data 
above and calculating a single regression line.

(i) Plot a scatter diagram of the data, with t on the horizontal axis and v 
on the vertical axis.

(ii)	 Using all the data given, calculate the equation of the regression 
line of v on t. Give numerical coefficients in your answers correct to 
3 significant figures.

(iii)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient for the given data.

(iv)	 Comment on the validity of modelling the data by a single straight line 
and on the answer obtained in part (iii).

⑤	 Maria is concerned that her phone battery is running out too quickly. Each 
evening she records how long her phone was on that day, x hours, and the 
percentage charge remaining, y %. She recharges her phone overnight each night.

	 Her results are shown in the table.

Table	6.9

x 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

y 27 25 21 19 16 11 9 5 2

	 Maria models the relationship between x and y using a linear model.

(i)	 Calculate the equation of the least squares regression line y = a + bx.

(ii)	 Interpret the value of a in context.

(iii)	 Interpret the value of b in context.

(iv)	 Which of these values should cause Maria the greater concern, and why?

⑥	 The table shows data on the rate of inflation and minimum hourly wage for 
a country at ten year intervals.

Table	6.10

Year 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Rate of inf lation (%) 0.0 3.8 1.4 5.6 12.5 6.1 3.4 1.6

Minimum hourly 
wage ($)

0.30 0.50 1.20 1.80 3.00 3.30 4.20 7.20

(i)	 Explain how you know that a linear model is not appropriate to model 
the minimum wage as a function of the rate of inflation.

(ii)	 Use the data to calculate an appropriate least squares regression line.

	 A politician predicts that by 2020 the rate of inflation will be 0% and the 
minimum hourly wage will be $5.76.

(iii)	 Comment on each of these predictions.
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⑦	 In an experiment on memory, five groups of people (chosen randomly) 
were given varying lengths of time to memorise the same list of 40 words. 
Later, they were asked to recall as many words as possible from the list. The 
table below shows the average number of words recalled, y, and the time 
given, t s.

Table	6.11

t 20 40 60 80 100

y 12.1 18.5 22.8 24.6 24.0

(i) Plot the data on a scatter diagram.

(ii)	 Calculate the equation of the regression line for y on t.

(iii)	 Use your regression line to predict y when t = 30 and t = 160. 
Comment on the usefulness or otherwise of these results.

(iv)	 Discuss briefly whether the regression line provides a good model or 
whether there is a better way of modelling the relationship between y 
and t. [MEI]

⑧	 A farmer is investigating the relationship between the density at which 
a crop is planted and the quality. By using more seed per hectare (x) he 
can increase the yield, but he suspects that the percentage of high-quality 
produce (y) may fall. The farmer collects data which he enters into the 
spreadsheet below. He also uses the spreadsheet to produce a scatter 
diagram.

	
Figure	6.5

(i) Discuss how suitable a straight line model would be for the relationship 
between y and x.

(ii) Use the sums in the spreadsheet to help you calculate the equation of 
the regression line of y on x.

(iii) Obtain from your regression line the predicted values of y at x = 145 
and x = 180. Comment, with reasons, on the likely accuracy of these 
predictions.
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⑨	 A car manufacturer is testing the braking distance for a new model of car. 
The table shows the braking distance, y m, for different speeds, x km h−1, 
when the brakes were applied.

Table	6.12

Speed of car, x km h−1 30 50 70 90 110 130

Braking distance, y m 25 50 85 155 235 350

(i) Plot a scatter diagram on graph paper.

(ii)	 Calculate the equation of the regression line of y on x. Draw the line 
on your scatter diagram, together with the residuals.

(iii)	 Use your regression equation to predict values of y when x = 100 and  
x = 150. Comment, with reasons, on the likely accuracy of these predictions.

(iv)	 Discuss briefly whether the regression line provides a good model or 
whether there is a better way of modelling the relationship between y 
and x. [MEI]

⑩	 The authorities in a school are concerned to ensure that their students enter 
appropriate mathematics examinations. As part of a research project into 
this they wish to set up a performance-prediction model. This involves the 
students taking a standard mid-year test, based on the syllabus and format of 
the final end-of-year examination.

	 The school bases its model on the belief that in the final examination 
students will get the same things right as they did in the mid-year test and, 
in addition, a proportion, p, of the things they got wrong.

	 Consequently, a student’s final mark, y %, can be predicted on the basis of his 
or her test mark, x%, by the relationship

( )= + × −100y x p x

( )= + ×Final mark test mark the marks the student did not get on the testp

	 Investigate this model, using the following bivariate data. Start by finding 
the y on x regression line and then rearrange it to estimate p.

Table	6.13

x y x y x y x y

40 55 27 44 60 72 46 70

22 40 32 50 50 70 70 85

10 25 26 49 90 95 33 63

46 68 68 76 30 50 40 60

66 75 54 66 64 80 56 57

8 32 68 70 100 100 45 55

48 69 88 92 44 50 78 85

58 66 48 59 58 62 68 80

50 51 82 90 54 60 78 85

80 85 66 76 24 31 89 91
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2		Residual	sum	of	squares
The residuals can be used informally to check whether the regression line is 
reasonable and to identify possible outliers. Any outliers will have large (positive 
or negative) residuals.

The residual sum of squares (RSS) can be used to help you decide if a statistical 
model is a good fit for the data. It measures the overall difference between the 
data and the values predicted by the model.

The residual sum of squares (RSS) is given by the formula

=RSS
( )2

S
S
Syy

xy

xx

This is the same as squaring each of the residuals and summing the result.

The derivation of the formula for RSS is not required.

The VR (verbal reasoning) and NVR (non-verbal reasoning) scores for a 
group of 60 students were obtained from tests given to the students. The VR 
score is labelled as x and the NVR score as y.

Summary figures are as follows:

Σx = 7105, Σy = 7132, Σx2 = 846357, Σy2 = 853620, Σxy = 846371, n = 60.

The correlation coefficient between x and y is 0.337.

The following scatter diagram illustrates the data.
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150

100 110 120 130 140 150
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y

Figure	6.6

(i)  Calculate the equation of the regression line of y on x.

(ii)  Use the regression line to predict the NVR score for a student whose 
VR score was 120.

(iii) Calculate the residual sum of squares (RSS).

(iv) Comment on how reliable your estimate is likely to be.

Example 6.2
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Exercise 6.2 ①	 (i)	 	Use a spreadsheet to find the equation of the line of regression for these 
bivariate data.

Table	6.14

x  6.3  8.7  4.2  3.7  6.5

y 24.7 39.2 19.6 20.3 26.2

(ii)	 Calculate the residual sum of squares.

②	 (i)	 	Calculate the equation of the line of regression for these bivariate data.

Table	6.15

x  69.0  66.5  71.5  63.6  98.8  52.4  64.0  79.9

y 297.9 310.5 300.5 296.7 416.3 261.1 285.9 321.8

(ii)	 Calculate the residual sum of squares.

Solution

(i) y y x xxy

xx
( )− = −

S
S

x
x
nxx S 846357 5006.5837105

60
2

2 2( )= Σ − Σ = − =

S xy
x y

nxy

( )( )
846371 7105 7132

60
1823.333= Σ −

Σ Σ
= − × =

 The equation of the regression line is

 
y x( )− = −7132

60
1823.333
5006.583

7105
60

So y  118.867   0.364(x  118.417)

So y  0.364x  75.7

(ii)  The estimate is y  0.364120  75.7  119.4

(iii) yy y
y
n

S 853620 7132
60 5862.933.2

2 2( )=Σ − Σ = − =

 
= − =RSS 5862.933 1823.333

5006.583 5198.899
2

(iv) There are several pieces of evidence that can be used to assess the 
reliability of the estimate.

● The scatter diagram shows that the points do not lie close to a 
straight line.

● The correlation coefficient r  0.377 is not particularly high.
● The value of Sxy is not very different from S

xx
 and S

yy
.

● The value of RSS  5198.899; this is the same as squaring each of 
the residuals and summing the result. There are n  60 items of data 
so the average of the squared residuals is 86.65. 

 The evidence suggests that the linear model is not a very close fit so 
the estimate is likely to be unreliable.
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③	 A long distance lorry driver recorded the distance travelled, m miles, and the 
amount of fuel used, f litres, each day. Summarised below are data from the 
driver’s records for a random sample of 8 days.

	 The data are coded such that x = m – 250 and y = f – 100.

Σx = 130  Σy = 48  Σxy = 8880  S
xx

 = 20 487.5

(i)	 Find the equation of the regression line of y on x in the form y = a + bx.

(ii)	 Hence find the equation of the regression line of f on m.

(iii)	 Predict the amount of fuel used on a journey of 235 miles. [Edexcel]

④	 A second-hand car dealer has 10 cars for sale. She decides to investigate the 
link between the age of the cars, x years, and the mileage, y thousand miles. 
The data collected from the cars are shown in the table below.

Table	6.16

Age, x/years 2 2.5 3 4 4.5 4.5 5 3 6 6.5

Mileage, y/thousands 22 34 33 37 40 45 49 30 58 58

	 [You may assume that Σx = 41, Σy = 406, Σx2 = 188, Σxy = 1818.5]

(i)	 Find S
xx

 and S
xy
.

(ii)	 Find the equation of the least squares regression line in the form  
y = a + bx. Give the values of a and b to 2 decimal places. 

(iii)	 Give a practical interpretation of the slope b.

(iv)	 Using your answer to part (ii), find the mileage predicted by the 
regression line for a 5-year old car. [Edexcel]

⑤	 A medical statistician wishes to carry out a hypothesis test to see if there is 
any correlation between the head circumference and body length of newly 
born babies.

(i)	 State appropriate null and alternative hypotheses for the test.

A random sample of 20 newly born babies have their head circumference, 
x cm, and body length, y cm, measured. This bivariate sample is illustrated in 
the scatter diagram.
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Figure	6.7

	 Summary statistics for this data set are as follows.

	 n = 20, Σx = 691, Σy = 1018, Σx2 = 23 917, Σy2 = 51 904, Σxy = 35 212.5
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(ii)	 Calculate the product moment correlation coefficient for the data. 
Carry out the hypothesis test at the 1% significance level, stating the 
conclusion clearly. What assumption is necessary for the test to be valid?

(iii)	 Use a suitable regression line to estimate the body lengths of babies 
whose head circumferences are 36.0 cm and 29.0 cm.

(iv)	 Comment, with reasons, on the likely accuracy of these estimates. [MEI]

⑥	 A fruit grower is investigating a crop of plums. She measures the lengths 
and circumferences in mm of ten randomly selected plums. She uses a 
spreadsheet to analyse the results. The spreadsheet below shows her analysis.

Figure	6.8

(i) The equation given is for the regression line of y on x. Estimate the 
circumference of a plum of length 40 mm.

(ii)	 Comment on the likely accuracy of this estimate.

(iii)	 Give a reason why it would not be sensible to use this equation to 
estimate the circumference of a plum of length 70 mm.

(iv)	 Give a reason why it would not be sensible to use this equation to 
estimate the length of a plum of circumference 130 mm.

⑦	 A teacher is monitoring the progress of students using a computer-based 
revision course. The improvement in performance, y marks, is recorded for each 
student along with the time, x hours, that the student spent using the revision 
course. The results for a random sample of 10 students are recorded below.

Table	6.17

x hours 1.0 3.5 4.0 1.5 1.3 0.5 1.8 2.5 2.3 3.0

y marks 5 30 27 10 −3 −5 7 15 −10 20

	 [You may use Σx = 21.4, Σy = 96, Σx2 = 57.22, Σxy = 313.7]
(i)	 Calculate Sxx and Sxy.
(ii)	 Find the equation of the least squares regression line of y on x in the 

form y = a + bx.
(iii)	 Give an interpretation of the gradient of your regression line.

	 Rosemary spends 3.3 hours using the revision course.
(iv)	 Predict her improvement in marks.

	 Lee spends 8 hours using the revision course claiming that this should give 
him an improvement in performance of over 60 marks.
(v)	 Comment on Lee’s claim. [Edexcel]
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⑧	 A farmer collected data on the annual rainfall, x cm, and the annual yield 
of peas, p tonnes per acre. The data for annual rainfall was coded using 

5
10= −v x  and the following statistics were found.

	 S
vv
 = 5.753 S

pv
 = 1.688 S

pp
 = 1.168 p = 3.22 v = 4.42

(i)	 Find the equation of the regression line of p on v in the form p = a + bv.

(ii)	 Using your regression line estimate the annual yield of peas per acre 
when the annual rainfall is 85 cm. [Edexcel]

⑨	 A travel agent sells flights to different destinations from Beerow airport. The 
distance d, measured in 100 km, of the destination from the airport and the 
fare £f are recorded for a random sample of 6 destinations.

Table	6.18

Destination A B C D E F

d 2.2 4.0 6.0 2.5 8.0 5.0

f 18 20 25 23 32 28

	 [You may use Σd 2 = 152.09 Σ f  2 = 3686 Σ fd = 723.1]

(i)	 On graph paper, draw a scatter diagram to illustrate this information.

(ii)	 Explain why a linear regression model may be appropriate to describe 
the relationship between f and d.

(iii)	 Calculate S
dd
 and S

fd
.

(iv)	 Calculate the equation of the regression line of f on d giving your 
answer in the form f = a + bd.

(v)	 Give an interpretation of the value of b.

	 Jane is planning her holiday and wishes to f ly from Beerow airport to a 
destination t km away. A rival travel agent charges 5p per km.

(vi)	 Find the range of values of t for which the first travel agent is cheaper 
than the rival. [Edexcel]

⑩	 The age, t years, and weight, w grams, of each of 10 coins were recorded. 
These data are summarised below.

	 Σt2 = 2688 Σtw = 1760.62 Σt = 158 Σw = 111.75 S
ww

 = 0.16

(i)	 Find S
tt
 and S

tw
 for these data.

(ii)	 Calculate, to 3 significant figures, the product moment correlation 
coefficient between t and w.

(iii)	 Find the equation of the regression line of w on t in the form w = a + bt.

(iv)	 State, with a reason, which variable is the explanatory variable.

(v)	 Using this model, estimate

(a)	 the weight of a coin which is 5 years old

(b)	 the effect of an increase of 4 years in age on the weight of a coin.

	 It was discovered that a coin in the original sample, which was 5 years old 
and weighed 20 grams, was a fake.

(vi)	 State, without any further calculations, whether the exclusion of this 
coin would increase or decrease the value of the product moment 
correlation coefficient. Give a reason for your answer. [Edexcel]
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⑪	 A car manufacturer is introducing a new model. The car is tested for fuel 
economy three times at each of four different speeds. The values of the fuel 
economy, y miles per gallon (mpg), at each of the speeds, x miles per hour 
(mph), are displayed in the following table.

Table	6.19

x 40 40 40 50 50 50 60 60 60 70 70 70

y 52.7 53.8 54.5 48.1 49.7 51.3 43.3 41.1 48.0 37.5 42.0 44.7

 n = 12, Σx = 660, Σy = 566.7, Σx2 = 37 800, Σxy = 30 533, Σy2 = 27 093.81

(i)	 Explain which of the variables is controlled and how you can tell that it is.

(ii)	 Represent the data by a scatter diagram, drawn on graph paper.

(iii)	 Calculate the equation of the regression line of y on x and plot it on 
your scatter diagram.

(iv)	 Hence predict the fuel economy of the car at speeds of

(a) 45 mph

(b)	 65 mph.

(v)	 Use your scatter diagram to compare the reliability of your predictions 
in part (iv).

 What do your comments suggest about the validity of a least squares 
regression line for this data set? [MEI adapted]

(vi)	 Calculate the residual sum of squares.

⑫	 The approximate population of the world in billions from the year 1900 to 
2000 is displayed in the following table.

Table	6.20

Year, x 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Popula-
tion, y

1.67 1.75 1.86 2.07 2.30 2.56 3.04 3.71 4.45 5.28 6.08

(i)	 Draw a scatter diagram to illustrate the data.

(ii)	 Explain why it would not be sensible to find the equation of the 
regression line of Population on Year.

(iii)	 Let z = x – 1900. Display the values of z and of z2, together with y in a 
new table.

(iv)	 Draw a scatter diagram with z2 on the horizontal axis and y on the 
vertical axis.

(v)	 Calculate the equation of the regression line of y on z2 and plot it on 
your scatter diagram.

(vi)	 Hence estimate the population of the world in

(a)	 the year 1995 (b)	 the year 2100.

(vii)	 Comment on the reliability of each of your estimates.
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KEY	POINTS
1	 The	equation	of	the	y	on	x	regression	line	y	=	a	+	bx	is	given	by

− = −( )y y b x x ,	where	 = =
Σ

Σ
=

Σ
Σ2 2 2 

( – )( – )

( – )

–

–
b

S
S

x x y y

x x

xy nxy

x nx
xy

xx

⇒ = − a y bx

2	 For	any	data	pair	(x, y)	the	predicted	value	of	y	is

= + ⇒ = −εthe residual isˆ     ˆy a bx y y

3	 The	sum	of	the	residuals	Σε	=	0.
4	 The	least	squares	regression	line	minimises	the	sum	of	the	squares	of	the	

residuals,	Σε 2.
5	 When	using	a	regression	line	for	prediction:
	 ●	 	a	value	within	the	data	range	(interpolation)	is	more	likely	to	be	predicted	

reliably	than	a	value	beyond	the	data	values	(extrapolation)
	 ●	 The	data	points	should	lie	close	to	a	straight	line.	
6	 The	residual	sum	of	squares	(RSS)	is	given	by	the	formula

RSS
S
S= −Syy

xy

xx

( )2

	 This	is	the	same	as	squaring	each	of	the	residuals	and	summing	the	result.

LEARNING	OUTCOMES
When	you	have	completed	this	chapter	you	should	be	able	to:

●➤ obtain	the	equation	of	the	least	squares	regression	line	for	a	random	variable	
on	a	non-random	variable,	using	raw	data	or	summary	statistics

●➤ use	the	regression	line	as	a	model	to	estimate	a	value	of	the	random	variable	
and	know	when	it	is	appropriate	to	do	so

●➤ know	the	meaning	of	the	term	residual	and	be	able	to	calculate	and	interpret	
residuals

●➤ check	how	well	the	model	fits	the	data
●➤ calculate	and	interpret	the	residual	sum	of	squares.
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Patience is a virtue
William	Langland,	‘Piers	

Plowman’,	c1370

Discussion	point
1	 Have	you	ever	played	a	game	where	you	seem	to	have	to	wait	for	ages	to	roll	

a	six	to	start?		The	number	of	turns	to	get	the	first	six	is	a	discrete	random	
variable.
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1		Repeating	trials	until	success	is	
achieved

The	geometric	distribution
Asha is playing a game where you need to throw a 6 on a die in order to start. She 
takes six throws to get a 6, and says that she has always been unlucky. One of the 
other players was successful on her first attempt.

●● The probability that Asha is successful on any attempt is 1
6
.

●● The probability that Asha is unsuccessful on any particular attempt is  
therefore 5

6
.

●● Asha has to have five failures followed by one success. So the probability that 

Asha is successful on her sixth attempt is 5
6  16 0.0670

5( ) × = .

●● So, in fact, it is about half as likely for Asha to succeed on her sixth attempt as 
she is to succeed for the first time.

The number of attempts that Asha takes to succeed is an example of a 
geometric random variable. The probability distribution is called the 
geometric distribution.

Asha	is	successful	on	
her	sixth	attempt	so	her	
results	are	 F		F		F	F	F	S

with		
probabilities	 5

6
			5
6

			5
6

			5
6

			5
6

			1
6

Gina likes having an attempt at the coconut shy whenever she goes to the 
fair. From experience, she knows that the probability of her knocking over a 
coconut at any throw is 1

3
.

(i)  Find the probability that Gina knocks over a coconut for the first time 
on her fifth attempt.

(ii)  Find the probability that it takes Gina at most three attempts to knock 
over a coconut.

(iii)  Given that Gina has already had four unsuccessful attempts, find the 
probability that it takes her another three attempts to succeed.

Example 9.1

Solution
(i)  Gina has to have 4 failures followed by 1 success. The probability of 

this is 2
3

1
3

16
243 0.0658

4( ) × = =  (to 3 s. f.)

(ii) 

Method 1

This is the probability that she is successful on her first or second 
or third attempt. You can do similar calculations to the above: 
1
3

2
3

1
3

2
3

1
3

1
3

2
9

4
27

19
27 0.704

1 2( ) ( )+ × + × = + + = =  (to 3 s. f.).

If	Gina	is	successful	on	
her	fifth	attempt	her	
results	are	 F		F		F		F		S

with		
probabilities		

2
3			

2
3			

2
3			

2
3			

1
3
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This is another example of a geometric random variable. Part (iii) illustrates 
the fact that the geometric distribution has ‘no memory’.

For a geometric distribution to be appropriate, the following conditions must 
apply.

•  You are finding the number of trials it takes for the first success to occur.

•  On each trial, the outcomes can be classified as either success or failure.

In addition, the following assumptions are needed if the geometric 
distribution is to be a good model and give reliable answers.

• The outcome of each trial is independent of the outcome of any other trial.

• The probability of success is the same on each trial.

In general, the geometric probability distribution, X p~ Geo( ) over the 
values 1, 2, 3,{ }…  is defined as follows:

X r p p
r

P 1
1( )( )= = − −

 or q pr 1−  for r = 1, 2, 3…

P X r 0( )= =     otherwise.

In Method 2 of part (ii) of Example 9.1, you saw that the probability of 

Gina failing on all of her first three attempts is 2
3

3( ) . More generally, a useful 

feature of the geometric distribution is that P X r p r( ) 1 –( )> = , since this 

represents the probability that all of the first r attempts are failures.

The vertical line chart in Figure 9.1 illustrates the geometric distribution 
for p = 0.3.

1
0
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0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
r

P 
(X

=
r)

Figure	9.1

The	probability	of	
success	is	usually	
denoted	by	p	and	that	of	
failure	by	q,	so	p	+	q	=	1.

Note
P( )X r> 	is	the	
probability	that	you	
take	more	than	r	
attempts	to	succeed.	
The	first	r	tries	must	
therefore	be	failures.	So	

1P( ) ( – )X r p r> = .

Method 2

You can, instead, first work out the probability that Gina fails on all of her 
first three attempts and then subtract this from 1.

P at most three attempts 1– P Fails on all of first three attempts( ) ( )=

1 2
3 1 8

27
19
27 0.704 (to 3 s.f .)

3)(= − = − = =

(iii)  Unfortunately for Gina, however many unsuccessful attempts she has 
had makes no difference to how many more attempts she will need. 

Thus the required probability is 2
3

1
3

4
27 0.148 (to 3 s.f .)

2)( × = = .

Note
There	is	not	much	
difference	in	the	
difficulty	of	these	two	
methods	if	you	want	
the	probability	of	at	
most	three	attempts,	
but	if	we,	for	example,	
wanted	the	probability	
of	at	most	20	attempts,	
Method	2	would	be	far	
better	as	the	calculation	
would	take	no	more	
effort	than	in	this	case.
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General	results	for	the	geometric	distribution
The general results for the total probability, mean and variance of the geometric 
distribution Geo(p) are given below. In this distribution the probability of 
success is p.

Total probability

For X ~ Geo(p), P(X = x) = p(1 − p)x−1 for x = 1, 2, 3, …
 ΣP(X = x) = p + p(1 − p) + p(1 − p)2 …
 = p[1 + q + q2 + ...]        where q = 1 − p

The expression 1 + q + q2 + ... is an infinite geometric series with sum 
( )−q

1
1

 

so                   ∑ = × =X x p
p

P( ) 11

The total probability = 1, as you would expect.

Expectation 

The expectation is given by

 E(X) = 1 × P(X = 0) + 2 × P(X = 2) + 3 × P(X = 3) + … 
 = 1 × p + 2 × p(1 − p) + 3 × p(1 − p)2 +… 
 = 1 2 3 ...2p q q[ ]+ + +

Let   1 2 3 4 ...2 3S q q q= + + + .

and so  2 3 ...2 3qS q q q= + + +

Then S qS q q q q q q1 2 3 4 ... 2 3 ...2 3 2 3− = + + + + − − − −

giving S q q q q q1 1 ... 1
1

2 3( )− = + + + + = −  and so S
q p

1
1

1
2 2( )

=
−

= .

So E(X) = 
1 1
2p

p p




 =

Variance

Variance is given by E(X2) − [E(X)]2. 

So Var(X) = (12 × P(X = 0) + 22 × P(X = 2) + 32 × P(X = 3) + 42 × P(X = 4) … ) 

1
2

p− 





     Var(X) = 1 × p + 4 × p(1 − p) + 9 × p(1 − p)2 + 16p(1 − p)3… 1
2

p− 





and this can be written as      

Var(X) = pT
p
1

2−  where T q q q1 4 9 16 ...2 3= + + +

    pT q T q q q q q q1 1 4 9 16 ... 4 9 ...2 3 2 3( )= − × = + + + + − − − −
 pT  = q q q1 3 5 7 ...2 3+ + + +

This can be written as  pT =  q q q q q q2 (1 2 3 4 ...) (1 ...)2 3 2 3× + + + + − + + + +
And using results already obtained when finding E(X) gives 

 pT
p q p p2 1 1

1
2 1

2 2= × − − = −

and so  X
p p p p pVar 2 1 1 1 1

2 2 2( ) = − − = −

This can be simplified to X
p

p
Var( )

1
2= −

 and this is the usual formula for the 
variance of a geometric distribution.

For	the	geometric	
distribution	with	
probability	of	success	p,	

E(X )	=	 p
1

	and		

Var(X )	 = − p
p

1
2
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In a communication network, messages are received one at a time and 
checked for errors. It is known that 6% of messages have an error in them. 
Errors in one message are independent of errors in any other message.

(i)  Find the probability that the first message which contains an error is 
the fifth message to be checked.

(ii)  Find the mean number of messages before the first that contains an 
error is found.

(iii) Find the probability that there are no errors in the first ten messages.

(iv)  Find the most likely number of messages to be checked to find the 
first that contains an error.

Example 9.2

Solution
In this situation, the distribution is geometric with probability 0.06, so 
Geo(0.06) so let X ~ Geo 0.06( ).

(i) XP 5 0.94 0.064( )= = ×

 0.0468=

(ii) Mean 1
0.06=  16.7 messages=

(iii) XP( 10) 0.9410> =  0.539=

(iv) The most likely number = 1 since 0.06 > 0.06 × 0.94 > 0.06 × 0.942.

The random variable X p~ Geo( ). You are given that XVar 20( ) = .

(i) Find the value of p.

(ii) Find XP 7( )= .

(iii) Find X XP 10 7( )=  > .

Example 9.3

Solution

(i) X
p

p
Var

1
202( ) = − =

  ⇒  p p 1 – 20 2=

  ⇒  p p 20 – 1 02 + =

  ⇒  p p  5 – 1 4 1 0( )( )+ =

  ⇒ p  0.2=  (discard p 0.25= − )

(ii) XP 7 0.8 0.26( )= = ×

    0.0524=

(iii) X XP 10 7( )=  >  X X XP 10 7 P 3( ) ( )= = =

      0.8 0.22= ×
      0.128=
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①	 A fair 6-sided die is rolled. Find the probability that the first time a 6 comes 
up is

(i)	 on the first roll 

(ii)	 on the 3rd roll

(iii)	 before the 3rd roll

(iv)	 after the 3rd roll.

②	 A fair 3-sided spinner has sectors labelled 1, 2 and 3. It is spun until a 3 is 
scored. The random variable X  is the number of spins required to get a 3.

(i)	 Write down the probabilities that X takes each of the possible values 
up to and including 5.

(ii)	 Find P(X > 5).

(iii)	 Find E(X).

(iv)	 Find Var(X).

③	 A five-sided spinner has sectors labelled 2, 3, 4 , 5 and 6. It is spun 
repeatedly and every time all the numbers are equally likely to come up 
when it is spun. 

(i)	 Find the probability that

(a)		 on the first four spins it does not come up 2

(b)	 it comes up 2 before the fifth spin

(c)	 on the first five spins it does not come up 2

(d)	 the first time it comes up 2 is on the fifth spin.

(ii)		 Find which three of your answers to part (i) sum to 1 and explain why 
this must be the case.

④	 Two fair 6-faced dice are rolled until a double comes up, i.e. they both show 
the same number.

(i)	 What is the probability that on any roll of the dice a double comes up?

(ii)	 Find the expected number of rolls that are needed to obtain the first 
double.

(iii)	 What is the probability that the first double comes up the 6th roll of 
the dice?

⑤	 A game reserve runs safaris where people travel in a jeep and look out for 
wild animals. Experience has shown that on one in four safaris a tiger is 
seen. The probability of seeing a tiger on any safari is independent of the 
probability of seeing one on any other safari. 

	 Kamil goes on 5 safaris. Find the probability that

(i)	 he goes not see any tigers

(ii)	 he sees at least one tiger

(iii)	 the first tiger he sees is on his last safari

(iv)	 he does not see any tigers on his first three safaris but does on his 
fourth and fifth safaris.

⑥	 An archer is aiming for the bullseye on a target. The probability of the 
archer hitting the target on any attempt is 0.2, independent of any other 
attempt.

(i)	 Find the probability that the archer hits the bullseye at the fifth attempt.

Exercise 9.1
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(ii)	 Find the probability that the archer hits the bullseye for the first time 
on her 5th attempt.

(iii)	 Find the probability that the archer takes at least 5 attempts to hit the 
bullseye.

(iv)	 Find the mean and variance of the number of attempts it takes for the 
archer to hit the bullseye.

(v)	 The archer takes n shots at the bullseye. Find the smallest value of n 
for which there is a chance of 50% or more that the archer will hit the 
target at least once.

⑦	 Fair four-sided dice with faces labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4 are rolled, one at a time, 
until a 4 is scored.

(i)	 Find the probability that the first 4 is rolled on the fifth attempt.

(ii)	 Find the probability that it takes at least six attempts to roll the first 4.

(iii)	 Given that a 4 is not rolled in the first six attempts, find the probability 
that a 4 is rolled within the next two attempts.

(iv)	 Write down the mean number of attempts which it takes to roll a 4.

⑧	 In a game show, a player is asked questions one after another until they get 
one wrong, after which it is the next player’s turn. The probability that they 
get a question correct is 0.7, independent of any other question.

(i)	 Find the probability that the first player is asked a total of six questions.

(ii)	 Find the probability that the first player is asked at least six questions.

(iii)	 Find the average number of questions that the first player is asked.

(iv)	 Find the probability that the first two players are asked a total of five 
questions.

⑨	 Hamish goes on a 5-day salmon fishing holiday. The probability of catching 
a salmon on any day is 1

3
 and that is independent of what happens on any 

other day.

(i)	 What is the probability that he does not catch a salmon?

(ii)	 What is the probability that he catches his first salmon on the last day 
of his holiday?

(iii)	 What is the expectation of the number of days on which he catches a 
salmon?

(iv)		 What is the expectation of the number of days on which he does not 
catch a salmon? 

⑩	 In order to start a board game, each player rolls fair six-sided dice, one at 
a time, until a 6 is obtained. Let X be the number of goes a player takes to 
start the game.

(i)	 Write down the distribution of X.

(ii)	 FIND (a) =XP( 4) , (b) <XP( 4), (c) >XP( 4).

(iii)	 Given that X 3= , find the probability that the total score on all three of 
the dice is less than 10.

(iv)	 The game has two players and they each take turns in rolling the dice. 
Find the probability that 

(a)	 neither has started within four rolls (two rolls each)

(b)	 both have started within four rolls (two throws each).
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⑪	 A random variable X has a geometric distribution with Var(X ) = 30. 

	 Find P(X = 4).

⑫	 The random variables X and Y both have geometric distributions. Suggest 
situations which could be modelling given that

(i)	 Var(X ) = E(X )

(ii)	 Var(Y ) = 5E(Y ).

2		The	negative	binomial	
distribution

A die is thrown repeatedly. How many throws would you expect until the third 
time that six appears?

There is a sequence of independent attempts, each with probability 1
6
 of success. 

The random variable X is the number of attempts up to and including the third 
success.

P(X = x) = P(two successes and (x − 3) failures in the first (x − 1) attempts)
× P(xth attempt is a success)

C 1
6

5
6

1
6

1
2

2 3
x

x( ) ( ) ( )= −
−

C 1
6

5
6

1
2

3 3
x

x( ) ( )= −
−

In general, if the probability of success in each attempt is p and X is the number 
of attempts up to and including the r th success,

P(X = x) = x − 1C
r − 1

 pr (1 − p)x − r  for x = r, r + 1, …

General	results	for	the	negative	binomial	distribution
The general results for the total probability, mean and variance of the negative 
binomial distribution NB( p, r) are given below. This is the probability 
distribution of the number of trials needed to obtain the r th success when the 
probability of success on any single trial is p.

Total	probability

For X ~ NB( p, r), the probability distribution is given by 

P(X = x) = x−1C
r −1 

 pr (1 − p)x-r for x = r, r + 1, r + 2, …

So the sum of the probabilities is given by

( )

∑ = = + − + + − + …

= + + + + …






 = −

= × − −

= × =

− −

P X x p rp p
r r

p p

p rq
r r

q q p

p q q

p
p

r r r

r

r r r

r
r

( ) (1 )
( 1)( )

2! (1 )

1
1

2! Where 1

(1 ) using the binomial expansion for (1 )

1 1. So the total probablity = 1

2

2

Note
When	r	=	1,	this	is	the	
same	as	a	geometric	
distribution.
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Expectation

The expectation of X is given by

( )

( )

( )

= × = + + × = + + + × = + + …

= + + − + + + − + …

= + + + + + + …






= − = =− +
+

X r X r r X r r X r

rp r rp p r
r r

p p

rp r q
r r

q

rp q r
p

p
r
p

r r r

r

r r
r

r

E( ) P( ) ( 1) P( 1) ( 2) P( 2)

( 1) (1 ) ( 2)
1
2! (1 )

1 ( 1)
2 ( 1)
2!

(1 )

2

2

( 1)
1

Variance

The variance of X is given by Var(X) =E(X 2) - [E(X)]2

To find E(X 2)  it is helpful to start with E[X(X + 1)] and to use the result that 
E[X(X + 1)] = E(X 2) + E(X)

X X r r X r r r X r r r

X r

r r p r r r p p r

r
r r

p p

r r p r q
r r

q

r r p q r r
p

p
r r

p

r r

r

r

r r
r

r

E[ ( 1)] ( 1) P( ) ( 1)( 2) P( 1) ( 2)( 3)

P( 2)

( 1)( ) ( 2)( 1)( ) (1 ) ( 3)

( 2)
1

2! (1 )

( 1)( ) 1 ( 2)
3 ( 2)
2!

( 1)( ) (1 ) ( 1)( )
( 1)( )

2

2

( 2)
2 2

( )

( )

+ = + × = + + + × = + + + + ×
= + + …

= + + + + − + +

+ + − + …

= + + + + + + + …






= + − = + = +− +
+

( )

( )( )
+ = +

= + − = − =
−

X X
r r

p

X r r
p

r
p X r

p p
r p

p

So E( ) E( )
1

and E( ) and Var( ) 1 1

2
2

2
2

2 2 2

A coin is biased with P(head) = 0.25. It is tossed repeatedly.

Find the probability that the third head occurs on the fifth toss.

For	the	negative	binomial	
distribution	with		parameters	
p	and	r,		
E(X )	=	 rp	and	Var(X )	=	

r p
p

(1 )
2

−

Example 9.4

Solution
X = number of spins up to and including third head

X has a negative binomial distribution with p = 0.25 and r = 3.

P(X = 5) = 4C2  0.253 0.752 = 54
1024  = 0.0527

The random variable X follows a negative binomial distribution. 

You are given that E(X ) = 10 and Var(X ) = 40.

Find P(X = 10).

Example 9.5
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Solution
( )=

−
=r

p
r p

p
10 and

1
402

so 
10 1 p

p
)( −
 = 40 which gives p = 0.2 and r = 2

P(X = 10) = 9C
1 
 0.22 0.88 = 0.0604

①	 A coin is tossed until heads comes up for the 3rd time.

(i)	 Copy and complete this table giving the probabilities of different 
numbers of tosses.

Number of tosses 3 4 5 6 7 8

Probability

(ii)	 Add the probabilities in your table.

	 Explain why your answer does not come to 1.

②	 The probability of success in a trial is 0.1 and this is independent of the 
outcomes from any previous trials. In an experiment trials are continued 
until 3 successes have been achieved.

	 Find the expectation, variance and standard deviation of the number of 
trials needed.

③	 A fair die is rolled until the number 6 has come up twice.

(i)	 Find the most likely number (or numbers) of rolls required. 

(ii)	 Compare your answer with the expectation of the number of rolls 
required

(iii)	 What is the probability of the most likely number of rolls occurring?

(iv)	 Find the probability of the expected number of rolls occurring. 

④	 A fair spinner has n sides, numbered 1, 2, ... n, where n  3. The probability 
that the number 2 comes up for the 3rd time at 7th spin is 0.049152. Find 
the value of n.

⑤	 In a game show, a player is asked questions until they have got three right. 
The probability that they get a question correct is 0.7, independent of any 
other question.

(i)	 Find the probability that the player is asked exactly six questions.

(ii)	 Find the average number of questions that the player is asked.

⑥	 In an experiment, the probability of success on a trial is p. The outcomes of 
each trial (success or failure) are independent of those of all previous trials. 
Trials are continued until there have been  r successes. The probability that 

the r th success occurs on the nth trial is given by 35 4
11 .7

11

4 4) )( (× × .

	 Write down the possible values of n, p and r.  

⑦	 The expectation of the random variable in the negative binomial 
distribution NB( p, r) is 20 and the variance is 80. Find the values of p and r.

⑧	 Ramon, Selina and Tara each roll a fair die until a 6 comes up. They denote 
the number of rolls they take by R, S and T.

(i)	 Write down the values of E(R), E(S ), E(T  ). 

	 State what distribution you used.

	 Write down also the value of  E(R) + E(S) + E(T  ).

Exercise 9.2
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	 Paul then rolls the die until it has come up 6 a total of 3 times. He denotes 
the number of rolls he takes by P.

(ii)	 Find the expectation of P and state the distribution you used.

(iii)	 Explain why E(P ) = E(R) + E(S ) + E(T ).

(iv)	 State, with a brief explanation, whether it is true that the standard 
deviation of P is equal to the sum of the standard deviations of R, S 
and T.

⑨	 A fair 6-sided die is rolled. Find the probability that the fourth time a 6 
comes up is

(i)	 on the fourth roll 

(ii)	 on the 12th roll

(iii)	 before the 25th roll.

⑩	 The expectation of a negative binomial distribution is 1
9
th of the variance. 

The probability that the r  th success occurs at the 20th trial is 0.02851798 
(to 8 decimal places). 

	 Find the probability that the r  th success occurs at the 10th trial.

3	 Continuity	corrections	
Suppose that X is a discrete random variable and you are using a continuous 
random variable (typically, one with a normal distribution) to approximate 
to it. For instance, X might be the mean score when 50 fair dice are thrown 
simultaneously. X is a discrete random variable; it can take values such as 
180
50 3.6, 181

50 3.62, 182
50 3.64= = = , and so on, but not intermediate values such 

as 3.61 or 3.61414. However, the central limit theorem tells us that we can 
approximate to the distribution of X with an appropriate normal distribution Y.  
As the mean and variance of the score when one fair die is thrown are 3.5 

and 35
12, the mean and variance of X are 3.5 and 35

12 50 7
120÷ = . So Y has the 

distribution N(3.5, 7
120).

A problem arises because although, for example, P(X = 3.6) is plainly  
non-zero, P(Y = 3.6) is effectively zero, as Y is a continuous random variable. 
Non-zero probabilities for Y do not occur for a point but only for an interval, 
such as 3.43  y < 3.63. 

A single value of X corresponds to an interval for Y.  The interval corresponding 
to X = 3.6 is 3.59  y < 3.61. 

It follows that, for example, P(X < 3.6) ≈ P(Y < 3.59), while P(X  3.6)  
≈ P(Y < 3.61). The situation can be seen on a diagram. 

Here	there	is	no	
distinction	between	<	and	
, as	P(Y = 3.43) = 0.

Again,	whether	we	use	
<	or	 is	essentially	
arbitrary.
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Y < 3.59

Y < 3.61

3.
57

3.
58

3.
59

3.
60

3.
61

3.
62

3.
63

Discrete probability 
distribution of X

Continuous probability 
distribution of Y

Figure	9.2

The extra 0.01 that you have to add or subtract from the possible values of X 
is called a continuity correction. You need to use a continuity correction 
whenever you are approximating to a discrete distribution with a continuous 
distribution such as the normal. 

The size of the continuity correction is always half of the difference between 
successive possible values of X. Here, successive possible values of X differ by 
0.02, so the size of the continuity correction is 0.01. If X takes successive integer 
values, the size of the continuity correction is 0.5.

You must always think carefully when applying a continuity correction. Should 
the corrections be added or subtracted?. It is often helpful to draw a sketch to 
illustrate the region you want, like the one in Figure 9.7. If the region of interest 
is given in terms of inequalities, you should look carefully to see whether they 
are inclusive ( or ) or exclusive (< or >). For example, if X takes integer 
values, 40  X  50 becomes 39.5  X < 50.5 whereas 40 < X < 50 becomes 
40.5  X < 49.5.

The number of tadpoles in one litre of river water is modelled as a Poisson 
random variable with mean 25. Estimate the probability of there being at 
most 100 tadpoles in a 5 litre bucket of river water.

100 101

101.5

Figure	9.8

Example 9.7

Note
This	is	the	same	
as	P(X < 101.5)	in	
N(125, 125).
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Solution	
X = number of tadpoles in 5 litres

X ~ Poisson (125)           E(X) = 125 and Var(X) = 125 

So X ~ N(125, 125) approx.

P(X  100) in Poisson (125) 

    is approximated by P(X  101.5) in N(125, 125) 

( )− = − =ZP 101.5 125
125

P(Z 2.102) 0.0178 

Note
X	∼	Poisson	(λ) has	
E(X )	= λ and	Var(X )	= λ.

Note
This	is	the	same	
as	P(X < 101.5)	in	
N(125, 125).

①	 Which normal distribution can be used to approximate B(50, 0.4)?

②	 What is the continuity correction when P(X = 33, 34 or 35) in a discrete 
distribution is approximated by a probability in a Normal distribution?

③	 Use the Normal approximation to estimate P( 220  X  230) in 
Poisson (220).

④	 Use the Normal approximation to estimate P(X < 50) in B(100, 0.5).

⑤	 Use a suitable approximation to estimate P(X = 100) in B(250, 0.4).

⑥	 A student needs to calculate the smallest value of x for which P(X  x) is 
at least 0.05, where X ~ B(100, 0.25). The student has a calculator that can 
calculate cumulative binomial probabilities for known values of x.

	 Calculate a suitable value for the student to try as the value of x on the 
calculator. 

4		Testing	the	parameter	in	a	
discrete	distribution

You have already met hypothesis testing when testing for correlation and when 
testing for goodness of fit. 

Hypothesis testing can be used to test the values of parameters of discrete 
distributions. The following examples show tests for the mean of a Poisson 
distribution and the values of p in binomial and geometric distributions.

A researcher claims that the number of siblings (brothers or sisters) that 
people have can be modelled using a binomial B(n, p) distribution. The 
researcher says that suitable values for the parameters are n = 5 and p = 0.25. 

A man says that he has 4 siblings and he thinks that the value of p is too small.

Test the man’s claim at the 5% level.

Exercise 9.3

Example 9.8
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Solution
The number of siblings is modelled as a binomial distribution B(5, p).

Null hypothesis: H
0
: p = 0.25 

Alternative hypothesis: H
1
: p > 0.25 

Significance level: 5%

Test: one-tailed

Assuming H
0
, the number of siblings will follow a B(5,0.25) distribution.

Table	9.1

Number of  
siblings

0 1 2 3 4 5

Probability 0.2373 0.3955 0.2637 0.0879 0.0146 0.0010

Cumulative prob 0.2373 0.6328 0.8965 0.9844 0.9990 1.0000

If the value of p is too small then the probabilities of the larger values 
would be higher.

The man had 4 siblings. The probability of a result at least as extreme as 
this is P(X > 4) = 0.0146 + 0.0010 = 0.0156 or 1.56%. This result lies in 
the right hand tail 5% of the distribution.

If the man is typical this result is unlikely to occur by chance, so reject H
0
 

and conclude that the evidence supports the claim that p > 0.25.

Discussion	point
Why	is	the	assumption	
that	the	man	is	typical	
probably	flawed?

Note
Alternatively,	P(X		3)	=	10.35%	and	P(X		4)	=	1.56%	so	the	critical	value	for	
a	test	at	the	5%	level	is	4.	An	observed	value	in	the	set	{0,	1,	2,	3}	is	consistent	
with	H0.	The	critical	region	is	{4,	5};	an	observed	value	in	the	critical	region	
supports	the	alternative	hypothesis.	

The number of accidents per week is known to fit a Poisson distribution 
with mean 7.8.

In the week following a road improvement scheme there were only  
5 accidents at the junction.

Test at the 5% level whether this shows that the accident rate has reduced.

Example 9.9

Solution
The number of accidents in a week is modelled using Poisson (λ).

Null hypothesis: H
0
: λ = 7.8

Alternative hypothesis: H
1
: λ < 7.8

Significance level: 5%

Test: one-tailed

Assuming H
0
, P(X  5) = 0.2103.

This is bigger than 5% so the observed value is not in the left-hand tail 5% 
of the distribution. 

Note
You	should	be	able	to	
find	the	probabilities	
using	your	calculator	or	
tables.	You	do	not	need	
to	find	all	the	individual	
probabilities	if	you	can	
find	P(X		5)	directly.
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The observed value is not unlikely to have occurred by chance, so accept 
H

0
 and conclude that there is insufficient evidence to suggest that the 

mean has reduced.

Note
Alternatively,	P(X		3)	=	0.0485	and	P(X		4)	=	0.1117	so	the	critical	value	is	
3	and	the	critical	region	is	{0,	1,	2,	3}.	The	observed	value	is	not	in	the	critical	
region	so	accept	H0.	The	critical	region	might	be	easier	if	you	cannot	calculate	
cumulative	probabilities	directly.

Note
When	working	with	discrete	distributions	the	critical	region	is	chosen	so	that	
under	H0	the	probability	of	a	value	being	in	the	critical	region	is	as	close	as	
possible	to	the	significance	level	of	5%.	This	means	that,	strictly,	we	are	actually	
testing	as	close	as	possible	to	5%	and	our	conclusion	can	be	made	with	as	close	
to	95%	certainty	as	possible.	Other	authors	will	insist	on	having	the	probability	of	
being	in	the	critical	region	as	being	no	more	than	5%.

Note
The	conclusion	is	that	
there	is	insufficient	
evidence	to	show	that	
the	mean	has	reduced.	
The	observed	value	is	
consistent	with	H0,	but	
it	is	also	consistent	
with	other	values	for	
the	parameter.	The	test	
has	not	shown	that	the	
mean	is	unchanged.

A man flips a coin repeatedly until the coin lands on heads. 

The first time he tries this he gets T T T T H. 

Test at the 5% level whether this suggests that the coin is biased.

Example 9.10

Solution	
The number of attempts up to and including the first head can be 
modelled using a geometric distribution with parameter p, where  
p = P(head).

Null hypothesis: H
0
: p = 0.5

Alternative hypothesis: H
1
: p ≠ 0.5

Significance level: 5%

Test: two-tailed

The observed value is 5.

Assuming H
0
, P(X  5) = 1 − P(first five are all T) = 1 − (0.5)5 = 0.96875

 left-hand tail

and P(X  5) = P(first four are all T) = (0.5)4 = 0.0625
 right-hand tail.

The smaller tail is on the right-hand side, but the probability in that tail is 
more than 2.5% (indeed it is more than 5%). The value 5 is not an extreme 
value so accept H

0
. There is insufficient evidence to suggest that the coin is 

biased.

Alternatively, find the critical regions by finding the tail regions that have 
probabilities as close as possible to 2.5%. 

Note
Although	the	data	
may	suggest	that	the	
value	of	p	is	smaller	
than	0.5	the	wording	
of	the	question	only	
asks	whether	the	coin	
is	biased	and	does	
not	specify	in	which	
direction.
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P(X  1) = P(X = 1) = P(H) = 0.5 so there is no critical region on the 
left-hand side.

P(X  x) = (0.5)x − 1 and (0.5)x − 1 = 0.025 when x − 1 = 
log 0.025
log 0.5  = 5.32  

⇒ x = 6.32 so critical value is either 6 or 7. P(X  6) = 0.0313 and  

P(X  7) = 0.0156. The closer value to 0.025 is P(X  6), so the critical 
value is 6 and the critical region on the right-hand side is {6, 7, 8, …} or 
{n: n  , n  6}. The observed value of 5 is not in the critical region so 
accept H

0
 as before.

Note
A	variation	on	this	
approach	is	to	require	
the	tail	regions	to	have	
total	probability	as	
close	as	possible	to	5%,	
but	this	could	involve	
having	to	check	several	
different	combinations.	

①	 The number of children in a family is modelled using a Poisson distribution 
with mean λ. This includes families with no children. It has been claimed 
that λ = 2.4. 

(i)	 Write the null and alternative hypotheses that are used to test this 
claim.

	 A randomly chosen family has 5 children. 

(ii)	 Use this information to test the claim at the 5% level.

②	 Chilli plants are sold in trays of 20 plants. When grown, a few of the plants 
are ‘super hot’ chilli nagas. 

(i)	 Write down the distribution that should be used to model the number 
of chilli nagas in a tray.

	 The grower says that no more than 10% of the plants will grow into chilli 
nagas but Tom thinks that the percentage is greater than this.

(ii)	 Write the null and alternative hypotheses that are used to test Tom’s 
claim.

	 A randomly chosen tray results in 5 chilli nagas. 

(iii)	 Test Tom’s claim at the 5% level.

③	 Jenny picks coloured beads randomly from a bowl that contains a very large 
number of beads. She has been told that the probability of a red bead is 
0.02, but she thinks that it is smaller than this. She decides to test this at the 
5% level.

	 The first red bead that Jenny gets is her 100th bead.

(i)	 Write down the distribution that should be used to model the number 
of beads up to and including the first red bead.

(ii)	 Write the null and alternative hypotheses for Jenny’s test.

(iii)	 Test Jenny’s claim.

④	 The total number of goals scored in a football match can be modelled 
using a Poisson distribution. It has been claimed that the mean of the total 
number of goals per match is 2.5.

	 Rachel coaches her local team and says that the mean of the total number 
of goals for their matches is more than 2.5. She wants to test this claim at 
the 5% level.

	 Find the critical region for Rachel’s test.

Exercise 9.4
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⑤	 A spinner has 100 regions, one of which is labelled ‘out’. Pete counts the 
number of spins up to and including the first time that the spinner lands 
on ‘out’. As a result of this, he claims that the probability that the spinner 
lands on ‘out’ is more than 0.01. Find the greatest number of spins that Pete 
counted, assuming that he used a 5% significance level for his test.

⑥	 A farmer sells eggs in boxes of 6. The farmer claims that at most 2% of the 
eggs are cracked. Sunitra buys a box and finds that it contains a cracked egg. 
Does she have good cause to complain?

⑦	 The number of fish caught in a day’s fishing by fishermen on a certain 
stretch of river can be modelled using a Poisson distribution with mean 3.

	 Aaron catches no fish in a day’s fishing and says that this shows that the 
mean is less than 3.

(i)	 Test Aaron’s claim at the 5% level.

(ii)	 What other issues should be taken into consideration?

⑧	 In a game, a player rolls a standard six-sided die and needs to roll a six to 
start each of her playing pieces. She has four playing pieces and starts each 
of them as soon as she rolls the required six. 

	 The player believes that the die is biased towards six. She uses the total 
number of rolls until her fourth playing piece is started to test this claim at 
the 5% level. Her conclusion is that there is insufficient evidence to suggest 
that the die is biased.

	 Find the least number of rolls until the fourth playing piece was started. 

KEY	POINTS
Geometric	distribution

1	 The	geometric	distribution	may	be	used	in	situations	in	which:
●● there	are	two	possible	outcomes,	often	referred	to	as	success	and	failure
●● both	outcomes	have	fixed	probabilities,	p	and	q	and	p q+ =1
●● you	are	finding	the	number	of	trials	which	it	takes	for	the	first	success	to	

occur.
2	 For	the	geometric	distribution	to	be	a	good	model:

●● the	probability	of	success	is	constant
●● the	probability	of	success	in	any	trial	is	independent	of	the	outcome	of	any	

other	trial.
3	 For	a	geometric	random	variable	X,	where	 ( )X p~ Geo

●● = = − =− −P( ) ( )X r p p q pr r1 1 1 	 	 	 for	r	=	1,	2,	3	…

4	 For	 ( )pGeo

●● =E( )X p
1

●● = −
( )X

p
p

Var 1
2 .

Negative	binomial	distribution

1	 The	negative	binomial	distribution	may	be	used	in	situations	in	which
●● there	are	two	possible	outcomes,	often	referred	to	as	success	and	failure
●● both	outcomes	have	fixed	probabilities,	p	and	q	and	p +	q	=	1
●● you	are	finding	the	number	of	trials	which	it	takes	for	the	rth	success	to	

occur.
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LEARNING	OUTCOMES
When	you	have	completed	this	chapter	you	should:

●➤ recognise	situations	under	which	the	geometric	distribution	is	likely	to	be	an	
appropriate	model

●➤ calculate	the	probabilities	using	a	geometric	distribution,	including	
cumulative	probabilities

●➤ know	and	be	able	to	use	the	mean	and	variance	of	a	geometric	distribution.
●➤ calculate	probabilities	using	a	negative	binomial	distribution
●➤ know	and	be	able	to	use	the	mean	and	variance	of	a	negative	binomial	

distribution
●➤ be	able	to	apply	the	central	limit	theorem	to	the	sum	of	identically	distributed	

independent	random	variables.

2	 For	the	negative	binomial	distribution	to	be	a	good	model:
●● the	probability	of	success	is	constant
●● the	probability	of	success	in	any	trial	is	independent	of	the	outcome	of	any	

other	trial.
3	 For	a	negative	binomial	random	variable	X,	with	parameters	p	and	r

●● P(X	=	x)	=	x −1C
r	−	1	p

r	qx −	r	 	 for	x	=	r,	r +	1,	…

4	 For	a	negative	binomial	random	variable	X,	with	parameters	p	and	r

●● E(X)	=	 r
p

	

●● Var(X)	=	
1

2

( )r p
p
−

.

Approximating	distributions

1	 The	Normal	distribution	may	be	used	to	approximate	suitable	discrete	
variables	but	continuity	corrections	are	then	required.
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When we spend money 
on testing an item, we are 
buying confidence in its 
performance.

Anthony	Cutler

Confidence intervals for the mean14

The	perfect	apple	grower
From our farming correspondent Tom Smith

Fruit grower, Angie Fallon, believes that, 
after years of trials, she has developed 
trees that will produce the perfect 
supermarket apple. ‘There are two 
requirements’, Angie told me, ‘The 
average weight of an apple should be 
100 grams and they should all be nearly 
the same size. I have measured hundreds 
of mine and the standard deviation is a 
mere 5 grams.’

Angie invited me to take any ten apples 
off the shelf and weigh them for myself. 
It was quite uncanny; they were all so 
close to the magic 100 g: 98, 107, 105, 
98, 100, 99, 104, 93, …, 105, 103.
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Before going any further, it is appropriate to question whether the reporter’s 
sample was random. Angie invited him to ‘take any ten apples off the shelf ’. That 
is not necessarily the same as taking any ten off the tree. The apples on the shelf 
could all have been specially selected to impress the reporter. So what follows is 
based on the assumption that Angie has been honest and the ten apples really do 
constitute a random sample.

The sample mean is

x 98   107   105   98   100   99   104   93   105   103
10 101.2= + + + + + + + + + =

To assess the sample, you need to know something about the distribution of the 
sample mean and also about the spread of the data. The usual measure of spread 
is the standard deviation, σ; in the article you are told that σ = 5.

You could estimate the population mean to be the same as the sample mean, 
namely 101.2, but you would not expect this value to be exactly right.

You can express this by saying that you estimate µ to lie within a range of values, 
an interval, centred on 101.2:

101.2 − a bit < µ < 101.2 + a bit. 

Such an interval is called a confidence interval.

Imagine that you take a large number of samples and use a formula to work out 
such an interval for each of them. Sometimes the true population mean will be 
in your confidence interval and sometimes it will not be. If in the long term you 
catch the true population mean in 90% of your intervals, the confidence interval 
is called a 90% confidence interval. Other percentages are also used and the 
confidence intervals are named accordingly.

The width of the interval is clearly twice the ‘bit’.

Finding a confidence interval involves a fairly simple calculation but the 
reasoning behind it is somewhat subtle and requires clear thinking. It is 
explained in the next section.

1		The	theory	of	confidence	intervals
To understand confidence intervals you need to look not at the particular sample 
whose mean you have just found, but at the parent population from which it was 
drawn. For the data on Angie Fallon’s apples this does not look very promising. 
All you know about it is its standard deviation σ (in this case, 5). You do not know 
its mean, µ, which you are trying to estimate, or even its shape.

It is now that the strength of the Central Limit Theorem becomes apparent. This 
states that the distribution of the means of samples of size n drawn from any 
population is approximately Normal with mean, µ, and standard deviation σ

n
 

for large values of n.

Discussion	point
What	can	you	conclude	
from	the	weights	of	the	
reporter’s	sample	of	ten	
apples?

Note	
Commonly	used	
confidence	intervals	are	
90%,	95%	and	99%.

Note	
A	word	of	advice:	read	
through	this	section	
twice,	lightly	first	
time	and	then	more	
thoroughly	when	
you	have	tried	a	few	
questions.	That	will	
help	you	to	gain	a	good	
understanding	of	the	
meaning	of	confidence	
intervals.

Discussion	point
What	does	that	tell	you	
about	the	population	
mean,	µ?
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In Figure 14.1, the central 90% region has been shaded leaving the two 5% 
tails, corresponding to z-values of ±1.645, unshaded. So if you take a large 
number of samples, all of size n, and work out the sample mean X  for each one, 
you would expect that in 90% of cases the value of X

 
would lie in the shaded 

region between A and B.

.05

standard deviation

.05
A B x

5%5%

µ
σ

µ −  1.645

nÖ

σ
nÖ µ +  1.645 σ

nÖ

Figure	14.1

For such a value of X  to be in the shaded region.

●● it must be to the right of A: x n> −µ σ1 645.

●● it must be to the left of B:  x n< +µ σ1 645.

Putting these two inequalities together gives the result that, in 90% of cases,

x n x n− < < +1 645 1 645. .σ µ σ

and this is the 90% confidence interval for µ.

The boundaries of this interval, − +σ σ1.645 and 1.645x n x n
, are called the 

90% confidence limits; 90% is the confidence level. If you want a different 
confidence level, you use a different z value from 1.645.

This number is often denoted by k; commonly used values are:

Table	14.1

Confidence level k

90% 1.645

95% 1.96

99% 2.58

and the confidence interval is given by

x k n− σ
 to x k n+ σ

.

The P% confidence interval for the mean is an interval constructed from sample 
data in such a way that P% of such intervals will include the true population 
mean. Figure 14.2 shows a number of confidence intervals constructed from 
different samples, one of which fails to catch the population mean.

USING	ICT

The value 1.645 is 
the 95% point of the 
cumulative Normal 
distribution, Φ z( ). You 
can find this from your 
calculator or from a 
table of percentage 
points of the Normal 
distribution.

USING	ICT

You can find all of 
these values of k from 
your calculator or from 
a table of percentage 
points of the Normal 
distribution.

The	standard	deviation	of	
the	sample	means,	 σ

n
	,	

is	called	the	standard 
error.
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USING	ICT

Statistical	software

You	can	use	statistical	software	to	find	a	confidence	interval.
In	order	for	the	software	to	find	the	interval,	you	need	to	input	the	values	of	the	
sample	mean,	the	variance,	the	value	of	n	and	the	confidence	level.	Here	is	a	
typical	output	using	the	data	on	Angie	Fallon’s	apples.

Table	14.2

Z Estimate of a Mean

Confidence Level 0.90

Sample

Mean 101.2

σ 5

n 10

Result

Mean 101.2

σ 5

SE 1.5811

N 10

Lower Limit 98.6

Upper Limit 103.8

Interval 101.2 ± 2.60

USING	ICT

The software gives the 
interval as 101.2 ± 2.60 
as well as giving the 
lower and upper limit.

xµ

Figure	14.2

In the case of the data on Angie Fallon’s apples,

x = 101 2. ,    σ = 5,   n = 10

and so the 90% confidence interval is

101.2 1.645 5
10

to 101.2 + 1.645 5
10

− × ×

98.6 to 103.8.

Since this interval includes 100, this suggests that Angie’s claim that the mean 
weight of her apples is 100 grams may be correct.Note	

Note	that	this	
confidence	interval	
assumes	that	the	
sample	mean	is	
Normally	distributed.	

Note	
Notice	that	this	is	a	
two-sided	symmetrical	
confidence	interval	
for	the	mean,	µ.	
Confidence	intervals	
do	not	need	to	be	
symmetrical	and	can	
be	one-sided.	The	term	
confidence	interval	
is	a	general	one,	
applying	not	just	to	
the	mean	but	to	other	
population	parameters,	
like	variance	which	is	
covered	in	Chapter	17.
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A company has two sites some distance apart and people often have to drive 
from one to the other. It is known from past experience that measurements 
of the journey time, t minutes, are Normally distributed with standard 
deviation 10 minutes and it is believed that the mean time is 160 minutes.

(i)  Assuming that the mean journey time is indeed 160 minutes, estimate 
the percentage of journeys that should take at least 3 hours.

 The company suspects that the mean journey is no longer 160 minutes. They 
time a sample of 20 drivers; in total they take 3510 minutes.

(ii) Obtain a 95% confidence interval for the mean journey time.

(iii) How might the company interpret this confidence interval?

Example 14.1

Known	and	estimated	standard	deviation
Notice that you can only use this procedure if you already know the value of the 
standard deviation of the parent population, σ. In this example, Angie Fallon said 
that she knew from hundreds of measurements of her apples, that its value is 5.

It is more often the situation that you do not know the population standard 
deviation or variance, and have to estimate it from your sample data. If that 

Solution
(i)  3 hours is 180 minutes, so it is 180 160

10 2− =  standard deviations 

beyond the mean. In a Normal distribution 2.5% is at least 1.96 
standard deviations above the mean and 2.5% is at least 1.96 standard 
deviations below the mean. For an estimate, 2 is close enough to 1.96 

and so 21
2% of journeys should take at least 3 hours.

t

σ (t)

130
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

140 150 160 170 180 190

Figure	14.3

(ii)  The mean time of the sample is t 3510
20 175.5= = minutes. 

  The 95% confidence interval is from t
n

1.96− σ  to 

1.96+ σt
n

 and so from 175.2 1.96 10
20

170.817...− × =  to 

175.2 1.96 10
20

179.582...+ × =  Rounding to the nearest minute gives 

the 95% confidence interval for the mean time to be 171 to  
180 minutes.

(iii)  The previous estimate of 160 minutes is well outside the confidence 
interval and so it must be regarded as unreliable. Maybe with increased 
traffic journeys have got slower or maybe 160 minutes never was a 
realistic mean time.
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is the case, the procedure is different in that you use the t distribution rather 
than the Normal distribution, provided that the parent population is Normally 
distributed, and this results in different values of k. The use of the t distribution 
will be developed later in this chapter.

However, if the sample is large, for example over 50, confidence intervals worked 
out using the Normal distribution will be reasonably accurate even though the 
standard deviation used is an estimate from the sample. So it is quite acceptable to 
use the Normal distribution for large samples whether the standard deviation is 
known or not.

Paired	samples
Very often you want to find an estimate of the difference between the means of 
two populations, as in the following example.

The senior tutor at a flying school is interested to see if there is a difference 
between the percentage marks achieved on Paper 1 and Paper 2 of the theory 
examination. She considers that her 200 students are sufficiently typical for 
them to be regarded as a random sample of all those taking the examination.

For each student, she calculates the difference, d = Paper 1 mark − Paper 2 
mark. She then finds

●● the mean of d: d  = 5.62
●● the standard deviation of d:  s =16.45.

(i)  Find a 95% confidence interval for the mean difference in the 
percentage marks on the papers.

(ii) Interpret your answer.

Example 14.2

Solution
(i)  This is a large enough sample for an assumption that the differences 

are distributed Normally to be unnecessary for the calculation of a 
95% confidence interval for their mean value.

For a 2-sided 95% confidence interval the value of k is 1.96 and so the 
interval is

5.62 1.96 16.45
200

to 5.62 1.96 16.45
200

− × + ×

3.34 to 7.90.

(ii)  This whole interval is positive, so she concludes that Paper 1 appears 
to be easier.

You can see that the process here is exactly the same as for finding a 
confidence interval for the mean of a population with the extra initial step 
of finding the differences.

The situation in this example in which the data are paired (there are two 
marks for each student) is best for comparisons if you can obtain a suitable 
sample.

Note	that,	as	the	sample	
size	of	200	is	large,	it	is	
reasonable	to	use	s	as	an	
estimate	for	σ.
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EXPERIMENT 14.1
This	experiment	is	designed	to	help	you	understand	confidence	intervals,	rather	
than	to	teach	you	anything	new	about	dice.
Imagine	that	you	have	a	large	number	of	dice.	When	each	of	them	is	thrown,	

the	possible	outcomes,	1,	2,	3,	4,	5,	6,	are	all	equally	likely	with	probability	16.	

Consequently,	the	expectation	or	mean	score	from	throwing	one	of	the	dice	is

µ = × + × + + × =1 2 6 3 51
6

1
6

1
6

... . .

Similarly,	the	standard	deviation	is

σ = × + × + + ×( ) − =1 2 6 3 5 1 7082 2 2 21
6

1
6

1
6

... . . .

Imagine	that	you	know	σ but	don’t	know	µ	and	wish	to	construct	a	90%	
confidence	interval	for	it.

Converging confidence intervals
Imagine	that	you	throw	one	of	the	dice	just	once.	Suppose	you	get	a	5.	You	have	
a	sample	of	size	1,	namely	{5},	which	you	could	use	to	work	out	a	sort	of	90%	
confidence	interval	(but	see	the	warning	below).
This	confidence	interval	is	given	by

5 1.645 1.708
1

to 5 1.645 1.708
1

− × + ×

2.19 to 7.81.

Now	imagine	that	you	throw	two	dice.	Suppose	that	this	time	you	get	a	5	and	a	
3.	You	now	have	a	sample	of	size	2,	namely	{5,	3},	with	mean	4,	and	can	work	out	
another	confidence	interval.
The	confidence	interval	is	given	by

4 1.645 1.708
2

to 4 1.645 1.708
2

− × + ×

2.79 to 5.21.
Instead	of	actually	throwing	more	and	more	dice,	you	can	use	a	spreadsheet	to	
simulate	throwing	any	number	of	dice.	

So	far	the	procedure	
is	not	valid.	The	
sample	is	small	
and	the	underlying	
distribution	is	not	
Normal.	However,	
things	will	get	better.	
The	more	dice	you	
throw,	the	larger	the	
sample	size	and	so	
the	more	justifiable	
the	procedure.	This	
is	because	you	
can	make	use	of	
the	Central	Limit	
Theorem	which	
tells	you	that	for	
reasonably	large	
samples,	the	
sample	mean	will	
be	approximately	
Normally	distributed.

Again	the	procedure	
is	not	valid.	The	
sample	is	still	
far	too	small	and	
the	underlying	
distribution	is	not	
Normal.	You	need	a	
much	larger	sample.

Such a sample is called a paired sample or a matched sample. In 
practice, however, it is often impossible to obtain paired data. Instead, 
you have to resort to taking a random sample from each population with 
no link between members of each sample. This is called a two-sample 
experiment; the design is described as unpaired.
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USING	ICT

A	spreadsheet
You	can	use	a	spreadsheet	to	simulate	throwing	as	many	dice	as	you	choose.	You	
can	then	work	out	a	90%	confidence	interval	for	the	population	mean.	Figure	14.3	
illustrates	a	simulation	using	25	dice.
In	order	to	find	the	confidence	interval,	take	the	following	steps.

1	 	Enter	the	formula	provided	by	your	spreadsheet,	for	example	
=	RANDBETWEEN(1,6)	in	cell	A1	to	simulate	throwing	one	of	the	dice.

2	 	Copy	this	formula	into	cells	A2	to	A25	to	simulate	throwing	the	remaining	
24	dice.

3	 	Enter	the	formula	provided	by	your	spreadsheet,	for	example	=	AVERAGE(A1:A25)	
in	cell	A26	to	find	the	sample	mean.

The	confidence	interval	will	then	be

1.645 1.708
25

to 1.645 1.708
25

− × + ×x x

This	can	be	simplified	to

0.562 to 0.562− +x x

4	 Enter	the	formula	=	A26	−	0.562	into	cell	A27	to	find	the	lower	confidence	limit.
5	 Enter	the	formula	=	A26	+	0.562	into	cell	A28	to	find	the	upper	confidence	limit.

Catching	the	population	mean
If	you	now	copy	the	whole	of	column	A	into	columns	B	to	CV	inclusive,	you	will	have	100	
simulated	values	of	the	sample	mean.	You	know	that	the	real	value	of	µ	is	3.5	and	it	
should	be	that	this	is	caught	within	9	out	of	10	of	90%	confidence	intervals.	Therefore	
you	should	find	that	approximately	90	of	your	intervals	catch	the	true	value	of	3.5.

Figure	14.4

Note	
Of	course	you	would	not	
expect	exactly	90	of	your	
intervals	catch	the	true	
value	of	3.5.

The	upper	limit	is	
below	3.5.

The	lower	limit	is	
above	3.5.
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For	this	particular	simulation,	you	can	see	that	the	first	confidence	limit	has	not	
caught	the	true	population	mean,	nor	has	the	third,	but	all	of	the	others	shown	
have	caught	it.	You	can	only	see	the	first	eight	simulations	but	there	are	actually	
in	fact	100	columns,	each	with	a	simulated	sample	mean	and	corresponding	90%	
confidence	interval.	When	the	author	carried	out	this	particular	simulation,	88	of	
the	100	confidence	intervals	actually	contained	the	true	population	mean,	which	
is	quite	close	to	the	90	which	you	expect	on	average.	Try	it	for	yourself	and	see	
how	many	of	your	confidence	intervals	catch	the	population	mean	of	3.5.

How	large	a	sample	do	you	need?
You are now in a position to start to answer the question of how large a sample 
needs to be. The answer, as you will see in Example 13.2, depends on the 
precision you require, and the confidence level you are prepared to accept.

A trading standards officer is investigating complaints that a coal merchant is 
giving short measure. Each sack should contain 25 kg but some variation will 
inevitably occur because of the size of the lumps of coal; the officer knows 
from experience that the standard deviation should be 1.5 kg.

The officer plans to take, secretly, a random sample of n sacks, find the total 
weight of the coal inside them and thereby estimate the mean weight of the 
coal per sack. He wants to present this figure correct to the nearest kilogram 
with 95% confidence. What value of n should he choose?

Example 14.3

Solution
The 95% confidence interval for the mean is given by

x n x n− +1 96 1 96. .σ σto

and so, since σ = 1.5, the inspector’s requirement is that

n
1.96 1.5 0.5×



⇒   n1.96 1.5
0.5

×


⇒   n 34.57

So the inspector needs to take 35 sacks.

The	officer	wants	the	
mean	weight	to	be	
correct	to	the	nearest	
kg,	so	±	0.5	kg.

Note	
This	example	illustrates	
that	a	larger	sample	
size	leads	to	a	narrower	
confidence	interval.	
In	fact	three	things	
affect	the	width	of	the	
confidence	interval;	
sample	size,	confidence	
level	and	population	
variability.	Increasing	
the	sample	size	results	
in	a	decrease	in	the	
width	of	the	confidence	
interval.	Increasing	the	
confidence	level	and/
or	population	variability	
results	in	an	increase	
in	the	width	of	the	
confidence	interval.

Large	samples
Given that the width of a confidence interval decreases with sample size, why is 
it not standard practice to take very large samples?

The answer is that the cost and time involved has to be balanced against the 
quality of information produced. Because the width of a confidence interval 
depends on 1

n
 and not on 1

n
, increasing the sample size does not produce a 

proportional reduction in the width of the interval. You have, for example, to 
increase the sample size by a factor of 4 to halve the width of the interval. In the 
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previous example the inspector had to weigh 35 sacks of coal to achieve a class 
interval of 2 × 0.5 = 1 kg with 95% confidence. That is already quite a daunting 
task; does the benefit from reducing the interval to 0.5 kg justify the time, cost 
and trouble involved in weighing another 105 sacks?

①	 The mean of a random sample of ten observations of a random variable X 
is 27.2. It is known that X is Normally distributed and that the standard 
deviation of X is 2.9. Show that a 95% confidence interval for the mean µ 
of X is 25.40 to 29.00.

②	 Weights in grams of eight bags of sugar are as follows.

	 1023  1016  1027  1014  1023  1029  1022  1018

	 It is known that the weights of such bags of sugar are Normally distributed 
with standard deviation 5.5 grams.

(i)	 Find the sample mean.

(ii)	 Write down the standard error.

(iii)	 Show that a 90% confidence interval for the mean weights of bags of 
sugar is 1018.3 to 1024.7.

③	 A biologist studying a colony of beetles selects and weighs a random sample 
of 20 adult males. She knows that, because of natural variability, the weights 
of such beetles are Normally distributed with standard deviation 0.2 g. Their 
weights, in grams, are as follows.

	 5.2 5.4 4.9 5.0 4.8 5.7 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.1

	 5.6 5.0 5.2 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.2

(i)	 Find the mean weight of the beetles in this sample.

(ii)	 Find 95% confidence limits for the mean weight of such beetles.

④	 An aptitude test for deep-sea divers has been designed to produce scores 
which are approximately Normally distributed on a scale from 0 to 100 
with standard deviation 25. The scores from a random sample of people 
taking the test were as follows.

	 23 35 89 35 12 45 60 78 34 66

(i)	 Find the mean score of the people in this sample.

(ii)	 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the mean score of people 
taking the test.

(iii)	 Construct a 99% confidence interval for the mean score of people 
taking the test. Compare this confidence interval with the 90% 
confidence interval.

⑤	 In a large city the distribution of incomes per family has a standard deviation 
of £ 5200.

(i)	 For a random sample of 400 families, what is the probability that the 
sample mean income per family is within £ 500 of the actual mean 
income per family?

(ii)	 Given that the sample mean income was, in fact, £ 8300, calculate a 
95% confidence interval for the actual mean income per family. [MEI]

Exercise 14.1
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⑥	 A manufacturer of women’s clothing wants to know the mean height of the 
women in a town (in order to plan what proportion of garments should be 
of each size). She knows that the standard deviation of their heights is 5 cm. 
She selects a random sample of 50 women from the town and finds their 
mean height to be 165.2 cm.

(i)	 Use the available information to estimate the proportion of women in 
the town who were

(a)	 over 170 cm tall

(b)	 less than 155 cm tall.

(ii)	 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean height of women in 
the town.

(iii)	 Another manufacturer in the same town wants to know the mean 
height of women in the town to within 0.5 cm with 95% confidence. 
What is the minimum sample size that would ensure this?

⑦	 An examination question, marked out of 10, is answered by a very large 
number of candidates. A random sample of 400 scripts is taken and the 
marks on this question are recorded.

Table	14.4

Mark 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Frequency 12 35 11 12 3 20 57 87 20 14 129

(i)	 Calculate the sample mean and the sample standard deviation.

(ii)	 Find 90% confidence limits for the population mean score on the 
question.

⑧	 An archaeologist discovers a short manuscript in an ancient language which 
he recognises but cannot read. There are 30 words in the manuscript and 
they contain a total of 198 letters. There are two written versions of the 
language. In the early form of the language, the mean word length is 6.2 
letters with standard deviation 2.5; in the late form, certain words were 
given prefixes, raising the mean length to 7.6 letters but leaving the standard 
deviation unaltered. The archaeologist hopes the manuscript will help him 
to date the site.

(i)	 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean word length of the 
language in the manuscript.

(ii)	 What advice would you give the archaeologist?

⑨	 A machine fills packets with X grams of powder where X is normally 
distributed with mean μ. Each packet is supposed to contain 1 kg of powder.

	 To comply with regulations, the weight of powder in a randomly selected 
packet should be such that P(X < µ − 30) = 0.0005.

(i)		 Show that this requires the standard deviation to be 9.117 g to  
3 decimal places.

	 A random sample of 10 packets is selected from the machine. The weight, in 
grams, of powder in each packet is as follows:

	 999.8  991.6  1000.3  1006.1  1008.2  997.0  993.2  1000.0  997.1  1002.1

(ii)		 Assuming that the standard deviation of the population is 9.117 g, test, 
at the 1% significance level, whether or not the machine is delivering 
packets with mean weight of less than 1 kg. State your hypotheses 
clearly. [Edexcel]
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⑩	 A woodwork teacher measures the width of a board. The measured width, 
X mm, is normally distributed with mean w mm and standard deviation 
0.5 mm.

(i)		 Find the probability that X is within 0.6 mm of w.

	 The same board is measured 16 times and the results are recorded.

(ii)		 Find the probability that the mean of these results is within 0.3 mm of w.

 Given that the mean of these 16 measurements is 35.6 mm,

(iii)		 find a 98% confidence interval for w. [Edexcel]

⑪	 A delivery company has a fleet of 120 lorries. The company manager wishes 
to switch from conventional diesel fuel to a blend of biodiesel fuel. Before 
switching, he decides to check whether using biodiesel will affect the 
fuel consumption of the lorries. He selects 8 lorries and checks their fuel 
consumption using conventional diesel and then again using biodiesel. The 
results, measured in litres per 100 km, are as follows. 

Table	14.3

Lorry A B C D E F G H

Conventional diesel 36.5 34.4 28.6 25.0 27.8 31.9 33.6 38.7

Biodiesel 38.7 36.0 29.2 25.3 27.8 32.6 33.9 39.3

	 The manager knows from previous data that fuel consumption is Normally 
distributed with standard deviation 4.61 litres per 100 km.

(i)	 Assuming that the standard deviation for biodiesel lorries is also 4.61, 
show the standard deviation of the difference in fuel consumption 
between lorries using each type of fuel is 6.520 to 3 decimal places. 

(ii)	 Using the value found in part (i) for the population standard deviation 
of the differences, calculate 90% confidence limits for the mean 
difference in fuel consumption. 

(iii)	 Does the confidence interval that you have calculated suggest that there is 
any difference between fuel consumption using each type of fuel? [MEI]

⑫	 In a game of patience, which involves no skill, the player scores between 
0 and 52 points. The standard deviation is known to be 8; the mean is 
unknown but thought to be about 12.

(i)	 Explain why players’ scores cannot be Normally distributed if the mean 
is indeed about 12.

	 A casino owner wishes to make this into a gambling event but needs to 
know the mean score before he can set the odds profitably. He employs a 
student to play the game 500 times. The student’s total score is 6357.

(ii)	 Find 99% confidence limits for the mean score.

	 The student recorded all her individual scores and finds, on investigation, 
that their standard deviation is not 8 but 6.21.

(iii)	 What effect would accepting this value for the standard deviation have 
on the 99% confidence interval?

	 The casino owner wants to know the mean score to the nearest 0.1 with 
99% confidence.

(iv)	 Using the value of 6.21 for the standard deviation, find the smallest 
sample size that would be needed to achieve this.
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⑬	 An education authority decided to introduce a new P.E. programme for all 
11-year-old children to try to improve the fitness of the students. In order 
to see whether the programme was effective, several tests were done. For 
one of these, the students were timed on a run of 1 km in their first week 
in the school and again ten weeks later. A random sample of 100 of the 
students did both runs. The differences of their mean times, subtracting the 
time of the second run from that of the first, were calculated. The mean 
and standard deviation were found to be 0.75 minutes and 1.62 minutes, 
respectively.

	 Calculate a 90% confidence interval for the population mean difference. 
You may assume that the differences are distributed Normally. What 
assumption have you made in finding this confidence interval?

	 The organiser of the programme considers that it should lead to an 
improvement of at least half a minute in the average times. Explain whether 
or not this aim has been achieved.

⑭	 Each day, Stephen passes through a set of temporary traffic lights at some 
road works. He has been told that the time, in minutes, spent queueing at 
the lights each day may be modelled by a Normal distribution with mean k 
and standard deviation 0.25k, for some value of k.

	 Stephen wants to construct a 95% confidence interval for k. He records the 
waiting time each day for n days.

	 Calculate the minimum value of n necessary for Stephen to achieve a 
confidence interval with width at most 0.1k. 

⑮	 A football boot manufacturer did extensive testing on the wear of the front 
studs of its Supa range. It found that, after 30 hours use, the wear (i.e. the 
amount by which the length was reduced) was Normally distributed with 
standard deviation 1.3 mm. However, the mean wear on the studs of the 
boot on the dominant foot of the player was 4 mm more than on the studs 
of the other boot.

(i)	 Using the manufacturer’s figure, find the standard deviation of the 
differences in wear between a pair of boots after 30 hours use.

	 The coach of a football team accepted the claim for the standard deviation 
but was suspicious of the claim about the mean difference. He chose ten of 
his squad at random. He fitted them with new boots and measured the wear 
after 30 hours of use with the following results.

Table	14.5

Player 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Dominant foot 6.5 8.3 4.5 6.7 9.2 5.3 7.6 8.1 9.0 8.4

Other foot 4.2 4.6 2.3 3.8 7.0 4.7 1.4 3.8 8.4 5.7

(ii)	 Using the value found in part (i) for the population standard deviation 
of the differences, calculate 95% confidence limits for the mean 
difference in wear based on the sample data.

(iii)	 Use these limits to explain whether or not you consider the coach’s 
suspicions were justified.
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2		Interpreting	sample	data	using	
the	t	distribution

Students	find	new	bat
Two students and a lecturer have found 
their way into the textbooks. On a 
recent field trip they discovered a small 
colony of a previously unknown bat 
living in a cave.

‘Somewhere in Britain’ is all that Shakila 
Mahadavan, 20, would say about its 
location. ‘We don’t want the general 
public disturbing the bats or worse 
still catching them for specimens,’ she 
explained.

The other two members of the 
group, lecturer Alison Evans and 
21-year-old lain Scott, showed scores 
of photographs of the bats as well as 
pages of measurements that they had 
gently made on the few they had 
caught before releasing them back into 
their cave.

The measurements referred to in the article include the weights (in g) of eight 
bats which were identified as adult males.

156 132 160 142 145 138 151 144

From these figures, the team want to estimate the mean weight of an adult male 
bat, and 95% confidence limits for their figure.

It is clear from the newspaper report that these are the only measurements 
available. All that is known about the parent population is what can be inferred 
from these eight measurements. You know neither the mean nor the standard 
deviation of the parent population, but you can estimate both.

The mean is estimated to be the same as the sample mean:

156 132 160 142 145 138 151 144
8 146+ + + + + + + = .

When it comes to estimating the standard deviation, start by finding the sample 
variance

s
S
n

x x
n

xx

i

i2

2

1 1
= − = ∑

−( )
−( )

.

and then take the square root to find the standard deviation, s.

At	a	mystery	location,	students	have	
pushed	forward	the	frontiers	of	science
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The use of (n − 1) as divisor illustrates the important concept of degrees of 
freedom.

The deviations of the eight numbers are as follows.

156 − 146 = 10

132 − 146 = −14

160 − 146 = 14

142 − 146 = −4

145 − 146 = −1

138 − 146 = −8

151 − 146 = −5

144 − 146 = −2

These eight deviations are not independent: they must add up to zero because 
of the way the mean is calculated. This means that when you have worked 
out the first seven deviations, it is inevitable that the final one has the value 
it does (in this case −2). Only seven values of the deviation are independent, 
and, in general, only (n − 1) out of the n deviations from the sample mean are 
independent.

Consequently, there are n − 1 free variables in this situation. The number of 
free variables within a system is called the degrees of freedom and denoted  
by υ.

So the sample variance is worked out using divisor (n − 1). The resulting value 
is very useful because it is an unbiased estimate of the parent population 
variance.

In the case of the bats, the estimated population variance is

 s 2 100 196 196 16 1 64 25 4
7 86= + + + + + + +( ) =

and the corresponding value of the standard deviation is s = =86 9 27. .

Calculating	the	confidence	intervals
Returning to the problem of estimating the mean weight of the bats, you now 
know that:

= = = = − =υ146, 86, 9.27 and 8 1 72x s s .

Before starting on further calculations, there are some important and related 
points to notice.

1 This is a small sample. It would have been much better if they had managed 
to catch and weigh more than eight bats.

2 The true parent standard deviation, σ, is unknown and, consequently, the 
standard deviation of the sampling distribution given by the Central Limit 

Theorem, σ
n

, is also unknown.

Note	
The	deviation	is	the	
difference	(+	or	−)	of	the	
value	from	the	mean.	In	
this	example	the	mean	
is	146.

Note	
You	need	to	know	the	
degrees	of	freedom	in	
many	situations	where	
you	are	calculating	
confidence	intervals	or	
conducting	hypothesis	
tests.	You	may	recall	
meeting	the	idea	in	
earlier	chapters.

Note	
A	particular	value	of	
the	sample	variance	
is	denoted	by	s2,	the	
associated	random	
variable	by	S2.

The	numbers	on	the	top	
line,	100,	196	and	so	on,	
are	the	squares	of	the	
deviations.
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3 In situations where the sample is small and the parent standard deviation or 
variance is unknown, there is little more that can be done unless you can 
assume that the parent population is Normal. (In this case that is a  reasonable 
assumption, the bats being a naturally occurring population.) If you can 
 assume Normality, then you may use the t distribution, estimating the value 
of σ from your sample.

4 It is possible to test whether a set of data could reasonably have been taken 
from a Normal distribution by using Normal probability graph paper. The 
method involves making a cumulative frequency table and plotting points on 
a graph with special scales on the axes. If the graph obtained is approximately 
a straight line, then the data could plausibly have been drawn from a Normal 
population. Otherwise a Normal population is unlikely. Alternatively, you 
can use a spreadsheet to produce a Normal probability plot as you will see 
later in this chapter.

 The t distribution looks very like the Normal distribution, and, indeed, 
for large values of υ is little different from it. The larger the value of υ, the 
closer the t distribution is to the Normal. Figure 14.4 shows the Normal 
 distribution and t distributions υ = 2 and υ = 10.

−2.5 −2 −1.5 −1 −0.5
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35
0.4

0.45

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

υ = 10

Normal
distribution

υ = 2

Figure	14.4

Historical note

William	S.	Gosset	was	born	in	Canterbury	in	1876.	After	studying	both	
mathematics	and	chemistry	at	Oxford,	he	joined	the	Guinness	breweries	in	
Dublin	as	a	scientist.	He	found	that	an	immense	amount	of	statistical	data	
was	available,	relating	the	brewing	methods	and	the	quality	of	the	ingredients,	
particularly	barley	and	hops,	to	the	finished	product.	Much	of	this	data	took	the	
form	of	samples,	and	Gosset	developed	techniques	to	handle	them,	including	
the	discovery	of	the	t distribution.	Gosset	published	his	work	under	the	
pseudonym	‘Student’	and	so	the	t test	is	often	called	Student’s	t test.

Gosset’s	name	has	frequently	been	misspelt	as	Gossett	(with	a	double	t),	
giving	rise	to	puns	about	the	t distribution.

Interpreting sample data using the t distribution
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Confidence intervals using the t distribution are constructed in much the same 
way as those using the Normal, with the confidence limits given by:

x k s
n±

where the values of k are found from a spreadsheet or from tables. For 
instance, to find the value of k at the 5% significance level with 7 degrees of 
freedom, you can use the formula provided by your spreadsheet, for example 
= T INV T. .2 0 05 7( . , ).2T	means	that	you	are	

using	the	two-tailed	
t-distribution

Figure	14.5

½p% ½p%

t

p% 10 5 2 1

υ = 1 6.314 12.71 31.82 63.66
2 2.920 4.303 6.965 9.925
3 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.841
4 2.132 2.776 3.747 4.604

5 2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032
6 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707
7 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499 υ = 7, p = 5%
8 1.860 2.306 2.896 3.355 gives k = 2.365
9 1.833 2.262 2.821 3.250

10 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169
11 1.796 2.201 2.718 3.106
12 1.782 2.179 2.681 3.055
13 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012
14 1.761 2.145 2.624 2.977

15 1.753 2.131 2.602 2.947
20 1.725 2.086 2.528 2.845
30 1.697 2.042 2.457 2.750
50 1.676 2.009 2.403 2.678

100 1.660 1.984 2.364 2.626

1.645 1.960 2.326 2.576 = Percentage points of the
Normal distribution N(0, 1)

∞

To construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean weight of the bats, you 
look under p = 5% and υ = 7, to get k = 2.365; see Figure 14.5. This gives a 95% 
confidence interval of

146 2.365 9.27
8

to 146 2.365 9.27
8

− × + ×

138.2 to 153.8.

Another bat expert suggests that these bats are not, in fact, a new species, 
but from a known species. The average weight of adult males of this species 
is 160 grams. However, because the maximum value in the confidence 
interval is less than 160, in fact, only 153.8, this suggests that the expert may 
not be correct. Even if you use a 99% confidence interval, the upper limit is

+ × =146 3.499 9.27
8

157.5. Therefore, it seems very unlikely that these bats 

are of the same species, based simply on their weights.
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A bus company is about to start a scheduled service between two towns 
some distance apart. Before deciding on an appropriate timetable, they do 
nine trial runs to see how long the journey takes. The times, in minutes, are:

89 92 95 94 88 90 92 93 91

(i)  Use these data to set up a 95% confidence interval for the mean 
journey time. You should assume that the journey times are Normally 
distributed. 

 The company regards its main competition as the railway service, which takes 
85 minutes.

(ii)  Does your confidence interval provide evidence that the journey time 
by bus is different from that by train? 

Example 14.4

Solution
(i) For the given data,

 n = 9,   v = 9 - 1 = 8,    x = 91.56,   s = 2.297.

  For a 95% confidence interval, with v = 9, k = 2.306 (from tables).  
The confidence limits are given by

x k s
n± = ± ×91 56 2 306 2 297

9
. . . .

 So the 95% confidence interval for µ is 89.79 to 93.33.

Figure	14.6

95%

95% confidence interval

2.306

91.56

− 2.306 0

t9

2.297 89.7991.56 − 2.306 ×  
9

= 2.297 93.3391.56 + 2.306 ×  
9

=

Critical
region,

2½%

Critical
region,

2½%

t

(ii)  The confidence interval does not contain 85 minutes (the time taken 
by the train). Therefore there is sufficient evidence to suggest that the 
journey time by bus is different from that by train, and that it is, in 
fact, greater.

Interpreting sample data using the t distribution
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Using	the	t	distribution	for	paired	samples
The ideas developed in the last few pages can also be used in constructing 
confidence intervals for the difference in the means of paired data. This is shown 
in the next example.

In an experiment on group behaviour, 12 subjects were each asked to 
hold one arm out horizontally while supporting a 2 kg weight, under two 
conditions:

●● while together in a group
●● while alone with the experimenter.

The times, in seconds, for which they were able to support the weight under 
the two conditions were recorded as follows.

Table	14.6

Subject A B C D E F G H I J K L

‘Group’ time 61 71 72 53 71 43 85 72 82 54 70 73

‘Alone’ time 43 72 81 35 56 39 63 66 38 60 74 52

Difference 18 −1 −9 18 15 4 22 6 44 −6 −4 21

Find a 90% confidence interval for the true difference between ‘group’ 
times and ‘alone’ times. You may assume that the differences are Normally 
distributed. Does your result provide evidence that there is any difference in 
the times in the population as a whole?

Example 14.5

Solution
The sample comprises the 12 differences.

Mean,  d = 10 67.

Standard deviation,   s = 15.24.

Degrees of freedom  υ = 12 − 1 = 11

Given the assumption that the differences are Normally distributed, you may 
use the t distribution.

For υ = 11, the two-tailed critical value from the t distribution at the 10% 
level of significance is 1.796.

The 90% symmetrical confidence interval for the mean difference between 
the ‘group’ and ‘alone’ times is

d − × + ×1 796
12

1 796
12

. .s d sto

2.77 to 8.57.

Since the confidence interval does not contain zero, there is evidence that 
there is a difference in the times in the population as a whole.
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Checking	the	goodness	of	fit	of	a	Normal	
distribution
When you use a t distribution, a basic assumption is that the data come from a 
Normal distribution. This assumption can be checked in a number of ways. In 
an earlier chapter you looked at chi-squared tests of goodness of fit for discrete 
distributions, but you did not look at them for any continuous distributions. You 
can, in fact, do these tests for continuous distributions, including the Normal 
distribution, but this is beyond the scope of this book. There are, however, other 
tests for Normality which you can use. These include:

●● drawing a histogram
●● Normal probability plots
●● various hypothesis tests which are usually carried out using software.

If the data set is fairly large, then a histogram can be used to look for a 
symmetrical bell shaped distribution which would suggest that the Normal 
distribution is a good fit to the data. However, with smaller data sets, a histogram 
is not very useful. Other methods can be used in this case.

Normal	probability	plots
Normal probability plots can be used to check whether a Normal distribution 
model is appropriate for a dataset. They can be drawn on Normal probability 
graph paper or by using software such as a spreadsheet.

On Normal probability graph paper, the horizontal scale is a standard 
linear scale and the data values are plotted on this in order from lowest to 
highest. The vertical axis has a probability scale, transformed to a theoretical 
cumulative Normal distribution. If a Normal model fits the data perfectly, the 
data points lie on a straight line. The closer the points lie to a straight line, the 
better the model.

When using software, the vertical axis usually consists of z-values. Some 
software has the axes the other way round but the interpretation is the 
same: the straighter the line, the more likely it is that a Normal model is 
appropriate.

The	theory	behind	these	
tests	is	beyond	the	
scope	of	this	book.

Interpreting sample data using the t distribution
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The lengths in cm of a random sample of ten fish of a particular species 
are given below. Use a Normal probability plot to investigate whether the 
distribution of the population may be Normal.

Table	14.7

49.6 47.8 52.4 65.3 61.8 41.6 75.1 57.6 62.0 59.1

The output from two different spreadsheets is shown in Figure 14.7.

Example 14.6

Solution
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Normal probability plot

Figure	14.7

The first of these plots has the z-values on the vertical axis and the data 
values on the horizontal axis. The second is the other way round. Both plots 
suggest that a Normal model may be appropriate for these data.
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Figure	14.8

Figure 14.8 shows four histograms and their related Normal probability plots. 
The first shows a Normal distribution, the second shows a bimodal distribution, 
and the third and fourth show positively and negatively skewed distributions, 
respectively.

Interpreting sample data using the t distribution
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Exercise 14.2 ①	 The mean of a random sample of seven observations of a Normally 
distributed random variable X is 132.6. Based on these seven observations, 
an unbiased estimate of the parent population variance s2 is 148.84.

(i)	 Explain why an estimate of the standard error is given by 4.61.

(ii)	 Show that a 95% confidence interval for the mean µ of X is 121.3 to 
143.9.

②	 The weights in grams of six beetles of a particular species are as follows

	 12.3 9.7 11.8 10.1 11.2 12.4

	 It may be assumed that the weights of the species are Normally distributed.

(i)	 Calculate the sample mean and show that an estimate of the sample 
variance is 1.291.

(ii)	 Show that a 90% confidence interval for the mean µ of X is 10.32 to 
12.18.

③	 An aptitude test for entrance to university is designed to produce scores 
which may be modelled by the Normal distribution. In early testing, 
15 students from the appropriate age group are given the test. Their scores 
(out of 500) are as follows.

	 321 445 219 378 317 407 289 345

	 276 463 265 165 340 298 315

(i)	 Use these data to estimate the mean and standard deviation to be 
expected for students taking this test.

(ii)	 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean.

④	 A fruit farmer has a large number of almond trees, all of the same variety 
and of the same age. One year, he wishes to estimate the mean yield of his 
trees. He collects all the almonds from eight trees and records the following 
weights (in kg).

	 36 53 78 67 92 77 59 66

(i)	 Use these data to estimate the mean and standard deviation of the 
yields of all the farmer’s trees.

(ii)	 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean yield.

(iii)	 What statistical assumption is required for your procedure to be valid?

(iv)	 How might you select a sample of eight trees from those growing in a 
large field?

⑤	 A forensic scientist is trying to decide whether a man accused of fraud could 
have written a particular letter. As part of the investigation, she looks at the 
lengths of sentences used in the letter. She finds them to have the following 
numbers of words.

	 17 18 25 14 18 16 14 16 16 21 25 19

(i)	 Use these data to estimate the mean and standard deviation of the 
lengths of sentences used by the letter writer.

(ii)	 Construct a 90% confidence interval for the mean length of the letter 
writer’s sentences.

(iii)	 What assumptions have you made to obtain your answer?

(iv)	 A sample of sentences written by the accused has mean length 26 
words. Does this mean he is in the clear?
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⑥	 A large company is investigating the number of incoming telephone calls 
at its exchange, in order to determine how many telephone lines it should 
have. During March one year, the number of calls received each day was 
recorded and written down, across the page, as follows.

Table	14.8

623 584 598 701 656 210 23 655 661 599

634 681 197 25 592 643 642 698 659 201

19 588 672 612 706 650 212 29 681 642

677

(i)	 What day of the week was 1 March?

(ii)	 Which of the data do you consider relevant to the company’s research 
and why?

(iii)	 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the number of incoming calls 
per weekday.

(iv)	 Your calculation is criticised on the grounds that your data are discrete 
and so the underlying distribution cannot possibly be Normal. How 
would you respond to this criticism?

⑦	 A tyre company is trying out a new tread pattern which it is hoped will 
result in the tyres giving greater distance. In a pilot experiment, 12 tyres 
are tested; the mileages (×1000 miles) at which they are condemned are as 
follows.

	 65 63 71 78 65 69 59 81 72 66 63 62

(i)	 Construct a 95 % confidence interval for the mean distance that a tyre 
travels before being condemned.

(ii)	 What assumptions, statistical and practical, are required for your answer 
to part (i) to be valid?

⑧	 A history student wishes to estimate the life expectancy of people in 
Lincolnshire villages around 1750. She looks at the parish registers for five 
villages at that time and writes down the ages of the first ten people buried 
after the start of 1750. Those less than one-year-old were recorded as 0. The 
data were as follows.
Table	14.9

2 6 72 0 0 18 45 91 6 2

0 12 56 4 25 1 1 5 0 7

8 65 12 63 2 76 70 0 1 0

9 15 3 49 54 0 2 71 6 8

6 0 67 55 2 0 1 54 1 5

(i)	 Use these data to estimate the mean life expectancy at that time.

(ii)	 Explain why it is not possible to use these data to construct a 
confidence interval for the mean life expectancy.

(iii)	 Is a confidence interval a useful measure in this situation anyway?

	 A friend tells the student that she could construct a confidence interval for 
the mean life expectancy of those who survive childhood (age  15).

(iv)	 Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean life expectancy of 
this group, and comment on whether you think your procedure is valid.

Interpreting sample data using the t distribution
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⑨	 A large fishing-boat made a catch of 500 mackerel from a shoal. The 
total mass of the catch was 320 kg. The standard deviation of the mass of 
individual mackerel is known to be 0.06 kg.

(i)	 Find a 99% confidence interval for the mean mass of a mackerel in the 
shoal.

	 An individual fisherman caught ten mackerel from the same shoal. These had 
masses (in kg) of

	 1.04 0.94 0.92 0.85 0.85 0.70 0.68 0.62 0.61 0.59

(ii)	 From these data only, use your calculator to estimate the mean and 
standard deviation of the masses of mackerel in the shoal.

(iii)	 Assuming that the masses of mackerel are Normally distributed, use 
your results from part (ii) to find another 99% confidence interval for 
the mean mass of a mackerel in the shoal.

(iv)	 Give two statistical reasons why you would use the first limits you 
calculated in preference to the second limits.

⑩	 A farmer has a large field of sunflowers. He wishes to know the average 
height of these sunflowers. The output from statistical software below shows 
the calculations for a 95% confidence interval for the heights. All figures are 
in metres.

Table	14.10

t estimate of a mean

Confidence Level 0.95

Sample

Mean 2.153

s 0.263

n 12

Result

Mean 2.153

σ 0.263

SE 0.07592

N 12

Lower limit 1.9859

Upper limit 2.32018

Interval 2.153 ± 0.1671

(i)	 Write down the confidence interval in the form a < µ < b.

(ii)	 State the sample size.

(iii)	 State any assumptions required for the construction of this confidence 
interval.

(iv)	 Check that this is the same confidence interval as you obtain using the 
relevant value of k given in the table in Figure 14.5.
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⑪	 A youth club has a large number of members (referred to as the population 
in the remainder of the question). In order to find the distribution of 
weekly allowances of the members, a random sample of ten is questioned.

(i)	 Describe a method of producing the random sample.

	 Such a random sample produced the following weekly allowances:

	 £5.20, £4.40, £3.00, £2.00, £3.30,

	 £7.50, £5.00, £6.50, £4.80, £5.70

(ii)	 Estimate the population mean and variance.

(iii)	 Find a 95% confidence interval for the population mean. State any 
assumptions on which your method is based.

(iv)	 Explain how the width of the confidence interval may be reduced. 
Assuming the same variance as in part (ii) what must the sample size be 
to reduce the width to £2?

⑫	 An aggregate material used for road building contains gravel and stones. 
The average size of the stones is supposed to be 55 mm. Each batch of this 
material is checked to ensure that the stones are of the correct size. For each 
batch, a random sample of eight stones is selected and a 95% confidence 
interval is found for the size of the stones.

(i)	 Explain why it would not be sensible simply to discard a batch if the 
confidence interval does not contain 55 mm.

(ii)	 Suggest what should be done instead if the confidence interval for a 
particular batch does not contain 55 mm.

	 For a particular batch, the eight observations are:

	 46.21 51.67 48.60 47.34 50.93 49.60 60.97 55.17

	 A Normal probability plot for these data is shown below:
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Figure	14.9

(iii)	 Explain why it seems that the assumption necessary for a t test may not 
be justified?

(iv)	 If, in fact, the data do come from a Normal distribution, construct a 
95% confidence interval for the population mean.

⑬	 A new computerised job-matching system has been developed which finds 
suitably-skilled applicants to fit notified vacancies. It is hoped that this will reduce 
unemployment rates, and a trial of the system is conducted in seven areas.

Interpreting sample data using the t distribution
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	 The unemployment rates in each area just before the introduction of the 
system and after one month of its operation are recorded in the table below.

Table	14.11

Area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Rate before new system (%) 10.3 3.6 17.8 5.1 4.6 11.2 7.7

Rate after new system (%) 9.3 4.1 15.2 5.0 3.3 10.3 8.1

(i)	 Find a 90% confidence interval for the true difference between the two 
rates of unemployment. 

(ii)	 Does your confidence interval provide evidence that there is a 
difference in the rates after the new system is introduced?

(iii)	 Do you think that the assumptions required to construct the 
confidence interval are justified here?

⑭	 Two timekeepers at an athletics track are being compared. They each time 
the nine sprints one afternoon.

(i)	 Find a 99% confidence interval for the true difference between the times 
recorded by the two timers. The times they record are listed below.

Table	14.12

Race 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Timer 1 9.65 10.01 9.62 21.90 20.70 20.90 42.30 43.91 43.96

Timer 2 9.66 9.99 9.44 22.00 20.82 20.58 42.39 44.27 44.22

(ii)	 Do you think that the two timers are equivalent on average?

(iii)	 Are the assumptions appropriate for a confidence interval based on 
the t test justified in this case?

⑮	 Fourteen marked rats were timed twice as they ran through a maze. In one 
condition, they had just been fed; in the other they were hungry.

(i)	 Find a 95% confidence interval for the true difference between the rats’ 
times when they are fed and when they are hungry. The data below 
give the rats’ times in each condition.

Table	14.13

Rat A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

Fed time 
(seconds) 30 31 25 23 50 26 14 27 31 39 38 39 44 30

Hungry time 
(seconds) 29 18 14 27 37 34 15 22 29 18 20 10 30 32

(ii)	 Do you think that the assumptions required to construct the 
confidence interval are justified here?

(iii)	 Half of the rats were made to run the maze first when hungry and half 
ran it first when fed. Why did the experimenter do this?

⑯	 An experiment to determine the acceleration due to gravity, g m s−2, 
involves measuring the time, T seconds, taken by a pendulum of length 
1m to perform complete swings. T is regarded as a random variable.

	 Thirty measurements are made on T, and they are summarised by

  Σt = 59.8, Σt 2 = 119.7.
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	 Construct a two-sided 98% confidence interval for µ, the mean value of T. 
Determine the corresponding range of values of g, using the formula

	 g = 4 2

2
π

µ

	 This result for g is not precise enough, so a longer series of measurements 
of T is made. Assuming that the sample mean and standard deviation 
remain about the same, how many measurements will be required in total 
to halve the width of the 98% confidence interval for µ? What will be the 
corresponding effect on the range of values for g? [MEI]

3	 	Confidence	intervals	for	the	
difference	between	two	means

This section is about two unpaired random samples, one from one population 
and the other from a second population that may or may not be the same as the 
first population. A confidence interval for the difference between the population 
means is required.

Four cases are considered. These situations will be investigated further in Chapter 15.

Case 1:  Small samples from Normal populations with known variances.

X
1
 ∼ N(µ

1
, σ

1
2) and X

2
 ∼ N(µ

2
, σ

2
2) with σ

1
2 and σ

2
2 known.

Take a random sample of size n
1
 from the first population and a random sample 

of size n
2
 from the second population.

Because the population distributions are known to be Normal and the 
population variances are known, the distribution of the sample mean for each 
will also be Normal, irrespective of the sample sizes.

  N , and N , So N ,1
2

2
2

1
2

2
2

1 1
1

2 2
2

1 2 1 2
1 2

X
n

X
n

X X
n nµ µ µ µ















 − − +









σ σ σ σ

The two-sided confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
 is k 1

2
2

2

1 2
1 2

x x n n− ± +
σ σ

where the value of k for any confidence level can be found using Normal 
distribution tables.

A machine fills bottles of flavoured water. The random variable X represents 
the amount (in ml) put into each bottle. It is known that X can be modelled 
using a Normal distribution with variance 5.

Random samples are taken from the production on Mondays and Fridays. 

 Monday 500 508 501 497

 Friday  495 498 502 497 495

The mean amount per bottle for the whole production on Monday is µ
1
 and 

the mean amount per bottle for the whole production on Friday is µ
2
.

Use these samples to construct a 95% confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
.

What does the confidence interval suggest?

Example 14.7
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Case 2:  Large samples from populations with unknown variances.

When the sample sizes are large the Central Limit Theorem can be used

 N , and N ,1
2

2
2

1 1
1

2 2
2

X
n

X
nµ µ

















σ σ  with σ
1
2 and σ

2
2 unknown.

so N , 1
2

2
2

1 2 1 2
1 2

X X
n nµ µ− − +









σ σ

The variances are unknown and are estimated by s
1
2 and s

2
2, where 

1
1 and 1

11
2

1
1

1
1

2
2

2

2
1
2

2
2s n

x x s n
x xi

n
i i

n
i( ) ( )= − ∑ − = − ∑ −= = .

The two-sided confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
 is k1 2

1
2

1

2
2

2
x x

s
n

s
n− ± + .

where the value of k for any confidence level can be found using Normal 
distribution tables.

Note	
The	unbiased	estimator	
of	a	population	variance	

is	 s n
x xi

n
i

1
1

2
1

2( )= − ∑ −= 	.	

This	result	is	proved	in	
Chapter	16.

Solution

  N , 5
4

and N , 5
5

so N , 2.25

501.5 and 497.4 so 4.1

1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

X X X X

x x x x

µ µ µ µ( ) ( ) ( )− −

= = − =

95% CI for µ
1 
− µ

2
 = 4.1 ± 1.96 2.25 = 4.1 ± 2.94 = (1.16, 7.04)

The difference between the means can be expected to fall in this interval for 
95% of such samples.

The value 0 is outside the confidence interval so the mean amount on 
Monday would seem to be significantly greater than on Friday.

Example 14.8 Two different teaching methods are compared by testing a large number of 
students who have been taught using each method. The students all take the 
same test and their test scores are recorded.

Sample size Sample mean Sample standard deviation

Method 1 50 65.3 14.7

Method 2 20 68.6 28.5

Use these samples to construct a 95% confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
.

Solution

x x

s

s

i i i i14.7 1
50

65.3 so 65.3 50 14.7

and 50
49 14.7 220.5

Similarly, 20
19 28.5 855

2
1

50 2
1

50 2 2

1
2 2

2
2 2

( ) ( )= ∑ − ∑ − = ×

= × =

= × =

= =
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Case 3:  Small samples from Normal populations with unknown variances.

X
1
 ∼ N(µ

1
, σ

1
2) and X

2
 ∼ N(µ

2
, σ

2
2) with σ

1
2 and σ

2
2 unknown.

Take a random sample of size n
1
 from the first population and a random sample 

of size n
2
 from the second population.

When the Central Limit Theorem is used with small samples and the population 
variance is estimated a t-distribution is needed. 
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The variances are unknown and are estimated by s
1
2 and s

2
2, where 

s n
x x s n

x xn n
i i i i

1
1 and 1

1 .1
2

1
1
1

1
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2
2

2
1
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2
2( ) ( )= − ∑ − = − ∑ −= =

So 1
2

2
2

1 2n n+
σ σ

 is estimated by 1
2

1

2
2

2

s
n

s
n+  and a t-distribution with  

(n
1
 − 1) + (n

2
 − 1) = n

1
 + n

2
 − 2 degrees of freedom is used.

The two-sided confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
 is 1 2

1
2

1

2
2

2
x x k

s
n

s
n− ± +

where the value of k for any confidence level can be found using a t-distribution 
with n

1 
+ n

2 
− 2 degrees of freedom.

Two athletes train using the same training program. The program gives each 
athlete a score each day. The scores of each athlete can be modelled using a 
Normal distribution.

 Aidan 10 18 15 7 16 6 12

 Ben 15 15 13 16 15 

Aiden’s scores can be modelled as N(µ
1
, σ

1
2) and Ben’s as N(µ

2
, σ

2
2).

Use these samples to construct a 95% confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
.

X X

x x

N , 220.5
50

855
20 N , 47.16

3.5

95% CI for 3.3 1.96 47.16 3.3 13.46 ( 16.76, 10.16)

1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2

1 2

µ µ µ µ

µ µ

( ) ( )− − + = −

− = −

− = − ± = − ± = −



Example 14.9

Solution

n x s n x s7 12 and 126
6 21 5 14.8 and 4.8

4 1.21 1 1
2

2 2 2
2= = = = = =

The values of s
1
 and s

2
 can be found directly using a calculator.

So 1
2

1

2
2

2

s
n

s
n+  = 3.24 and a t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom is used.

95% CI for 2.8 2.23 3.24 2.8 4.01 ( 6.81, 1.21)1 2µ µ− = − ± = − ± = −
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Case 4:  Samples from Normal populations with equal but unknown variances.

X
1
 ∼ N(µ

1
, σ 2) and X

2
 ∼ N(µ

2
, σ 2) with σ 2 unknown.

Take a random sample of size n
1
 from the first population and a random sample 

of size n
2
 from the second population.

When the Central Limit Theorem is used with small samples and the population 
variance is estimated a t-distribution is needed. 

 



N , approximately and N , approximately

so N , 1 1 approximately.
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2 2
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X
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X
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− − +

µ σ µ σ

µ µ σ

Estimate the variance by the pooled estimator 

s n n x x x x
n s n s

n n

s n
x x s n

x x

n n

n n

i i i i

i i i i

1
( 1) ( 1)

( 1) ( 1)
( 2)

where 1
( 1) and 1

1 .

2

1 2
1
1

1
2

1
2

2
2 1 1

2
2 2

2

1 2

1
2

1
1
1

1
2

2
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1
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1
2

{ }( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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+ −
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So 1 12

1 2n n( )+σ  is estimated by 1 12

1 2
s n n( )+  and a t-distribution with n

1
 + n

2
 − 2 

degrees of freedom is used.

The two-sided confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
 is 1 1

1 2
1 2

x x ks n n( )− ± +

where the value of k for any confidence level can be found using a t-distribution 
with n

1 
+ n

2 
− 2 degrees of freedom.

A machine serves tennis balls. The machine is tested by using it to serve 
tennis balls and measuring how far they travel. The random variable X 
represents the distance, in metres, that each ball travels before landing. It is 
known that X can be modelled using a Normal distribution.

The machine is adjusted so the mean is reduced without changing the 
variance. A Normal model is still appropriate.

Table	14.14

Sample size Sample mean Sample variance

Before 10 22.2 9.6

After 5 15.7 9.2

The population mean before the adjustment is µ
1
 and the population mean 

after the adjustment is µ
2
.

Use these samples to construct a 95% confidence interval for µ
1 
− µ

2
.

What does the confidence interval suggest?

Solution

n s n s

s

10 so 9.6 102.4 and 5 so 9.2 105.8

Pooled estimator of variance, 103.45

10
9

5
4

(9 ) (4 )
13

1344.8
13

1 1
2 2

2 2
2 2

2

= = × = = = = × =

= = =× 102.4 + × 105.8

So 1 12

1 2
s n n( )+  = 31.034 and a t-distribution with 13 degrees of freedom is used.

95% CI for µ
1 
− µ

2
 = 6.5 ± 2.16 31.034 = 6.5 ± 12.03 = (-5.53, 18.53)

Example 14.10
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KEY	POINTS
1	 When	the	population	standard	deviation,	σ,	is	known	and	the	distribution	is	

Normal,	confidence	intervals	for	µ	are	found	using	the	Normal	distribution.
2	 Two-sided	confidence	intervals	based	on	the	Normal	distribution	are	given	by

	

− +σ σtox k n x k n
.

3	 The	value	of	k for	any	confidence	level	can	be	found	using	Normal	distribution	
tables.

Table	14.15

Confidence level k

90% 1.645

95% 1.96

99% 2.58

	 4	 For	large	values	of	n,	the	requirement	that	the	distribution	is	Normal	may	be	
relaxed.

	 5	 Confidence	intervals	for	paired	samples	are	formed	in	the	same	way	but	the	
variable	is	now	the	difference	between	the	paired	values.

	 6	 When	the	population	standard	deviation,	σ,	is	not	known	and	is	estimated	
as	being	the	sample	standard	deviation,	s,	and	the	distribution	is	Normal,	
confidence	intervals	for	µ	are	found	using	the	t	distribution.

	 7	 Two-sided	confidence	intervals	for	µ	based	on	the	t	distribution	are	given	by

x k s
n

x k s
n

− +to .

	 8	 The	value	of	k for	any	confidence	level	can	be	found	using	t distribution	tables	
for	appropriate	degrees	of	freedom.	

	 9	 The	value	of	s	can	be	found	using	the	formula

s
S
n

x x
n

xx

i

i2

2

1 1
= − =

−( )
−( )Σ .

10	 As	with	confidence	intervals	based	on	the	Normal	distribution,	confidence	
intervals	for	paired	samples	are	formed	in	the	same	way	but	the	variable	is	
now	the	difference	between	the	paired	values.

11	 The	goodness	of	fit	of	a	Normal	distribution	can	be	checked	using	a	Normal	
probability	plot.

12	 Small	samples	from	Normal	populations	with	known	variances		

	 The	two-sided	confidence	interval	for	µ1	−	µ2	is	 1 2
1

2

1

2
2

2

x x k
n n

− ± +σ σ

	 where	the	value	of	k	for	any	confidence	level	can	be	found	using	Normal	
distribution	tables.

13	 Large	samples	from	populations	with	unknown	variances

	 The	two-sided	confidence	interval	for	µ1	−	µ2	is	 1 2
1

2

1

2
2

2

x x k
s
n

s
n

− ± + 	

	 where	 s n x xi
n

i
1

1 ( )1
2

1
1

1
1

2= − ∑ −= 	and	 s n x xi
n

i
1

1 ( )2
2

2
1

2
2

2= − ∑ −= 	

	 and	the	value	of	k	for	any	confidence	level	can	be	found	using	Normal	
distribution	tables.
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14	 Small	samples	from	Normal	populations	with	unknown	variances

	 The	two-sided	confidence	interval	for	µ1	−	µ2	is	 1 2
1

2

1

2
2

2

x x k
s
n

s
n

− ± +

	 where	 s n x xi
n

i
1

1 ( )1
2

1
1

1
1

2= − ∑ −= 	and	 s n x xi
n

i
1

1 ( )2
2

2
1

2
2

2= − ∑ −= 	

	 and	the	value	of	k	for	any	confidence	level	can	be	found	using	a	t-distribution	
with	n1	+	n2	−	2		degrees	of	freedom.

15	 Samples	from	Normal	populations	with	equal	but	unknown	variances

	 	The	two-sided	confidence	interval	for	µ1	−	µ2	is	
1 1

1 2
1 2

x x ks n n( )− ± + 	

 where	 s
n s n s

n n
( 1) ( 1)

2
2 1 1

2
2 2

2

1 2

= − + −
+ − 	and	the	value	of	k	for	any	confidence	level	

can	be	found	using	a	t-distribution	with	n1	+	n2	−	2	degrees	of	freedom.

LEARNING	OUTCOMES
When	you	have	completed	this	chapter	you	should:

●➤ know	the	meaning	of	the	term	confidence	interval	for	a	parameter	and	
associated	language

●➤ understand	the	factors	which	affect	the	width	of	a	confidence	interval
●➤ be	able	to	construct	and	interpret	a	confidence	interval	for	a	single	population	

mean	using	the	Normal	or	the	t-distributions	and	know	when	it	is	appropriate	
to	do	so

●➤ know	when	samples	from	two	populations	should	be	considered	as	paired
●➤ be	able	to	construct	and	interpret	a	confidence	interval	for	the	difference	in	

means	of	two	paired	populations	using	a	paired	sample	and	a	Normal	or	t	
distribution	and	know	when	it	is	appropriate	to	do	so

●➤ know	when	samples	from	two	populations	should	be	considered	as	unpaired
●➤ be	able	to	construct	and	interpret	a	confidence	interval	for	the	difference	

in	the	means	of	two	populations	using	unpaired	samples	and	a	Normal	or	
t	distribution	and	know	when	it	is	appropriate	to	do	so

●➤ interpret	confidence	intervals	given	by	software
●➤ use	a	confidence	interval	for	a	population	parameter	to	make	a	decision	

about	a	hypothesised	value	of	that	parameter.
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